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Charles C. Stephenson died at his home in
Maj. Gen. William* II.
Shatter, U. S. V., has been relieved from East Belfast, Jan. 2 1, at the age of 5(5 years.
the command of the Department of the He was born in
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ed

gaged

business in

Jacksonville, Fla.,

as a

James

White, Esq., a prominent lawyer of
Belfast, and State Treasurer for several
years, and they made their home in Jacksonville for a number of years.
While
a
resilient there he
bought his present

to the amount

ii

in

member of the well known firm of Drew,
Hazeltine X Livingston. In December of
that year he married Camilla A., daughter
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Bangor,

j

unassuming man, endowed with
sweet, and lovable disposition: a

a

genial,

lias been veiy satis
man who
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ai though
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Capt. Daniel Hodgd« n, ,f New Haven
Ct., formerly of Belfast, died at a hospital in
Phn-mx, Arizona, Dee. lktli. in t-he52d year
‘•f his age.
Capt- Hodgih-u was burn in
Belfast, a sou of the late Robert and Sarah
Welch Hodgilon. At t-Jic ag.- of s years he

horsemen in the
an who had driven more
t purses of *10,000 than
n tlie country, died at his
ow
Jan. 1st.Speaker
u"wn

Aland, Monday,

began going

to attend

Conley. He
Washington.A notable

vicinity

Prescott-, Arizona. About two
David fell while at work in the
mines, the concussion of which affected his
brain and he has since been unable to work.
He was thought few weeks ago to be better,

hut the mercury
point in several years.
motion a temperature of
recorded.
ason,

but
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1
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with triple expansion eu1 develop 400horse power.
about ten knots an hour.
\ith the latest wrecking
w ill be the most powerShe cost about
ig afloat.
will be assigned to the

wrecking department....
I'orter, the United States

ast

John K. Gowdy,
general, held the
receptions, Monday at
ties embassy and consulate
were largely attended by

and Mr.
consul
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barisians and Americans.
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Wiiispkhinos.
Several
were announced
li' iiartinent Dec. 30th.
Maj.
Merritt, U. S. A., has been
ni the command
of the DeM 'he Pacific and from further
'"'hiing to the Philippine Islands,
proceed to New York city and
"tnmand of the Department of
i'^mnnents
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*11 ol which she

in

earnest

was

Her death

worker.

a

j

removes

the

children of Mr. and
Mrs. Harrison, and they have the heartfelt
sympathy of their large circle of friends.
The funeral will he held Saturday aft unoon
last hut

one

.it 2 o'clock.

offici-

ate.
Seth Ni kerson. the only surviving brother
of Gen. E. S. Nickerson of Boston, died at
his home in North Vassal boro Dee. 27, aged
s-' years.
The deceased was the third son of
Seth Nickerson of Swanville, Me., which
place was known as Nickerson’s Mills at the
time of his birth.
He removed to North
Vassaihoro many years ago, having marrh-d
a Miss Flavilla Priest of that place.
He
leaves

a widow, never having had any chilHe was a prosperous business man

dren.

and leaves quite

an

estate.

died at her home in Lowell
Mass.. Dec. .'list, after a short illness, at the
age of hi years. She was horn in Nortbport,
the: second daughter of the late Edward and
Mary Terrill. She married George Mowe of
Lowell, who survives her, with one son,
George, and one .laughter, Inez She leaves
five sisters, Ada Scales of Lakeport, Cal.;
Austina G. Wilson and Sarah A. Ingalls of
Belfast, Beatrice Pierce and Ella Trafton of
Inez A. Mowe

Lynn.

on

Susan O.,
eldest

wire

of

daughter

<>f

Rev.

S. A. Fuller ami
and Catherine

Staples Greenlaw of Waldo, Me., passed to
her heavenly home Nov. 30th, aged 71 years

j

and h months, after an illness of two weeks
at the home of her youngest son in Watertown, Mass. She left, to mourn their loss a

husband, two sons, vVm. .1. and S. A. Fuller,
Jr., of Watertown, Mass.; a daughter, Mrs.
C. A. Huntington of Nashua, N. H.; and
brothers and one sister—Mrs. P. G.
Wardwell of Beverly, Mass.; L. S. Greenlaw
of Reno, Nev.; A. S. of Sacramento, Calif.;
W. J. of North port, Me. ; Charles E of San
Francisco, Calif., and several grandchildren.
Under the labors of Rev. Theodore Hill, at
the age of twelve, she was brought to enjoy
the blessedness of full salvation through
Jesus. She was an upright, unselfish Christian, of hut few words, hut of a pleasant
humor, carrying with her the sunshine of a
bright, cheerful, friendly countenance and
spirit. She was an earnest, faithful helper
of her husband, in the duties of his ministerial life.
four

fully up,

roughly

|

After

illness

of

nearly two weeks
George Ralph Williamson, aged lb months,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Williamson of
Augusta, passed away De< 28th at 7 p. m.
an

The immediate

of death was bronchipneuinonia. Owing to the serious illness of
other members of the family, the funeral,
on Friday afternoon
at 2 30 o’clock, was

private.

cause

[Kennebec Journal.

Transfers

in

k~al

Estate.

The

State

Attorney,

and

subject

Judge

and the

Register of

have

been

modifications and improvearrangement and indexing
of books and records begun by his predecessor, the late J. D. Parker.
Although there
have been several appeals by parties in probate and insolvency business from Judge
Johnson's rulings, the Supreme Court has
invariably sustained him, showing that we
have at the head of our Probate Court a
man of judicial mind, good judgment and
one who deals justly between man and man.
out with
ments

a

present, calling the caucus to order.
Last evening the Republican caucus for
the nomination of State officers was held,
and the indications were that everything
would go by acclamation.
the

W. J. Landers has sold his interest
Gardiner Daily Reporter-Journal and retired from the paper. He has been one of the
most industrious news gatherers on the
in

Maine press, and is oue of the best fellows in
the world.
A Happy New Year to him.

Clerk of courts.

......

The annual report of the County Commissioners is m the Burgess job printing office
publication in pamphlet, form. It shows
a most gratifying condition of the county
finances and speaks well for the able and
judicious management of our county officials,
The estimates for county expenses for the
years 1899 and 1900 are £18.000 against £18,000 for 1897 and 1898, or £5,000 less per year
for the tax payers of the county to pay in
county taxes. Following are the estimates
as compared with the two previous years:
1899-1900
Grand & Travers Jurors.£2000
Criminal costs. 2500
Sheriff & Deputies.
1000
Support of prisoners. 1500
Land damages.
200
Stenographer. 850
825
Special liquor constables.
Coroners’

inquests.

Officers' serving

venires.

Salaries of county officers...
County commissioners.
Service of road notices

Water service.
Fuel and lights.
Postage, stationery, printing
and

binding..
Indexing county records
Repairs on comity buildings

..
...

1897 8
£ 4000
4000
900

2000
800
400

500

100
140
2700
750
25
110
450

2(H>
185
2(500
800
40

500
100
250

(500
100
500
525

150
450

Incidentals.

£18 000

CRIMINAL COSTS.

The following
allowed:

are

?
I

the

9

|

criminal

costs

%

*

r*

£

|
X

Belfast Police Court,

H.. VV.

Rogers, Judge, $174

91

77
22
23
10
12
5
0
2
1

25
02

Trial Justices,
1). Bickford,
Otis Cornfortli,
E. A. Greer.
M. C. Hill,.
E. VV. brown.
-VI
J. Dow.
Arthur Ritchie.
E P. Know I ton.
Samuel Atwood,.
W. H. Moody.
•4. K. Drake.
VV. T. C. Ruunells.

Eri

SUPPORT

OF

20
50
70
04
70
30

02

92
87
25 85

PRISONERS

$210 99 $ 45 Ii2
02 31
15 90
25 81
5 48
10 85
2 74
9 43
9 77
9 30
4 50
2 70
41 00

8 40
2 25
3 12

9 20

AT .TAIL.

Board 507 4-7 weeks @ $2,.$1135
Copies of mittimuses.
21

Turnkey fees.
Medical attendance,.

Clothing

and

bedding,.

45 60
10 50
60 07

Mass.,

Frank Elliugwood left Tuesday for Lynn,
Mass., where he has employment.
Miss

Susan

Dinsmore

went

Boston

to

yesterday.
Misses Barr, Hazeltine and 1',.
yesterday to Wellesley college.

retunod

r

F. Hanson left by boat Monday and
be was going to Boston and New York

E.
said

W illiam Staples of Everett, Mass
re.turn
ed home Monday from a visit ii. Be Fas:.
Mrs. \\

Ilanson and el.djlreii >v».*ut to
for a short visit.

I,.

Searsport yesterday

Walter Mahoney went
on business.

uksport

B

to

yes

terday

Dr. R. A. Holland of Calais, was a
guest
of James Haney and family the past week.

l'hilo Chase has gone to New York

Mrs.

on

business.

William M. Woods went to Thorndike
last Friday fora short visit.
Miss Grace A. Lord
Portland last week.

visited

friends in

Jane A. Me Leila n returned to Bos

Miss

Saturday after spending her holiday

ton

vacation at home.
Mrs.

Sarah

Ingalls

A.

Lowell,

went to

Mass., Monday, to attend the funeral of her
sister, Inez A. Mo we.
Adelbert Knight returned home Fri
a visit to Mr. and Mrs M
<\ Whitin Camden.

Mrs.

day

from

more
:

Hon. Wm. C. Marshall went t< Augusta
to attend a meeting of the State
Board of Assessors.

Tuesday

C. Hill went to Augusta TUes.b.v to
his duties n the State Leg’s’a-

M.

vs.

enter upon
tu re.

to

Harold T. Sibley and fr -m: .eft Monday
return
to their studies
o
Dart mo- to

Ralph R.
a]'pointed

hand Dee. 31, *9S.
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arc
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scare a
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exception

with

the

health la vs, ami in then cases,
had been given them h\ the City

of two, have

was

referred

RESOURCES.

Unpaid county

taxes .••••$10,079 18
Fees due Clerk's office.
jso 44
Due from W. & Q R. R. Co..
50 pt
Cash in Treasury
p; ]_q
..

$23 737 09
LIABILITIES.

allowed and unpaid.
.< 1 001 17
Excess of resources over liabilities. 22 135 92
Bills

$2

737 09
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knowledge there are some who would imt
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Wash.

department

will

o

rt.u

r-.b

a lew

receive

salary. Heretofore deputies
by fees.

comes

e-oph -y
.-ft

pa-

Deputy I S. Marsha: Berm-has been reappointed and umier

of the h. alth laws

re

!"

S.u 1
sailing vessel
enough o! that country and

Spokane,

exposing the public
anybody’s right to make

-s-j

v,

way of

home.

q occu-

.;rs

•.

Austin Clough, who

thus

knowledge

'.uai

o

eek

seen

infection, it is
complaint. Blit the whole trouble

-..y
r

F red Wood, who has h.een hi th-

pants, without permission of the proper authorities, continued to go ;nt pubr.r p; u -s
and among

•.

Prentiss of P:.g! ;
Prent’^ <
Hr.

Cel:a

Mrs. M

of St-

families

notified of the cases, and.

1;•

-.t,

Field at.remU-1

H.

gio-sts of Mr. and M*s. H

mplied

county attorney.
The local board quarantined ai

RECAP ITU CATION.

Mrs.

and

after notice

Marsha!, tin.* matter

visit: ig his

■

infectious or
they fail to do so the. s-cretary or health officer of the local board is required to notify the county attorney, who will take “such
action in the matter as the circumstances of
the case require."
The physiciai s in town,
the

been

IFm-rs-m, au-.l has

<>.

!•;> stud

to

nepm-w

ry.

meeting nf the New Eng1;:!::1
-1st
change in Boston lb

duty of pin sit ians to
twenty-four hours ai! rases of
should
contagious diseases

with

limed

a

ti

>.

has

Mrs

who has beer,

mb-’, ia

»

S. Br'«

.s

Patterson

Ciiarles

It is tin-

limited.

West Point

graudmot her.
ret

Bangor

Giass of
a

FraiM

Buss (.

the local

report within

374 49

<13 475 50
13 124 37

Health.

hoard
health, hut much of it was unwarranted.
! The abstract Of tin- health laws
Maine
j shows that the j owers of the be-: boards

$20,000 87

stated

,i

have been

poo’

Government.

City

The regular meeting of tin* City
held Monday * veiling, J, nuar\
The
full Board of Aldermen was present. .an
there was but oue absent*
I on tin
inon Council.
Councilman H. ii Smad.w
of Ward ■<, w 1 u has been ill, was
prrs»*i i>
the first time since the June meeting
ib
of accounts No. 10 was passe-i, tic- m.
Ms
under the various appropriations being .»s
follows;
was

Meeting:

of Waldo

firs.

County Grange.

Emily Browne Dowell,

<

Waldo County Pomona Grange met. December 27th with Equity Grange, Belfast. There

good attendance, considering

was a

bad
traveling ami the unsettled condition >f the
weather. The meeting was presided over
by Worthy Master Foster. The pro tern
officers were James Cunningham, Chaplain;
Mrs. J. G. Harding, Ceres; Mrs. James
the

The rest of the reguCunningham,
lar officers were present. The
following
Granges responded to the roll-call: Harvest
Moon, Thorndike : Silver Harvest ami Frederick Ritchie, Waldo; Farmer’s Pride and
Flora.

Tranquillity,Liucolnville ; Honesty, Morrill;
Mystic, Belmont; Equity ami Seaside, Belfast; Georges River, Liberty ; Victor, Searsmont; South Montville; Dirigo, Freedom;
Sunlight, Knox ; Comet, Swanville ; Granite,
North Searsport. A class of 12 was instructed in the fifth degree. The address of welcome was given by Sister
Cunningham and
the responds by D. O. Bowen,and both were
excellent. The Worthy Master appointed
Joseph Ellis, D. O. Bowen, L. L. Cross ami
Sisters Churchill and Murphy a committee
on time and program for next
meeting. The
then taken. The afternoon
was opened with music..
The quesl nited States
tion, Resolved, That the
should annex the Philippines, was discussed
by J. G. Harding, W. P. Thompson, 1) 0.
Bowen and W. T. C. Kunm lls
It was the
best discussion thftt has taken place in
noon recess

was

session

The Christmas number of the Traveler, a
California illustrated Family Journal, has
an article on California’s Women Poets, in
which

we

find

notice

tary

daughters.

Mrs.

following complimenof
Belfast, gifted
Powell was the daughter

late Mr. M. M. Browne and is a sister
of Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett.
Mrs. Powell
wrote her first, poem when but twelve years
of age.
When twenty, after several years
experience as a teacher in this city and in
the south, she went to California, where she
taught several years and later married ami
settled in that State. The Traveler says :
All of the gentleness, none of the
austerity
of her Puritan ancestry, is discernible in the
poems of Emily Browne Foweii, whose
lovable character finds expression m her
work. Mrs. Powell has contributed to the
majority of the foremost magazines, and has
maintained uniform excellence in her poems
and her prose.
A frail physique makes
mental inactivity necessary to her at present,
but she has written enough that is good to
place her among the best of our literary
song-makers, and to hold the interest and
admiration of her readers.
For word-etching and sympathetic qualit\ the billowing

be quoted

A

VISION.

A gray rock towering by the water-side,
The low lap, lap, of the Hiivaiie.eg ti« 1 *A sun-browned ehiid, dreamy and wistfu!-

eyed.

the ripples sea-birds curve uni dip;
From the blue distance c"uu-s a home-hound

ship;
through the
sails slip.

who wished had

fishing-boat rocks idly to and fro,
Along the sands the fishers come and go.
Hark! on the wind, the sailors' “Vo! heave

a

chance to express their

views.

j

Contingent.

far-off

mist-gates

white

p
com
jpp ts
!21 77
440 r,

Highway.
Fire department.
Library..

General school purposes.
School contingent.

Total.
An
way

order
near

passed

*

1412 7i

a-pting the highJ A Gardner's hous«
was

The committee
ably on the petite

on

Congress

an.:

streets

ns

a<

lights reported lavor
feu

lights on
Northport

Alto ami
nue

,r,

The Board of Ahlerumn bod the rep r1
n
the table.
Arnold Harris asked p. mission t.n* 5
He was given
post in front of lii.s st<>r.
leave to withdraw.
An order was passed transferring ^ 1,-111<i
from other appropriations t. that b r genera
school purposes, as follows
from contingent., £l,<bX); from school repairs ami iuso.r
!;,o
auce, Ipbub; from free t« \r :*.Us,
Clias. 11. Sargei.t. Coin-.-tor t Taxes. 1 ado
his

hi-nnmthiy

Collected*

reporr, a-* foi.Vw*«.
No\ i.
silica Nov. !-

MU
oj
4 ot;b 24

to

..

Tot a 1 collected.
Paid City Treasurer
Cash on baud..

A

ix

.:i

lb*.
,xpts

c.

24

>;w; (Hib 2b

Adjourned

to

Feb. hth.

ho!”

Equity Grange furnished the following
program; Reading by Brother Hurd; reading by Mabel Miller; song, “Break the news
to Mother” by Brother and Sister Wentworth; recitation, “The Young Man Waited,” by Marion Hayford; song by Sisters
Hayford and Iugraham; recitation, “Uncle
Ben and his Morgan Mare,” by Mary Cunningham.
Branch

1

Along

Out

County Grange for a long time, and
was both interesting and instructive, hut for
want of time it hail to be stopped before all

.,

one

of the

may

■

the

of

Waldo

vyibil

OUlUill

Grange,Prospect,

Jan. 24. Program:
1st, opening exercises; 2, conlerring fifth degree; IS, address of welcome by W. H. Ginn ;
4, response by J. G. Harding; 5, report of
granges; ti, appointment of committee; 7,

8, music;!), question,Resolved,
That there is no such a thing as luck. Aft.,
A. A. Ginn; Neg., Joseph Ellis; 10,
essay by
Alfred Stinson; 11, rest of entertainment by
South Branch Grange.
noon

13
75

.14 22

$

-‘

4 02
12 50
2 48

During the scarlet fever
•

,s0 00
45 .*o

Insolvency Courts.

j

Lowell,

to

Ros Fahv went to Waterville Tuesa short visit.

Mrs.

day for

of Mrs.

4 740 77

State Treasurer lines
u
fish
and game laws..
Paul land damages.
Stenographers in Probate and

of

County Finances.

Mrs. Mary Gray went
Monday for a short visit.

note

The Local Board of

$2 079 19 i
.>

some

plan

329 19
;;;,u00
500 00
1 icuou
400 00

Treasurer.

.m

Ellery Bowden ui Wiuterport is in
while her husband attends court.

10

deputies.<

Cash

Castine Monthe new hotel.

to

on

59

from

Paid Judge of Probate.
Register of Probate.

j

plastering

Mrs.

232 17

Sheriff, $400, minus fees

Probate Geo.

greatly improved during
their incumbency, Mr. Hazeltine carrying
office

84
79
80
00

$740 22

Paid bills 1sti.-, to 1898.

Witham

to

favor of Richardson. Dnnton for Witham. College.
K now 1 ton for Richardson.
1. C Moise am' von h bp! L.
: Liberty
A pauper case <>f Burnham vs. Be lfast, for j
< 4070 00
were
in town Tuesday <.»■ their way to
supplies furnished to a family named W. : i..<290 35
Augusta on business
217 70 i worth, was on trial Wednesday.

Paid M. S. Stiles, Co. Com.
3 W. Brock,
F. A. Cushuian

Paid

review of

on a

to work at

town

given in a horse
trade, tr;ed before Trial Justice Bickford of
Burnham, with judgment for plaintiff for
£20. At this hearing the jury decided in
action

Monday

John W. Kimball, Esq., went to Rockland
for a short visit.

Norton; second traverse,

case was a

Richardson,

Brooks

Monday

McAlister.

517 48
1 200
473
.302
120
57
1998

referees.
criminal costs.

E.

the old

nominations for State officers, Representative
Grindle of Islesboro, the oldest gentleman

jurors.

stenographers.
serving venires.

to criticisms

£18 000

Senate and House officials were renominated.
W. G. Fuller of Unity was
nominated for assistant folder of the Senate.
The Democrats held a caucus and made

traverse

Sheriff and deputies.

con-

Johnson and ('has. P. Hazeltiue, hold
over.
The internal arrangements of their

traverse,

to

Thomas A. Young went

day

O.

Frank

The first

Paid grand jurors. $

from both sides. The fact'of his reuoimuation and re-election for a third term speaks
well for his service as a public official.
The

50 82

EXPENDITURES.

tinues in that office after four years of service. This is the most difficult oitice to till
in the gift of the people, having to deal with

liquor prosecutions

foreman;
James F.

H2

20 000 87

|

Capital.

The legislative caucuses were held in Augusta Tuesday evening. Senator Clason for
President of tlie Senate and Representative
Stetson of Bangor for Speaker of the House
Most of
were nominated by acclamation.

Forfeited fees.

promptness, so es- j
He is a model offi-

Ellery Bowden, County

....

II

went

Mrs. Mary A. Parker of Bangor is visiting
her brother, John Parker, of this city.

___

index-

cial.

9

Batcheltler, Swanville;
Beklen, Palermo; Charles Q.
Committed from this county.112 Brown, Searsmont; Robert Burgess, Belfast;
for drunkeness.
7
Joseph II. Carlton, Winterport; Marcellos
selling liquors. ‘2 E
Clark, Prospect; Lewis W. Cook, Brooks;
non-payment of fines_ 2
Number of males.Ill
Philip O. Coombs, Islesboro; Warren Gorfemales. 1 don, Knox ; George Gould, Monroe; William
debtors. 14
Isaac Hills, Northport.
tramps. H7 Ileagan, Frankfort;
14
Second Jury. H. E. McDonald, Belfast
escaped. 0
between 15 and 21 years
5
foreman; O. G. Hussey, Waldo; Charles O
sentenced for 1 mouth or less. 45
Ludwick, Liberty; Fred A. McAllister,
sentenced 1 to 2 months.. 28
Burnham; Eli C. Merriam, Belfast; Joei M.
2 to 3 months..
2
Do prisoners labor ? Yes.
Miller, Lincolnville; James M. Palmer,
Are prisoners leased?
No.
Do prisoners receive religious instruction? Montville; J. F. Peterson, Searsport; John
S. Rowe, Morrill; Arthur L. Ward, ThornYes.
Do prisoners wear regulation suits? Yes. dike; Owen G. White, Belfast; Charles A.
WoodS, Searsport.
Albert Bacon of Unity was excused on
COUNTY TREASURER’S REPORT.
account of illness;
Henry Overlook of
Stockton Springs is confined to the house
RECEIPTS.
by a broken rib and was excused, and
Cash in Treasury, Jan. 1,1898.$ 7,733 02
Ree’d. on county tax, 1897.
8,303 29 Chester J. Hillman of Troy was excused on
1898.
7,72.1 81 account of illness iu his family. There were
of Clerk of Courts, tines, etc.
2,215 10 no men left for Supernumeraries.
fees.
297 08
The
Police Court, tines, etc_
following attorneys from other
'M 00
for violation
counties were present, L M. Staples, Washof game laws.
80 00
ington ; Joseph Williamson, Jr., Augusta:
Rec’d. of trial justices, tines, etc...
23 00
"
J. H. Montgomery, Camden; J. W. Manson,
for admissions to bar.
40 00
for liquor vessels sold.
11 70
Pittsfield; C. L. Andrews of Augusia; F. E*
for wood sold.
10 00
Bean, Hallowell; S. M. Andrews, Oakland
for articles soid.
3 33
The juries are. attended by the following
$20 544 05 deputy sheriffs : grand jury, Blanchard ; first

are

for

a

Alex,

:<t.

written

record for accuracy and
sential in that position.

of the five

Rev. Geo. S. Mills will

i.cat!;*

accurate,

k

a.*-

ed, and so arranged that any person may
look up a title with the utmost ease.
Alfred A. Small begins his seventh year
as County Treasurer, with an established

trite and

»

Oregon.The largest
was

Dec. 17th received

Si.

paralytic shock,
from which be died the next day.
He marThe following transfers iL real estate were
ried Mary, daughter of the late
Sylvester recorded in Waldo county Registry of
Cottrell of Belfast, who survives him with Deeds for the week
ending Jan. 4. 1899;
two sons and two daughters, Maurice E.
Lillian A. Drake, Albion, to W. F. McGray,
George A., Adelle and Fannie, all of New exr., Unity; land in Unity. Charles H. MitHaven. Of his father’s family of eight, four chell,
Monroe, to Alice S Rand, do. ; land in
remain, Judsonof Prescott, Ariz George of Monroe. John I). Shorey et als.,
Montana,
New Haven, Mrs. Elizabeth Cottrell, and
to Louisa D.
Shorey, Waldo; land and
Mrs. Amelia Cottrell of Belfast.
He
as a
buildings in Waldo. Louisa D. Shorey to
mau of generous impulses, genial disposihas. W. Shorey, Wald**; land and huihlmg
tion, and believed in and practiced in his in Waldo. Edwin S. Whittaker, Troy, to T.
daily life justice and fair dealing. He had W. Howes, do.; land ami buildings in Troy.
He was a Mason and an Eliza Milliken et als., Frankfort, to Geo. Fmany friends.
Odd Fellow. The remains will be brought West, do.; land in Frankfort.
to Belfast for interment in Grove Cemetery.

tt

the v-oiid

of

years ago

wa-st

:.«•

was

health tailing somewhat he .eft the sea and
bought a hotel in New Haven, and after a
few years went west anil entered the
grocery
business, in company with his brother Judsou, at Walnut Grove, Arizona.
They soon
after sold out and went jiitn mining in the

early Monday morning.
New England Monday
weather was not only the

the

cook, and at 18

having command of a
vessels, including the brig R. S.
Hassell, sell. Daylight, and others. The
Daylight was built for him by his brother-inlaw, the late George W Cottrell. His

ii

on

as

number of

1

v\«uk

sea

trade for many years,

the sale Dec. hist,
i elegant Dr. Fitzgerald
w ei Main street, to John
:>00.
Mr. M »riison will
u.i
pairs and will move
residence is reputed to
l.f way from $11,000 to
been vacant for the past
Washington County rails’ -i on
Monday and a new
oute was established by
The prediction
p u tment.
the weather bureau last
old wave would reach
ill-day, was fully verified
was

m

to

master of sell. Dnroe, of N. w bury port.
He
continued in the West India and coasting

sister, Mrs.

~

j

11.- records

30, 1897.

80,1898..'.

debt.

Maine.

Nov.

Fred Byers

on

work.

present.
The Traverse Juries are as follows:
B. P.
First Jury.
Hall, Winterport,

1898..
17
Committed during the \ear ending Nov.

Turnkey.
Georg.- D. MeCriiiis, Register of Deeds,
begins bis second term of four years, with as
well arranged an office as can he found in

modest,

con-

in

3 66
27 52

REPORT.

.JAIL

Prisoners,

The Treasurer’s report now
shows a balance in favor of the county of
>22,12.7. The tramp business was then at
its height, the average number per year beMr. Norton’s average is 101. When
ing 4bS.
it is remembered that the sheriff ami his
deputies are paid wholly by fees, this reduction of the business for the benefit of the
tax payers of the county speaks volumes
for those ciiirials.
Mr. Norton’s deputies
for the new term are as follows:
Deputy Sheriffs, Fred N. Vose, Thorndike; Hiram Me \lister, Burnham; Eugene
Blanchard, Sundypoint; Isaac Leathers,
Brooks; Frank G. Norton, North Palermo;
Jere Bowen, Monroe; A. A. Brown, Liberty ;
Geo. A. .1 aoUson, North Searsmont; Merton
G. Norton, Belfast,
Deputy Sheriff' an
272

68
00
25
00
93
32
62
00
(X)
14

$2,436 22

enormous, was, with
Sheriff Norton and his

was

plicated business are kept well in hand,
and every person who calls at the office is
assured of courteous treatment and prompt
attention.
Samuel G. Norton begins his fifth year as
Sheriff with a record of which he and the
citizens of the county may well feel proud.
When he took the office the county was $1,-

*•

11

of

time

liquors.

Osborne Lord went to Bangor Monday
business.

Clerk, Tileston Wadlin, Belfast.
Chaplain, Rev. Geo. S. Mills, Belfast.
County Attorney, Ellery Bowden Winterport.
Stenographer, F. A. Small, Augusta.
Sheriff, Samuel G. Norton, Belfast.
Deputy Sheriffs, Fred N. Vose, crier,
Thorndike; Merton G. Norton, messenger,
Belfast; Frank Norton, Palermo; Eugene
Blanchard, Stockton Springs. Hiram McAlister, Burnham.
The Grand Jury is the same as at the
September term, all the members being

323 50
64
180
19
28
296
30
19
32
3
42

PERSONAL.

Augusta.

838 09

Miscellaneous.

Chairman, Frank A. Cushman, Centre
Moutville; associates, Joseph W, Brock,
Sears port and William A. Bragg, Centre
Lincolnville.
Tileston Wadlin succeeds himself as Clerk
of Courts, beginning his thirteenth year in
that capacity. All the details of that com-

■

■

business,

lows:

husband, two children, a father and mother,
one sister and two brothers.
Her last illness was brief and was borne with much
She
composure of spirit and abiding trust.
saw that her work was done, and calmly
said when her baby passed away: “God
bless her, 1 shall soon he with her." There
were ouly seven hours between their deaths.
A devoted wife and mother, a true friend, a
kind neighbor has gone from a useful life to
her e tern ad reward.

k McAuliflV, who
with the title of
n "1
the world has
Mins Elizabeth E. Harrison died yesterday
the old p. R. Hazeltine house, and
vs
u
he home of home,
!11
'ruing at the home oi' her parents, Charles
for some years
occupied it as a sum- !
lit- spends his
i: and Ettie M. Harrison, on Liucoiiiville
About four years ag,ding such stories as mer residence.
j avenue, after
a long illness, at the early age
I
iwing wood by the after a wry severe sn-k ness n J,n ijs< u v 11 i
trees that don’t
f ;\vent> three years and live months.
She
he came to L dasi to liv.-.
1- rom the effects
vn. and talking over
of that sickm ss he never recn-.-ered, and fur 'was a
young lady of beautiful Christian
--t
life
iei-fs
i
spot iing
the past two ears Iras been
gradually fail- eharaiter, ol amiable disposition, very
!
>mce
e.ii\
de,an.alto her family-and friends, and one
ing: but his death, while .->■ peered, .came
I mg Mi A U iltfc
win.
the horses,*’ at | suddenly, as he h el 1.n qu.
comfortable who dibignted in doing good to others. Sin*
c m
was a member of the Congregational church,
The immediate cause was
prospered better j for some vim.
Solid.i\
,']-.<■.Ihe lumber ! heart failure. Mr. li r/eltiue was a
school and Christian Endeavor
i.j

The tramp

co-operation of
deputies, cut down to a low point, and from
being the “tramps' paradise,” and a byword throughout th** State, Waldo County
is now shunned by the tramps* and is never
referred to as an example of extravagance
by officers m other counties. Mr. Bragg,
the new member, comes well qualified for
the duties o* the position. He has had experience in town affairs, is a level-headed
business man and a staunch Republican.
He has been a deputy sheriff for two years
past. Th< Board organized Tuesday as foV

Nora E., daughter of Leslie B. and Mabel
Smith of Waldo, died Dec. 10th of pneumonia,aged one year. The following day the
mother died of the same disease, complicated with cerebral hemorrhage, aged 2'i years.
7 months and lo days.
Mrs. Smith was the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Wentworth
of Waldo, and leaves to mourn their loss a

celebrated

one

the

L.

Northern Belle silver
mine,in which he was very successful. Closing up his business in Nevada he returned
home in the spring of lsTo.and soon after enthe

which at.

Sarah Carr died at the home of Hon.
William C. Marshall last Thursday evening,
after an illness of hut a few days, of pneumonia. She was born in Ireland and came to
Belfast when she was tifteen^years old. She
worked as a domestic in the families of Aldeu I>. Chase, the late Sherburn Sleeper and
others until thirty-seven years ago, when
she. entered the employ of the late Hon.
Thomas Marshall, and after his death, in
lsbT, continued in the same house in the
family of his son, Hon. William C. Marshall.
She has since remained with the family, and
has been most faithful and efficient in her
duties. She had a large circle of friends.
Her nearest living relatives area nephew
and niece. Frank Mortland and Mrs. John
Davis, both of Searsport. The funeral was
held at Mr. Marshall’s residence Sunday
afternoon, Itev. J. M. Leighton officiating.

ed his boyhood here, attended the public
schools, and for a time was clerk in his
father’s store. When the California fever
broke out. and the hark Wm. O. Aldeu sailed for the Pacilic coast, young Hazeltine
went in her as a passenger to seek his fortune on the Pacific coast.
He engaged in
mining and mercantile business, with varying success, !n Marysville and Carson City,
and finally located at Virginia City, Nevada, w here he formed a partnership under the
name of Hazeltine X Sweetapple ami
open-

in

uid.

expenses

25 90
28 61

extra work.
Monuments for eouuty roads.
J. R. Mears, State Constable.
A T. Webb,
Serving road notices.
Law court entries.
Agent prevention of cruelty.
Coroners’ inquests.
Commissions on sales of confiscated

extrav.

unnecessary

been cut off.

have

but not

liberally,

all

$246 41

Janitor at Court House.

Judicial Court.

The January term of Supreme Judical
Court opened in this city Tuesday morning.
Following is a roster of the officials, juries,
etc., in attendance:
Justice presiding, Win. P. Whitehouse,

BILLS

Lighting
Telegraph and telephone.
Repairs, &cM Court House and Jail
Postage and stationery, printing
and binding
Indexing at. Registry of Deeds.

would to his own. Whatever has been
necessary, either in official service, repairs
to buildings, supplies for doing the business
of the county, etc., has been furnished libfor

commitments..

Supreme

65

Fuel at Court House and Jail,. $358 00
Water at Court House and Jail..
109 00

Republicans.

erally and paid
igantly, while

on

GENERAL

he

Miss

iM, aged (ik years. Mr Hazeltine was born
in Belfast Dec. I'1, lkJO, and was the son of
Benjamin ami Mary A. Hazeltine. He pass-

WEEK.

all

Allowed officers

The only change is in the Boarcl-of County
Commissioners, where William A. Bragg of
Centre Lincolnville succeeds Mark S. Stiles
of Jackson.
Mr. Stiles has served on the
Board twelve years and has been true to the
best interests of the county. In common
with his associates he has applied the same
rules of business to the county affairs that

Falls.

jam in Prescott Hazeltine died at liis
residence, corner of Court and Franklin
streets in tiiis city, Monday evening, Jan.

8.

a * aK

are

41 00

$1332

There was but one change in the elective
officers of the county of Waldo as a result of
the election last September. The officers

Mary Bean, remains to mourn the loss of a
loving, faithful husband. They have two
daughters, Hattie aud Minnie, living at the
old home. Six of tis father’s family remain,
Hannah, widov of Capt. Hollis H Blanchard, who lost his life on the stmr. Portland;
Henry Stephenson of Brooks; William E.
wife of Frank B.
Stephenson, Lucy A
strout, and Annie E., wife of Alphonso Sliute
of
Belfast, and Sarah Dyer of Ruinford

B«n

Supt. of work-yard.

The County Officers.

about ten years ago, when he moved to
Clinton. Last spring he returned to Belfast.
He was a farmer by occupation, an industrious, honorable man, of genial disposition,
and had many friends. He served during
the war in the navy and was in the
monitor Monadnoc
at the battle of Fort
Fisher. His wife, whose maiden name was

Obituary,

Deep

ot

California,

C. Merriam. Gen. Shatter will proceed at once to San Francisco,
and enter upon his duties....The torpedo
destroyer Farragut will at once be formally turned over to the government at San
The trial board, which had
Francisco.
to pass on her construction, as well as
her speed, has completed its inspection,
and is thoroughly satisfied with her.
Secretary Long has at length determined
to begin the sale of such vessels of the
auxiliary navy as are not considered fit for
the naval service.
The first, will be the
May flower formerly owned by the Ogden
Geolet estate.
She is now at Havana,
and orders were sent to her to come
north_The funeral of the late Justin 1.
Morrill of Vermont was held at the senate
chamber at noon Deo. ;Jlst and was conducted with impressive dignity iu the
presence of tin president, vice president,
members of the cabinet, justices of the
supreme court, senators and representatives, speaker of the house, representatives of the army and navy and diplomatic
corps, and a large concourse of private
citizens testified to the affectionate regard in which Mr. Morrill was held. The
casket was simple and rich.
The features showed
still rugged strength and
firmness.
Flowers wen piled high to the
top of the president's desk.
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recess;

Oh, homesick shell!

The Weather for

Thy low, imprisoned

roar

Brings hack the sounding
led shore,

sea, the

And the dear home that I may

cliiT-wal-

see no more.

Following is a
reports kept by
year
ous

August

from irregular habits exist, that Green’s
It.
August Flower is a grand remedy
does not injure tiie system by frequent use,
and is excellent for sour stomachs and indigestion.” Sample bottles free at Poor &
Son’s, Belfast, and A. B. Sparrow, Freedom.
Sold by dealers in all civilized countries.

Mr.

L

II.

Mur- 1

weathei
for the

1898, which cunipli-tes 40 years rontinrecoril kept by him

Flower.

"It is a surprising fact," says Prof. Houton, “that in my travels in all parts of the
world, lor tile last ten years, 1 have met.
more people having used Green’s August
Blower than any other remedy, for dyspepsia, deranged liver and stomach, and for
coustipatiou. I find for tourists and salesmen, or for persons tilliug office positions,
where headaches and general had feelings

189^.

summary of T1.«*

a

g

f
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:
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.January.18.25 19.93 38 -17
8
.27.05 23.11 40
February.
March

3045
.42.01

.'127
43.74
April
May.50.05 55.r.i
June.02 12 04.52
July .08.47 09.50
August-08 92 07.02
September....00.93 59.94
October..
.50.30 48.55
November.... 38.28 37.(9
December.. .24.14 24.40
..

48
03

23

72
83

52

89
81

79
78
52
41

21
43
50
01
42
34

17
-11

6
f.
7

12
7
10
10

13
lo
4
4

36
ns

15
9

5.811
11.35
2 48
4.07
1.28
OOP

1.38
2.31

15
8

3.17

10
13

2

4

7

12
17

8.35
5.59
2.90

Belfast in 1898.

A

The Journal’s Annual Review of Local Events of the
Past Year.
Side, and It. A. (inmay’s
the l’idi1, have each ha I a

Are tiding to our usual custom wo herewith present The Journal readers with an
annua! re\u w oi local e-vents of the year
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for
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prosperous

Belfast,
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v

huge death
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yet

be

account ot its

on

I». Lawrence and \V. \V. Cates kept
their respective clothing factories in the
Coliseum building up to their full capacity most of the time. They work on
bicycle suits, and employ together about
75 hands.
F. A. Howard A Sou had a good demand for their screw drivers and have
added a new department to their work
5 year contract to nuke the new
—a
method rolls for cue Condon Manufacturing Co.
M.

and influential citizens and the loss oi life

by shipwreck.
l.Ot A L I MU s

i:ik>.

The shoe factory of CTitchett, .Sibley A\\k hulas its place as the leading manufacturing industry of the city, as it has
The force employvione for many years.
has been kept fully lip to its former
numbers, and the grade of work and
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the
milliiiciy business of Miss A. F. South
w«>11h in The .Journal building in JanuMiss 11 a lie M. Bl.i.
a;y
j-ut in a stock
0
tancy goods, etc., in a part ot the same
sioie.
Miss Bose A. French, huani-rly in
tin-stoic with Miss Sou ‘wv >rth. t timed.)
part no: hip with Miss Nellie il .pkinsand
"P> rnal ,> diy and i mc\ goods business in
n..,Mord l.i" h. ii 'he siorc lonmulv !<•bv Geo. A. g> nimby-Andrew L.
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Mr.

manager.

mtinuing.

ailies c

The patent medicine industry has all
gone out except the Dalton Sarsaparilla
Co., which still does business ar the
old stand, the medicines selling on their
merits without much effort being put forth
by the company.
Hatch Bros., at the il ad of the Tide,
tilled a large order for pork barrels for
I >l)ii P Sijuiie of
Cambridge, and ire now
>r work on an order for fish barrels for
B'-othbay ami I) imariscorta parties.
P. L. Si rout worked his brick kiln on
local orders, and had an invmase over his
business of a few years past.

principal

and death of the
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ivvo

me

somewhat

increased

output

sms oil.

Carter.
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especially of well-known

rate,
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James F. X >yes continued the manufacture of wire goods, mattresses, coat
hangers, etc.., at Ins place on Vine street.
Mayo A \\ hite h ive done a go >d business at tiieir hittling and
candymaking
estahlishment on Ideas int street.
Hie
linn was recently changed to Mayo, U nite

just dost- 1. From a e unmercial and municipal point t view the yeai lSbS was a
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..•' :»A ien.g!: t Imre a: e not so many linns
in
dm-ss as a k-w years ago.
Hat•' A'
*ami llutcliins lhos., in
ami M.i.k Wo
A- >• u and \V. T.
gnu
II o v a pi. a marble, lmve cadi d-»11 a good
s
bu.'iuess. chiefly in cemetery work.
>e u
<1 it. Apnl from
mp.so:• A F .-:e 1 t:.•
i
N ws hqiposite 'ihe .lourmil
lfli<m
me b;i:i;i
>ai sapai ilia building,
'■*
li.e» ha vt largely increased their
nisi ness >
in new machinery. an elech"
m a
T! ey cm pi -y AO hambs
', '•t;
au-l make -k» cozen garments
overalls
:«mi
11 'em.; ev w t-ek.
m\ it
A
sib.«-y 1 o. put in a new grist
no.
by .1 kn-horse power electric
at k-er.
at
’h»- large storehouse on their
wharf
1
has
capacity of AO bushels of
ncai j.oui.
The business has been
<-

!

good.
1 m- Beiiast Machine AFoundry Co. laid
good year's work, on quarry, vessel and
fane, machinery, bicycles and general
job
woik.
They have made for themselves
mum new
machinery and otherwise improved the plant.
1 he Belfast Light & Power Co. thoroughly renovated its ice plant, putting the
buildings, in good repair, rebuilding the
“levators and putting in a new and improved lowering machine.
They are now
prepared to cut the Goose Liver pond to
As full capacity.
Their houses have a
•apacity of 1A,000 tons and they can delivei a huge quantity additional as ’‘water
oe.’
The company also made many improvements in tin* electric and gas lightIn 1N97 they put the power
-ng plank''
station and gas works in first class condiion ami ‘luring tin* past year have
given
specm1 attention to the wiring and lamps
•jia.-.iglioiit the city. The municipal arc
lamps ha' e all been changed from 1,200 to
2,000 a mile p* werof tin* latest pattern,
and m
hange* made in the lighting «•!
piiv -m business places ami "lliees. Many
.>>•;'
have adopted the Welsbacii
gas
burnm s
Tim M-n.y industry is of considerable
and btjinejs aie keeping on
Hiip>u k:n.
■n t)
inaivii of impi"vement.
OeeasionviMtsoi representatives of The Journal
-> the '■ ir:<.us
dairy farms in Belfast and
''icini’y •'•bow constant improvement. in
stock, ai.d the adoption of up-to-date
.1

.-merman

*

t.o.

s

leather-board

mills

part of the year on
extra time.
There has been a steady demand for their goods.
Kelley * Co.’s axes still hold the high
place they have won in the favor of lumbermen and the him finds a ready market
for all it can make.
Kankin & Co.’s saw mill on the East
as

usual,
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At tbe March meeting Mayor John M.
Fletcher and most of the members of the
previous year’s city council were re-elected.
The refunding of the old (i per cent,
bonds by a new issue hearing 4 per cent,
was
successfully accomplished. The full
amount of the old bonds due in
August
Isos was rfhS,70(), and there now remains
hut
outstanding
•$■'!,000.
The Law Court sustained the
city in the
case of Belfast Water Co. vs. the
city of
Belfast, to recover $212.30 for water rental on hydrants ou Vine str et and Waldo
avenue.
The city defended on the ground
that the contract ealisfor 0-inch
pipe, and
these hydrants are on 4-inch.
A hoard of Cemetery Trustees was
created by ordinance, and they haste been
authorized to sell tlie hearse.
Material
improvements were made in Crove cemetery, including a re-arranging of the suits
in the receiving tomb
A fence was built
around South Belfast cemetery.
The new law creating a lioad Commissioner in place of the former high way survcyoi went into effect this year, and W. A.
Mason was elected
that position.
Like
all radical changes it met with agouti deal
of opposition and the management of the
highways has been the subject of much
harsh criticism.
July 1.7, a portion of the
lower bridge broke down and was at once
rebuilt in piling and timber.
The City
Council has under consideration a plan to
rebuild the bridge in rip rap and iron
spans, a portion eacli year until completed.
New concrete walks were laid on portions of Main, Church and Market streets,
and sections of wooden walks in the residence portions of the city rebuilt.
The work of laying new sewers was continued on Cedar, Congress, Charles, Park
and Miller streets, a total length of 2455
feet at a cost of $1,041.71.
The contract
provided that only local workmen should
be employed and that they should be paid
$1.50 per day.

■

in ail particulars keeping up
with he times
The movement in behalf
«l hornless cattle is gaining.
A number
of bulls of the Polled Galloway and other
hornless breeds are kept, and several
herds of Jerseys and other horned stock
have been dehorned.
Another industry, new in Belfast the
past season, was raising of cucumbers for
pickles. The firm of Skelton, Foote &
Co. of Boston, manufacturers of the
f tiious Bunker Hill pickles, contracted
with the fanners of this vicinity for pickthe
ling cucumbers and
shipments
amounted to 2,009 barrels. The farmers
found it a profitable branch of farming.
James C. Durham
made an addition to his mill and otherwise improved
his plant.
He kept up the high grade
of his work and increased his business
over 1897.
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the bands of
!'«•*<■! v.-: s
paid ; lie c: .alit"i s
iivi.lends 1 m .itiuing to .',0 }m-i cent. They,
ha '•»
a. .cliinei y ami s. une other
piopu U
b. disposed of.
The stockholders
■>

mi

u

a hai Be
Is)
.on
letnrned r. Bellas!
in Ap
hum
t hurch ■**iot:t.
In 1 oeml.or lit n: .vedto
Mam reel-H. (d Pitch.a handled
potatoes .est winteg inti
soring in die Mans
iie.'d st.-ie. foot of Main sire l. iml this
winter is handling apples ami
potatoes. occupying botu dir Mauslield' and
Km.witoi storesThe Jinn of Morill A
French, painters, was succeed‘‘d by the <>
J
Blown Co.
'bias.
J'i'ench
t|H
late
linn is
on
the.
* "a,l
with a
meat
wagon-Henry O.
moved
his
Dodge
clothing factory from
Common s-reet to High slice' in Junoh >'d A. Johnson bought the
dry goods
business oi A. i‘. Mauslield in
July-^ m. ii. McIntosh opened a
grocery si oi
]u Bn- ,1. <
Thompson building on Main
stiee! in >ep;ember
-s. A. Littlelield A
(
bad a liu. a mom and : ui. *; ac a few
weeks on Pi
-nix Bow, but later opened a
clothing and coot and shoe store opposite,
tiudei rlie name of S A. Littlelield•»co. \\
Pattoj son was succeeded as laudlovdot the C.uuaionwealtli Hotel in August by L.
IL Knowltoii-July jad,
creditors ot tL« (beam Publishing Co.
bled a petition in
insolvency against the
"lnp.tny, and the ( ream lnagazim was
usj.ended. Judge Johnson <»t ;!,
{n
solvency ( mint decided that the cast- was
not within his jurisdiction, n uni ng uudei
the new 1
S
bankruptcy act. An appeal
was iaken, and ilie rise was referred
t«>
the Law Court, which sustains
.Judge
Johnson, aim the proceedings will end at
the January term ot .■supreme Judicial
(bunt-11. M.
Stevens
charged his
fruit store to a restaurant, in August.
Geo. A.
nimby became a partner with
( has. II. Field in the insurance business
after the death of Walter IL West, under
the tirm name of Field A QuimbyZelma S. Bichards sold his
blaeksmithirg
business to Henry W. Davis in November,
and went to Massachusetts-George
Jones opened a barber shop in the Wells
building on Pliamix Bow in December.
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Portions of the vessel and many bodies
GOLD DUST WASHING POWDKK
|
came ashore on the eastern side of
Cape
Cod. The steamer was commanded
by
Capt. Hollis H. Blanchard of Wood fords
formerly of Belfast, and Frank A. Patterson of Portland, formerly of
Belfast, was
quarter-master. The steamer Peutagoet
of the New York and Bangor line is
supKeep informed of what is going on; rend tin
posed to have foundered in the same gale
and all ou board lost.
magazines; save time from ii,u,
Many sailing ves
sels were wrecked and many lives lost.
So remarkable are the facts; so
rest and reading by using
are they
Chas. E. Haskell of Rockland, formerly
substantiated; so important are they to ill icho are
of Belfast, was steward of sell. Kdwaid
Lameyer which left Hyaunis the day Ining •, that there is no
of publishing them under
fore the gale, coal laden for Salem. urn
the
news or other
colors.
was not again heard from.
In the wreck
of sell Lester A. Lewis at Provincetowu,
Few
men in Detroit Real Estate Circles
took
to
her.
Before
she had Mass., Capt. Nelson Kimball, a uative *>t
j
them home
are better known than Frank B. Trout.
taken all of the first box we noticed a Belfast, lost his life. Sell. Jacob Ib-cd of
None place a higher value on their reputaBoston was abandoned at sea Feb. *jd ami
for
the
better.
change
tion.
“She gained strength daily.
her crew saved.
Four of the crew belne
WASHING POWDfp
Mr. Trout has reason to believe in the
Every one noticed the change; I bought ; in Belfast, Frank Lairabee, W. (). Aldus
two more boxes.
When she had taken Samuel White and Alfred Staples. I V:potency ol Dr. Williams' Pink Pills, and
0* It saves both tin;
them she was strong enough to leave her Webber of Belfast was mate of seh ste
he does not hesitate to say so.
bed, and in les than s.x months was some- phen Morris which was abandoned o sea
and gives result
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills saved the life
thin
in June and her crew never heard from.
hersed.
of his daughter.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK t *
>.
and
is a
entirely cured,
To-day she
SHI I'1*1 NO.
Saved
her when eminent physicians
St. Bouts.
New York.
Boston.
Chif-nffo.
big, strong, healthy girl, weighing 130
failed; when the pharmacopoeia was exAside from the loss of schooners James
«a>»aaaaaaoaa«aaaoe««o«ao0o««oetaoaaattt>'
pounds, and ha* never had a sick day
hausted ;
when
science
Holmes and Marcellus, reported above
acknowledged
since.
defeat.
“I knov/ Dr. Williams' Pink Pills saved there were other losses 'to our loci! llect.
The gratitude of the father overbalances
my daughter5.- li e and I am glad to re- Capt. G. F. Ryan sold the Aliautouomah to
the natural conservatism of the man, and
commend them to the world."
Rockport parties after the death of h
he tails the world his story that others
To further verify this statement Mr. son, and the George 15. Ferguson was
hl
!->r -'i generous
! may be benefited.
Trout made af.'idavit to its truthfulness to the wickers. Scb. A. Hayford, f»n srv“At the age of fourteenr' said T~r.
eral years in the Rockland lime trade un h
before Robert E. Hull, Jr. Notary Public.
lO (KM
...IN
1 he last decade of *
Trout, “we had to take our daughter
nineteenth cen- command ol Capt. K. W. Warren, was
IIIIAK SIZIv
from school owing to her health.
She
k* / L
v
I v some of the bought by Capt. G. F. Ryan and otle-rs
m h.
mot i
began to fall away and became pale and
in the history and is running as u Boston packet.
Fannie A Edith was also put into the
o‘ the wot.
languid. She was so weak she wouid
n.e have done more to
fall down every time she tried to walk
Boston
benefit nvi.ik nd Ikon Pr. Willi ms' Pink
packet business.
Pills f .r rale People. Seme of the cures
unsupported.
UA I I.KOAD \ N I) ST K A MI 50 A ,“When she was fifteen she weighed only
effected by this wonderful lemedy almost
The Boston A Bangor steameis did a
ninety pounds.
equil the mir-cies < i o:..- Diseases long good business, the City of Fang, i, (
1/ -u's W ool /Soot
“She was actually fading away.
o
in.
v
succumbed
to
their
supposed
Otis Ir.graham, and the Fenobscot. r
“Several physicians said she might out
at.HU. This
J a- paralyzed hove walked:
potency.
Maieus Fierce, making six trips pci v
!.
grow it, but that it would no doubt termi
the weak and
ding have stepped from through the summer season. This
it't'sh
mhIs.
nate in consumption.
their beds well nd strong. The evidence done
by the steamers leaving Bang e
“She was growing weaker every day;
is irrefutable.
}fen's
I lv: fact stands supreme i return to Boston at 2 o’clock
Woof
/;•
mi
p. n
we concluded we must lose our child.
that Dr. Williams* rink Pills are the greatI I \ iiKu KKK
W ,i
llUelilv
of arrival.
day
f he medical profession had exhausted
er t
blessing ever bestowed on suffering
first ipialilv ni
Capt. Bennett continued on the Cam.1 .-ii
their skill, we had tried all the well known
humanity
j
and Bueksport route throughout
^
! remedies. Finally I bought a box of Dr.
Indian Brand }i.••
Dr. WiJkr > ■’ Pink Pills are sold by
He ran until Septembei in the M. a
M
1 ♦*’.?
! Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People and
druggists ii-.rau?
which was tlien taken oil' and gg
*
M< u 's W oof Ho
No
j I
added to her
at the Baibour sardHu f>ftees, V>' ’/
j in Brewer and length
new machinery put in
1 m
1 anted.
who are unable to attend the regular
I leniont was
The Knights of Pythias kept busily .it
;
xjrneneed b\ the cook who j
used while the
hang
school.
w a
:
work ami large :y increased the member- were being made.
he r mince pies to be
Tile M. A \!
v |b
'/it's Huh her /•
Tile Catholics held services oil alternate ship of noth tie lodge and the Uniform
renamed Verona, and v\i!i res.,in* 11
i«.» 1 i! she is one of the; sensible
jj
$2.r» o.
the
the
Hev.
K
ink.
route
in .January.
The “K. P. hall," winc h has bepastor
Sundays during
year,
w< mei who
use
*5
always
Kr. .1
E. Keab.v oilhuating.
In April
come one of the regular social events of
The
! .m,,
(astine,
Brooksville,
! Mr.
J judies' tO-Hu*1:
Wm. S. Ihannagan presented the each year, was a success as usual.
Belfast line was v\» 11 p. :. ip.
The and
! chin -h with a series of pictures ivpresmusic was by tlie Belfast Band, and its Capt. Smallidge com inning tm ,u
s‘ iffe, // esi
<jn
The stations I'c'W instill me
ing the Way of the Cross.
the year in the Silver Mar
were used for the first
A n
ot tie Way of the Cross wine erected and
Lotties' S HlHtottime in tin.- eonccrt.
The events were a exclusions were made durir:
v
on
! blessed
Thanksgiving day.
11
.
Very supper, < 11 ill, e mrert and dance. Belfast bunging many people tothis ed
us jo. $t.r>o,
i Hev. Fr. M. ('. O’Brien, \'iear General of
1 he ('.istine w as on a
n
\,
'Company, Uniform Bank, attended the
! lie 1 ho.vse eoiid mired t lie sei vices assisted
t
fuff Hue iif s;> y
It nines to you ready for the
u
i,
[ field-day at Bangor (>ct. b and gave nuex- Bel!ast and Rockland, via «
by F:. Kealey and several visiting priests. | hibition drill. They attended in a bd\ ! Iirooksvilie, when the year m n o
!
m* crust
is
It
made
of
fresh
y
Ifso a nice ossf
The < »ngrcgationalists, !>;.i h tlie North 1 the funeral of M.ij. B. B. Ulmer of Bock- 1 abandoned it for the ox ni
>
o
: arid
green apples aftet an •:
!
! church and at the Head ot the Tide, had land.
J f (. !'( s o j o
The company is in practice to take j ‘ally in the summer, and
ini
'■
hi Maine ivc cipt.
a
It is
Hev. Gc< >. S
M is
',
| d <>>pt■ o’is year.
part in the competitive drill at t ie National I business in excursions,
Mitten'. Mi o
continues to work effectively as pas! a ar
:
lie- Maine Coast Naviga
n
Encampment i> Detroit. Mica., a IbOO.
pn
yo: cjinld make it v<uirseit y
uitil Huff
t In- former, and
the latter w;s supplied
Tail.dine Tribe. Improved Ordei of! t io- stoimei Salacia, < apt. < p i
Oliwi
arid cheaper.
a
A
pack I;
t
•luring he summer season o\ Mr. II. !l ; Bed Men, took the prize at tin meeting of on a out e lie! we.en F- m ; iano in
11
ish to see the
id prove this to you.
yge
W rib ley of Bangor
Tin- logical Seu>t- ti e (Deal ( ouncil of Maine f n
1
p,
adopting In J line. She made t w ■,
$k£.~>U Shoe !•
u,i \. !■%••■ important o»nvein n>ns wen* held
the largest number of pale faces into the week, and during the sum no
o >i!
with the lic e! of tin T (h diHirh during
C-Cfi'n I fi.y Thorndike <? Hix, Rockland, Me
tribe.
Tlie emblematic watch charm was trips wholly in the day tom.
M,e i* ui
'no
I'i:«• W da » omity v.inday
a wai .led to Elisha 11. ILauev f »r
; e.:i
proposing up :: good business conse ei in.- do sli a'
■'-•ho d Convention duly 1st, and the
tiic hugest number of those candidates.
time she was ou tiie ruutau
m
w is
Waldo < ounty i •augregational Conference,
Enterprise Lodge. A. (). U. YV, init la ted oil' in November, and ha sue «■ gone t,.
s •. v k
Oct. I I and Id.
sevcia! candidates daring the year,
The Forto Kir > undei charier.
«o*\.
Winslow was returned to
lodge observed the t hirtieth anniversary of ; In August the Met,lop- li.an >. > •:
1
Behest on Ins third consecutive year, by the order Oct.
-tjv.ii Health
L'Tth, with appropriate ex- put on tin* Fentagoet, Cant. < ms.
the Fast Maine Methodist Conference in eivises at the
V
lodge room, followed by Height boat between Now York ami
tefcAwlv
Mas.
l i e chinch seivires, Sunday school
Bangoi, making one round nip j.ei
supper.
i
r! and" Kpworih League, were well attended,
(kites was
afteiw aids
Capt.
Bay City Council, Amelia in Legion of week.
| tiie hitter having an unusually successful Honor, surrendered its charter in Decem- succeeded by Capt. Orrin Ingraham <•!
1
--A.C
Mr. Winslow, in addition to his ber and tlie members wen transferred to Rockland.
year.
She passed Highland liglr.
legular work, has preached two Sundays a council in Last Boston.
1
;■ ;
on
her
the
tor-moon
Cod,
si
Cap
way.ast,
start
; "'•!>
Belfast Lodge, New JO gland Order of of Nov. 2»5;h and was never seen :> (in| per month at Citypoint. The home dea.
partment, of the Sunday school, introduc- Protection, received an otlicial visit Feb.
n.W
wards.
She no doubt foiindeied in tlie
nm
ed last year, proved very helpful to those Lbtli from
Mr
Kanawha
.-supreme Treisuivr Sanborn, gale of the 2< >' h and 27th.
ui< iV!,-V'
1 \ mi
ini
,-st
In
nil
wle*
availed
themselves
of
it.
who gave an address.
made one round trip early in December,
j
A musical cntei
The Unitarians had a prosperous year tainment was
it riuhi
given and supper served. going to E.istporl via the Fenobscot Bl
i t!i.t 1
Men. W'liii.ri!
J,,
|K
undei th(‘ pastorate of Rev. James M. The ninth
anniversary of the order was and River and was then taken off the
ell 1 11 ('ll, rllivij by
l.eight.on.
There were no special features observed
"
a
route.
The
--"'I
steamer
11
F
is
Kunnells
iiwit!',
mil-: 'haw
concert, dance, etc., at
by
<i occasions during the
Odd Fellows Hall, Defg g'.Hh.
year.
Fidelity Met Imd,
The lodge, advertised t«» run regularly on the New
Ihi
}'-a.siei of the Universalist chinch, is in good condition.
York and Bangor route.
\
cut tine
’:.
Rev. ( has. 11. W ells, resigned June oth
Ks
>
FIKKS A M* FIIiK I»1.1 A K I Ml VI
M
sIC A L AM- I ITKIJA I! V.
no detention :
!•’i11crs
(tj; d....
p tj At \v• mti J
and was succeeded by Rev. Ashley A.
A huger number of houses than usual j
The Belfast Band wel' sustained its repduties.
Smith, a graduate of Tufts, who began
his pastorate Nov. 1st.
The young people utation as standing at the front of the weie totally destroyed by tire during the i
musical organizations of the State,
ot the society kept up their interest and
It
year, but all were outside the hydrant
I bmvd.-. niiniy ih m
ill Vi• y
is.- we
The tires occurring wiihiu leach
held a number and variety of entertain- had a fairly prosperous season, playing limits.
no rii niev is jvii ";
f«*r important events in various places in ui tin hydrants were extinguished will;
ments for the benelit of the church.
35c. a bottle. Avoid Imitati.
}»!eie.
New in- out thi‘ total loss ot the buildings in which :
The Christian E.aleavor Societies of the the State as well as ii Belfast.
I’ll VHil iaus illVM Oil
Baptist and Congregationalist churches struments were bought during the year. they originated. The tires were as fob
Over l.'.jiuit
■4MU',
added to theii membership and had a The band introduced me innovation tliis low s :
.Jan
It had two ('.rum ni j -rs. Wm.
2d, house of Frank Whitcomb,
The regulai meetings season.
prosperous year.
Conslutaiion :\w
were
well attended and special services H. Sanborn, who weighs 201 pounds and C'edai street., total loss ^ i, 1 < M»: insured!
is the largest man doing military duty in for >'>00.
held.
Feb. 27. residence of the late ( apt. h.
The services at the People’s Mission Maine, and Don O. bobbins. -1 i pounds,
11. t’ttombs, Northport avenue: stable and
were continued under the
leadership of a the smallest man in tl e Slate.
The Belfast Festival Chorus attended outbuildings total loss: n ain house badly
number of workers.
The in clings are
h- ■; «ii >uuday afternoons and evenings, the music festival in Bangor, and is in damaged : loss so.OOb: insurance '' non.
March 7, buildings uf ClaimM
a:,.l -m Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday practice for tin- festiv tl of 1899.
Knowlton. Cit.ypoiut, totally destroyed
The i’arloi Musical Society was rc-orevenings.
Si
ganized and bolds regular semi-monthly with nearly all their contents: buildiu
TUI-1 s< HOOi.S.
mrehearsals.
| valued at >:»,()()0; insured loi s2,h:mi.
Lhe schools of Belfast were kept up to
The People’s Lecture course of 1897-8 | tents insured for sLliOO.
Office O.iurs !
the standard in all respects and advances was a literary and musical success.
Four
August if, buildings of Mis. Sarah W.
made along some lines.
The nine grade lectures ami two concerts wore given.
j Brown, \ ortbport avenue, t m ally dest.ro>
The Belfast Free L brary was kept well led: contents saved in a damaged < *ndi
system adopted in 1807 proved satisfacto0F
to
The school year ot 1807 8 closed in up in all respects, and did a good work, I tion: buildings valued at .>1. 100: insim-n
ry.
Jane, the High school graduating the especially iu encouraging useful reading I for '->Hn contents insured foi >”>(>U.
Aug. 2d, the house of Geo. \Y Frida
largest class in its history— fourteen pu- among the school children, in whom the
pils, eight ladies and six gentlemen. librarian and her assistants take a com- Congress street, was so badly burned tIt •;
ii wastoru down.
There were a few changes in the corps of ! mendable interest.
The stable wa> s ived
and
teachers during the year.
Misses Ella M.
partially insured
IU MAM- AM* ( II A UIT A K J,!
TKMPF.KANCK,
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receipts were 8408. The Tilth anniversary on account of its fearful record of disasters
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prepared only for noon and he heard t hen
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private parts,
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1 as
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and an address by the Noble Grand, M. Franklin G. Ryan, Fied I. Gordon, .James the Head of the Tide base ball teams both
Star Crown Brand
C. Hill.
Waldo Lodge and Aurora ReE. Patterson, .lohn .Jackson and Alfred played good games during the season.
bekah Lodge visited neighboring lodges Staples were on the Holmes, and George
The interest in bowling increased durImmediate relief,• ,'er. v
and received visits from others.
Canton Richards and George E. Beau were on the ing the year, (lames were played between
Used for years by !< atling
Pallas attended the meeting of the ISov- Marcellus. The lost were all Belfast men. Belfast and Camden teams, and more are
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book.
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26, and many of the members were accom- were not recovered. Capt. A. A. Canabee teams has been formed and is engaged in
panied by ladies. Waldo Lodge observed of the Marcellus and three of his men be- a series of games for team and individual
Hi the gale of No- prizes.
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the annual Odd Fellows’ Memorial Hay, longed in Searsport.
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Bears the
The Gun Club held no regular meets,
June 12th, by services at the Unitar- vember 26tli and 27t.h the steamer PortKind V
Bears the
ian church, with a sermon by Rev. J. M.
Signature of
land of the Boston and Portland line was and but little interest was manifested.
wrecked and all on all board perished.
Leighton.
on page
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The Baptist church received au I accepted the resignation of the pastor, Rev.
John F. Tilton, in March and he closed
his labors here May 8.
He was succeeded
by Rev. Randall T. Capen, who began liis
pastorate July 3d. The tall spire of the
church was taken down in September and
the belfry finished with a neat roof.
The
Sunday school has established a “home
for
the
benefit of those
department”
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In the Prado in front of my balcony,
bauds play every day; the evening paseo
the beautiful Parque de Isabel is filled
with well-dressed, chattering crowds, and

in

the theatres are

nightly crowded. But
under all this apparent peace and good
will, the volcano smoulders. “The shallows murmer, but the deeps are dumb.”
Business

proceeds

in its usual routine and

the town goes tranquilly to
midnight, because the typical

the* streets

if

a

ball,

a

mulatto.

its breath in anticipation of
Thanks to strict
possible occurrences.
censorship, the newspapers tell us little
of the carnival of crime that is going on in
Cuba,—of nightly murders and robberies
and outrages of every description.
The

Spanish system of press-control

would

hardly be tolerated in any other country,
eveu Russia; but here it is
as rigid
as
They

Pierce's Favorite Prescription, who. like

I)r Pierce, is a regular graduated and qualified physician, and who has, like him, devoted more than thirty years to the special
study and treatment of diseases of women.
For more than thirty years i)r. k. V.
Pierce, a regularly graduated doctor, lias
been chief consulting physician of the
Invalids’ Hotel and Surgical Institute, of
Buffalo. N. Y. On his staff are nearly a
score of regularly graduated, experienced,
skilled physicians, each of whom is a specEvialist in hi.-, chosen cl;.-c of diseases.
ery letter addressed to Dr. Pierce as above,
has prompt, conscientious attention, is regarded as sacredly confidential and is answered in a plain .-nvelope so your private
affairs are kept safe from prying eyes.
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whose release

from Spanish oppression

the I'm ted States has desired.
The other day ;»00 Nanigoes arrived in
ship isla de Panay. None of them
had a cent of money 01 anywhere to go,
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small bundles

remedies without relief, an d ti n a 1 1 y
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try > s. s. (Swiff's.
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bi-’en taken. tin- Oam-idisappeared entirely
and !"• was curod. Tin- cure was a permanent
one. for lie i- n«.w
.years old.and has
never had a sign of tie- on :i p'ul disease To return.
I. N. MntlVrCl!,
279 Snodgrass s;., Dallas, Texas.
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ith ihe result that the N auigoes
temporarily quartered in Los Fosos—
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Absolutely tbe only hope
Specific*.

those sheds of horrible memory where the
leeouceutradus starved to death by thou-
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Anti-Imperialists
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an

KxpansloniM.

:is it is the only remedy which goes
to the very bottom of the blood and
forces out every trace of the disea>e.
S. S S. is guaranteed purely vegetable.
and contains no potash, mercury, or
other mineral.
Books on <!.moer will be mailed free
to any address by the Swift Specific
Co., Atlanta. Gu.
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afraid of wind and breakers.
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are u ugwutnps who have liever sniff
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And T.ln-y tremble for tin- late
0: lie galiatil
j of state,
If -be veiiMrcs oti the stormy China seas
set
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Ad ih'-se gi'ii'-p statesmen hanker
dust !.> drop The good ship’s anchor
in Tin- Frog I’oud or the ever eaiiu

Back

I he

Passing

Bay,
Where they'd h*ed the crew on Ibsen
And the portraitures of Gibson
And the ooeras of Wagner, night and

Should the kaiser try

(lay.

And

a

the

Charles,

Never fear for her, for, bless us!
Hear old Harvard's great professors
Would shin along tin* guys and mend

snarls.

lamp.
Omnipresent

twink.

When they fail for local topics,
Then they curse the distant tropics,
And Expansion they denominate a sell.
Next, they damn the poor equator,
Ami most savagely berate her;
Ami Manila, they translate it, “French foi

Hell.”

Grab those God-forsaken islands full

o

skuuks

wrap those Filipinos m our flag;
Those old dagues we can’t bear ’em;
If you’re bound to have a harem,
Then select one when you haven’t got

wagon

would save us great expenses.
And would spare us grave offences
Bucli as Moses didn’t even dare to

£

speak—

a

bard

£

there

Such another wailing few
Never saw 1, nor did you ;
Why, you’d think the gallant ship was
now a wreck;
When in fact, she’s headed straight
As a string for Glory’s gate,
So you'd better climb aboard and get oi
deck.
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to
the like.
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Reading
what

out

adown the road he

cyclers two.
Dobbin in ins younger days
tanced by but few.

Sunday Globe

ning.

Maine.

Farmer, asked as to wha
proposed as a substitute for tin
present complicated, cumbersome, am
needlessly expensive ballot law, replies.
would he

The law of the State of Maine found ii

statutes of 1883, am
in force prior to date
of the passage of the so-called Australiai
Ballot Law, and to secure the privacy am l
protection of the voter, such portion of tin
Australian ballot law as relates to the guart
rail, location of the ballot box, and numbe
persons to be allowed inside inclosed space
The precise* thing.
That preserves all tin
virtues of the system and does away witl
the glaring defects.
[Bridgtou News.
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Reduction in Fares.

Me.

Temple. Belfast,

came

Belfast

to

Boston

$2.25*
...THE...

MARCELLUS J. DOW

never

BROOKS, MAIN

mood,

stretching

copy

HOLIDAY GOODS.

They started by—the road was wide, old
1 >obl>:n feeling good.
The quiet calmness of the morn had livened
up Ins

a

Ayer's
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We

t

Dry and Fancy Goods,

chas-

ed those
And

was

dis-

is
Fare between Belfast and Boston reduced fron
$3.00 to $2 25.
Fare between Searsport and Boston reduce*
from .$3 10 to $2.30 and a proportionate reduc
tion made in tin* price of through tickets be
tween Boston and all landings on the Penobsco
Bay and River.
The price of ro. ms, accommodating two per
sons each, will be reduced from $2 oo and $l.5(
to $1.50 and $1.00 each.

sped along about a mile, it was a merry
chase,
But Dobbin gave it up at last, and dropping

We

He looked at me, as if to say, “Old man,
I’m in disgrace.
The horse is surely passing by, the bike has
got his place.”
And all that day while in the town, old
Dobbin’s spirits fell;
His stout old pride was broken sure; the
reason I could tell.
But when last niglit
We

we

Steamtis will leave Belfast for Boston, vi;
Camden and Rockland, at (about) 2.30 l*. m.
Mondays and Thursdays.
For \\ interport, via way landings, Wednesday
and Saturdays at about! 8 00 a. m., or upon ar
rival of steamer from Boston.

trotted back from

town below the bill
met the weary cyclers who

waved at

From

us

From
11.00 A.

Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays

That had a big V on it; and said it would be
mine
If I would let them ride with ns and put
their bike behind,
And so L whistled softly, and Dobbin wink-

and

at

Bucksport, Mondays
M
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CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gpu’L Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL. Gen’l Manager, Bostor

&

Brown,

dealers

stay, old man; he’s
puncture proof—you see?”
[The Harness Gazette.
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Belfast, depart..
Citypoint...
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Knox
Thorndike.
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7 41
17 53
8 uu
8 1D
Unity.
Burnham, arrive. 8 35
11
45
Bangor..

some-

the little needle-

woman’s doll wardrobe or bed, or her own
small tea table.
.She is using her imagination as well as
her fingers, and happy indeed she may be.
Is there any comparison, in point of interest, between a big dish-towel and a
a
dainty little one for play dishes
a small oblong cut from the whole
portion
of a big glass-towel and hemmed neatly?
A little girl will like to learn to darn
linen if the worn dinner napkin she is set
to work on is afterwards to be
nicely
w’ashed and ironed, and become one of
her own little table-cloths. And could
hemming fail to be alluring when the
whole parts of another old napkin are cut
into squares for small fingers to make
into doll napkins? From pieces of old
handkerchiefs may be cut squares to be
fringed for doilies, useful on doll tables
and toy bureaus.
In fittimg up these
bureaus with dainty knicknacks, a little
girl will employ many a scrap of lace and
ribbon, and will learn to be skillful with
her needle.—[Harpers Bazar.
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undersigned
say that said Mary lu illy has since
39 Miller 81., Belfast.
deceased and that they have been duly appointed
j execittois of the las! will and testament of said
A nil v heieas the condition of said
Mary Keil y
mortgage lias been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof' they
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a package
3w60
Frankfort, Dec. 8. 185*8.
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chapter IV, revised
amendments thereto,

for

To have the men who have demonstrated
their organizing ability by great business
success tell their secrets of organization,
is the object of the editor of the CosThat
lie
is
mopolitan.
succeeding,
is proved in the January issue by the
article from Charles B. Flint, who is regarded in New York as one of the three
or four ablest organizers in Ameiica.
He
is piesident of the Rubber Trust and the
head of the great mercantile house of
Flint, Eddy a Co., which has its ramiii
cations iu almost even port of the woild.
Mr. Flint tells very openly what makes
for success in t lie organization of business.
11 is article may be read with interest by
the Rockefellers, the Armours, and the
Wanamakers as well as by the humblest
clerk seeking to fathom the secret of business success.
In the same line is an article, also in the January Cosmopolitan,
telling how Mr. Platt organized and conducted the campaign for the election of
L "seveh.
It is by a gentleman who was
actively engaged at the Republican headquarters during the campaign, and who
gives a vivid picture of the perfection to
which poliLca! oigauizatiou has been carried in New York Mate by the mo.st astute
The wary old Senator who
of managers.
has been: a lifetime in polities and tim
youngest political aspirant will alike find
| food for reflection in Mr. Blythe's article.

came a

beat the wind: I

pedaling ’long

muslin that

week.

Just nie

val table

a

it

small

from this time forward, that this almanac may get into
the hands only of those who actually desire it and will be
interested in preserving it. What costs nothing is usuall>
regarded as of little value.
Your druggist will show you a copy of the new almanac, if he is up to date enough to have taken advantage of
our liberal offers to him.
If he doesn’t happen to have it,
some other druggist in your town will, or
you can mail
a two-cent stamp to
the J. C. Ayer Company, Lowell.
Mass,, and receive one free by return mail.

tandem hike,

The time for

They

in Boston

2 cts.

at

jag.”

Burns,

for

book of reference.
We don’t want to make any money out of
Almanac, but we have put a nominal price of

is
of
articles of contemporary interest.
Lieutenant S. A. Staunton opens the number
with an accoui t of the “Naval Campaign
of ISOS m the West Indies,” illustrated
by Carlton T. Chapman. An article by
II. W. Wilson treats of the “Naval Lessons of the War,” and Prof. Albert Buslinell Hart contributes an interesting historical account of “Brother Jonathan’s Colonies.” Other articles of critical and historical nature are: “The Weakness of the
Executive Power iu Democracy.”
by
Henry Loomis Nelson, and “Fifty Years
of Francis Joseph,” by Sydney Brooks.
Captain T. C. S. Speedy, under the title
“A Glimpse of Nubia,” with illustrations
by B. Caton Woodville, describes the life
and customs of the natives of the Mahdi’s
country, and Sidney Whitman gives us a
glimpse of “The Sultan at Home,” illustrated by Harry Fenn.

Occupation for Little Fingers.

to

F.

Magazine

family, farmer, housewife, and student, making
whole handy reference library boiled down into one

TI M K-TA BLE.

“We invoke the constitution,”
They exclaim, “It's prostitution

Sins ongiuai, morbific,
Autuiomian, terrilic—
i’u rehearse them all would take

slowly jogging and drinking

’Way back behind the

a

Heed the fate of Greek ami Roman!”

Ice-

William Martin Johnson, author ol
“Inside of a hundred Homes,” contributes the first article of his new series on
“The House Practical” to the January
Ladies’ Home Journal.
In these articles
Mr. Johnson will explain how the various
rooms, hallways, etc., of a house may he
artistically furnished and decorated at
comparatively small cost. The explanation
is so clearly detailed that, with the aid of
the accompanying drawings, almost any
one with taste may follow the instructions
given. The articles will show how the
interior of a house may be transformed
from the commonplace into a tiling of
I
! artistic
beauty and coziness. There is no
subject of such vital interest to Americans
as the improvement of the home, and Mj.
Johnson’s articles will doubtless prove as
popular and useful as his “Inside of a
Hundred Homes.”

from the race,

brink.

an

looked down

us

robin and the wren ;
The sound of life and love and peace
o’er the lields again.

saw

the

FOR

boy who enjoys

every

balm

I Of honeyed breath of clover fields.
lissed, m Nature’s calm,
To cbirpiug sqiurre’, and whistling bird,

A

If a shark or hornpout gored her,
The Reform club tars would board her,
Oblivious to river smells ami damp;
And in patent leather uppers
They would glide along the scuppers
Red by Edward and bis famed Aladdin

The

saw

the

chill.

Should a shore breeze set her jigging,
And thus tangle up her riggiug.
Then they let her take a spin along

drove my old house Dobbin, full slowly
toward the town,
The rising
One beautiful spring morning.
sun

steal her,
i hen these mariners would keel her
And Tie her with a rope to Bunker Hill ;
if the keen east wind should ro k her,
Then thest liver salts would dock her
In the subway, lest the crew should get

Fur

horse.

the

or

! I

to

ami omniscient
These Bostonians proficient
Bit up nights beside the universe’s
Be the subject iudigestiou,
Or au esoteric question,
These Bostonians cau solve it in a
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Dan Beard, and “How to Build
Y acht.”
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nearly half a century Ayer’s American Almanac
has stood for all that is reliable and exact as a calendar and book of reference. Its circulation has
gone
into more millions than any' other publication in the
world.
It is asked for and eagerly sought after in forty
thousand drug stores every year.
Its publishers are credibly informed that its astronomical calculations are as exact
and reliable as those of the official Nautical Almanac
For 1899, with the New England Edition, we
begin a
new departure. We have added
thirty-two pages, and have
given over these thirty-two pages, not to any information
about the House of Ayer or its medicines, but we ha\e
crowded them full of intelligent and helpful facts for the

making things for himself.
They are
“The American Boy’s Workshop,” by Mr.

ation

they preempted all the benches the
itizens hastily retiring; aud they sent
a
delegation to the civil Governor,

olheers,

to

are sure

only hope. The oper-

of dirty clothing.
But they had evident- j the jawbone and
scrape it. Before a
ly retained their natural instinct of prey- I.I .great while the C an,:*or returned, and beother
marched
ing upon
people. They
gan to grow ra nidly.
in a body to the Barque Central, when
We gave him many

Table

Early Free-Trader,” by Reginald Gourlay;
“Captain Sampson’s Queer Cargo,” by
George E. Walsh; and “The Nerve of
Foley,” by F. 11. Spearman. In addition
to the fiction, there are two articles that

My son lmd a mopf malignant Cancer, foi
which the doctors said an operation was the

the

their only possessions

Bound

interesting variety

an

American
Almanac

New

for January
of fiction.
“Forward, March!” the story of a young
Bough Rider, by Kirk Munroe, will be
continued.
The leading short story is entitled “Billy of Battery B,” by Colgate
Baker.
Other short stories are: “An

Harper’s

presents

of such treatment is illustrated in the
alarming number of deaths which result from it
The disease is in the
blood, and hence can not be cut out.
Nine times out of ten the surgeon’s
knife only hastens death.

but

Ayer’s

be

regular departments.

it 's absolutely useless to expect o
surgical operation to cure cancer, or
any other blood disease. The cruelty

commission

will

Health”

and there will be a great variety
special articles iu addition to the

of

Cruel Knife!

tlie American government, as well
people of Cuba. Our military

the

“Life and

on

Harper's

the

to

K.

continued,

especially

migoes

Year of Publication.

chapters
Crockett, entitled “Kit
a
delightful story in the
author’s usual style. Among other features are short stories
by Annie E. P.
Searing and Maude H. Ohl. Dr. Murray’s

serial

lie penal settlements of Africa.
Now that the police have in turn been

and turns them loose upon a defenseless
community. It is a matter of deep con-

News and Notes.

Perhaps the most welcome feature of
Harper’s Bazar for the month of January
will be the opening
of a new

sent to t
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holding

inexorable.

It is certain that there is no one. man or
woman, connected with any "put-up”
medicine for women, excepting only I)r.

black ball, a negro; or a
And then the ini iation
complete aud the new member enti-
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bed—past [Edward

is not given to over-much slumber; and it
gets up before sunrise, wondering what
dreadful things have happened over night
and

no regularly
qualified woman physician connected with
demedicine
especially
any proprietary
signed for women no one therefore qualito
advise
fied by learning and experience,
on questions of disease and its cure.

draw, blindfolded, from a box eon
taining black white and yellow balls.
If
drew

has this

the necessary training.
As far as known, there is

to

he

woman

physician. If she is not doctor she cannot
understand the ailments at all, and cannot
treat them successfully, because she lacks

for the perpetration of crimes, with initiation rites, pass-words and other secret
methods of communication.
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lirst required t<
warm

ft

a

all negroes, or at best with but a slight
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proud grandees,

r.rcrs,

endeavor to work upon the feelings of sick
and ailing women by inviting them to write
to a zooman iand secure a woman s symit is well to remember that the
pathy.’
best sympathy is to had at home and not
from strangers perhaps hundreds of miles
distant. The object of the sick is to get well,
and however precious sympathy may be, it
never vet cured a seriously afflicted woman.
While' the sympathy of your milliner or
dressmaker might be appreciated and be
so, than symjust as beneficial, if not more can
not effect
pathy from a stranger, yet.it
woman.
your cure if you are an ailing
It is loudly proclaimed through the press
that ‘‘a woman can best understand a
woman’s ailments,' and on this ground sick
write to a woman
women are invited to
and get the benefit of a woman’s advice.
The sort of ''understanding of her ailments.”
wanted by a sick woman is a trained medi-

too lenient toward American correspond
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him, in favor of Col. Girauta, Secretari
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\Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.0 j
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Nortl
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Georg
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 26, 1898.
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Mocha
and the

GRAIN-O has that rich seal brown of
or

Java, but it is made from pure grains

distress.

delicate stomach receives it without
1-i the price of coffee and 25 cents per

package.

Sold

most

by all grocers.

|

1 have just received and in store 1 ear Darraek's
Best Michigan Patent Flour. 1 car Valley City
Milling Co.. Lilly White, Be-d Michigan Patent
Flour; also in

CASTOniA.

Bears the

“er~

Ifie ^ln“

Have Always Bought

store

Albion. Washburn's and Pills-

bury's Best. Hay by the cargo, car or hale. Straw
by the lot or bale. I have the finest flour and can
make low prices. Call.
31tt
ALKEKT M.
4 Front

Street ami

CAKTEK,

Sibley’s Wliarf

Helped a Washington
respondent.
The announcement that Senator Gordon
of Georgia is to lecture in Belfast Feb.
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men are
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suggested

letter appeared
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year with a vigthat we will do our

assuming absolute

Philippines,”

writer.
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con-

says the New
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with the

both

right,

in

one

preparation
Sarsaparilla

itself and unequalled by any other.

peculiar

to the

small mat-

I have to
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re-

to

contest

a

public

were

9th Annual Hatch

over

appointments in 1877.
exciting days in Washing-

Family Reunion.

in

State and gave him great iutlueuce in the
Senate.
lie was arrogant and supercili-

Watervillc Mail says of tlie Boston

western part of the State to attend the
Vermont yearly meeting of Fiee Baptists,
aud when I again returned to my home 1

the last

degree. With the incoming of President Hayes all this was chang- began to pack up my effects to remove to
ii
become a pretty good
and Conkling speedily became a bitter my native State, dear old Maine.
I am
Republican journal. It upholds the Re- ed,
pubi'nau doctrine of sound money and opponent of the Administration. In De- now pleasantly situated, hut nearly overeeent iy turned a
;as
complete back cember, 1877, President Hayes sent to the whelmed with the great amount of work
on the
of

Herald
<
late it

ous

to

>s

.soioeisault
question
expansion. Senate the nominations of Roosevelt for
\bout the only pait of its old political
wed that it lias not discarded is its pro- collector, Prince for naval olHeei and
,-ssion of love for free trade, md liosti 1Merritt for surveyor at the port of Now
v to
piotcction. One more jump and York. At an executive session held Dec.
he Him aid may be looked for to relin1-th the nominations of Roosev.lt and
juisl: its ground here and then it will
into the Id publican Prince were defeated, but Merritt was !
o*!..•
: ib-dcdged
!
did.
confirmed.
Conkling, with the aid of;
\
why not? While the lamp holds j Democrats,defeated Roosevelt and Prince, J
b
the vi’est sinner may return,
mt '•
while Gen.
a member of ‘lie com

that has accumulated since I first left the
Green Mountains the latter part of
July.

The association met for the ninth consecutive time at the Hatch homestead near
It may be that
Moutville,
many of The Journal readers would be iuterested to know something about this
Centre

■

glad to have so able
the B »ston Herald on

seiior.sly,

Jot

we are

j

spa per as
we
consider the American side of

-v.

he
fli.u

■

owstbei

!

expansion. Then,

we

ih i.dd lias done g* od Service

th

nation-

feel

•,* see ii-»

ieaso.u,

peated iy declared his intention of opposTh f taken with his course during B

to

<

and

Prior to 1800

we

noticed

th

as

North

Itidge,

ou
ou

what was
land

now

by Dudley Tasker. He was the
only settler in that part of the town, and i
iu order to pre-empt a large tract of land
j

was

capital,

!

Hatch lirst

still in

|

Mass.,to

j

came

to

Knox from

Mansiiuld, j

work for his unci.

Prince Hatch,
In 1810 he mar-

Having nothing spec- j sometime prior to 1801).
hand at the moment 1 boarded a j ried Sarah Sargent, daughter of Theopliistreet car and was soon at the great mar- | 1ns, aud bought of him what is now known
ble building where the laws of the nation j as tlie Hatch homestead. He built a small

ial

on

made.

I reached the Senate i house ou the site of the one uow standing
wing the doors were thrown open, the on the place, aud was living there in April
Senate having adjourned, and in rushed a
lslo. The present house was built in 1837.

are

Just

as

!

two of newspaper men who had
been patiently waiting in the lobbies.
On

score or

entering
or

eased to represent Maine Republicans in
the Senate.
This ought to be enough to

me

1

saw

!

Abel’s

son

Ebenezer,

who afterwards went

Texas, was the master builder. He was
Senator Gordon with two only twenty-one years of age at that time,

three newspaper
motioned to me and

men

|

owned

executive ses>ion.

j

Theopbiius Sargent j

11., settled

dined late ! lie made clearings at different
places and I
electric thus claimed to improve the laud.
Abel

dome of the

knew that the Senate

X.

thou known

the nomi-

the story.
aftei dinner-

evening
Washington-—!
light Mazing in the
One

the war,
leading up
ing
makes it sufficiently plain that he has
to

whir

had been refem-d, led the Adinin\ ma: i »u.
This is

in

!. he treaty with Spain is an administra>:i
measure, and Senator Hale lias re-

tlie events

commerce, to

preliminary

on

from the partisan
fepuhilica.i standpoint lrom which the
is discussed by our contemA’liole
poraries. foi condemning .Mr. Hale on aeon nr of bis attitude towaid tlie adminisration's foreign policy.
Who knows
what that policy is < r what course Mr.
take
in
will
towaid
it
Hale
the Senate?
Rockland < opinion.
*\

on

istiatioij forces for eonti

he si b of sound money
But

mittee

farm.

Maine.

1 of Caudia,

Gordon,

about him.

He

Eat Beans? i
!
»

I

\

I

1

to

and

the frontice work aud the finish
the best room, all of which he did

ou

lets

Home! With a mother’s rocking chair,
where all the little troubles were soothed
and brushed away; where the head-aches
and heart-aches of children aud grandchildren were healed by loving words aud
sympathetic caresses. Home! What endearing memories cluster around that
magic word. Home! Father aud mother.
Home! Where sturdy brothers and loving sisters dwell. Home! Where the fond
Home!
wife awaits the home coming.
Where prattling children “climb the knee
Home! Where
the envied kiss to share.”
on some green
hillside, or too often in
some neglected spot, the forefathers and
their loved ones are laid to rest aud where
we reverently stand and read their “names
and years, spelled by the unlettered
muse.”
During the past three years it has been
my privilege to assist our secretary in
gathering material for his Genealogy of
the Hatches in America, and in my researches 1 have icquired a knowledge of
the people of this name which has repaid
me a hundredfold for the weeks of labor,
the many miles of travel and the many
weary hours of copying and putting into
form records too often incomplete, but the
best that were available. t Valuable works
of others compiled from the old records of
Plymouth county. Mass., e mplete knowledge of the Hatches *>i New England
throughout all their generations from the
coming of our progenitor. William Hatch
the elder and his brother Thomas, a later
imigranr, to the present time. And what
is the summing up. No one with an acquaintance of the present and a knowledge of the past can fail to pronounce
them a noble, li meat, thrifty,
patriotic, God-fearing, and God-serving race. Women who have nobly and
lovingly filled every position in their
sphere of life. Men who have always
been true to every call of their c mntry
and who have filled every position in our
armies from corporal to major-general,
aud every civil office in the gift of our
country from school agent to that of a
There are names
Senator in Congress.
that stand among the highest as thelogians and authors; and last, but by no
means least, are those who have giv*»n
their lives aud talent “to the ministry of
the word” and have done in the past and
are doing in the present acceptable service
in that divine calling.
ii
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Silk Neckties,

25c All
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Hats formerly $1.50, $1.37 and $1.25, now only
TRIMMED HATS JUST HALF PRICE
(

Ribbons, 38, 42 and 50c.

standard prepare guaranteed to cure all troubles
of the stomach, liver and

a

bowels. You should try the

1

,|4,

25 cts.

for

Ladies’ Fine Cashmere Vests and Pants, only
Wright’s Health Underwear in Children’s Sizes,

j

P3if
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10c per

50c
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Our Entire Stock of Winter Goo.,
Josephine Pendergast of Lee, N H
visiting her p: rents, Mr. and Mrs .h'-u-ph
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Laue.
R. T. Capen of Belfast
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hen-

nion service
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RE H EMBER THESE ARE ALL

(Amun

will follow the meeting.

The old year went, out and the ue-A year1
in in a manner far from pi ‘asaut
Still we hail the new ynr
nt agreeable.
with pleas ;r»- and believt it will i ring ii, its
train nntoh.l blessings for every m.e w•
busimss
pays strict attention to his >w
and loves ids neighbor us he !«»v» s himself
Willis

Chapman

will be. ever

wishes

Pi

*

u

that he

milch ih i gh. I t■ 1 ii‘ ’.(.ling
who, through mistake,got ics hand mio
his overcoat pocket, last Frida\ at the installation and walked oil with his gh.ves. A
giod cigar will 1 • handed th- \oungmau
so

>

CONSISTING

ipiesti ms asked, and tie* m it.t ;r wil
the gloves at
smoke, if he wiil lea
the store.
If not, there wii; h,-a chance to
settle a little bill with Judge Rogers. Seel
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regular meeting of Exrelsior L> -dge -if
Wednesday evening, Dec. •JSt’n,
the following officers were elected ami FriAt

a

F. & A. M

day evening,Dec. JOth,they
stalled

G.

into

Master

were

publicly

in-

their several stations by I>. I>.
James E. Wentworth: Isaac

Hills, W. M.; M. G. Black, S. W ; Mark
Meudell, J. W.; F. B. Glidden, Secy.; A. F.
Elwell, Treas.; Bartlett Wadlin. S. 1).; S. S.
Chapman, J. D.; C. E Drinkwater, S. S.;
G. A. Lane, J. S ; Albert W. Hasson, Chap.:
Oscar Hills, Marshal; R. E. Patterson,

a

A

were

to

■)

GEO. F. EAMES, M

News ot the Granges.
Waldo

Past Master -James
Harding
install the officers of Seaside Grange
of

G.

The Nose ant!

will

Saturday evening. A picnic supper No. %i 11
will be served, to which all members who

next

attend

are

Near

desired to contribute.

Harvest Moon Grange will have their;
installation of officers Saturday, Jan. 7th. |
They will meet at 10 o’clock a. m and dinner

Gray, Overseer; Gracie
John Berry, Steward
Will Rogers, Ass’t. Steward ; Sarah Rogers

Gin:; 11

K“

\ lien 1

* 11

Secretiry
L://.ie

-ner.

Berry,

Geres

Robinson. L
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Ontario Veterinars
ottlce and Pharmacy at R<

'reasnrer ( b-opgia :
Resilience and Hospital ! :
Gate I
Henry Rogers
» Mice Telephone S-P
KAlthea
;i___
Gn'lins, Pomona;
*

■

/■•.ref

;

Garrie

;

1

^Veterinary

Lecturer;

Grey,

!

iicr of

DR» W. L, W

A.

F.

Bowen,'

Nom'Iho

Hours. 12
t)j

()efi>l.H*T.

It is expected
will be served in the hall.
that Deputy Foster of Freedom will be installing officer.
Honesty Grange, Morrill, has elected the
following officers for lS!»d: D. O Bowen,

Master;

>
»

BOSTON,

Daggett, Flora; 1

A

A. S.

|

, At

i

vc

v

dp,

5c

Shields,

Dress
\

25c

and Eyes,

Hook

Tyler.
large company
present
1 approached took
by
witness the ceremony, which tiie I). D. G.
suggested that we hand, was the admiration of many older
Master performed very impressively and
should walk up Pennsylvania avenue. carpenters aud was used by them as a
the large company by their silent attention
prevent hi* re-election: but it is not on
His destination was Willards Hotel, and pattern in their own work.
lent an added charm to the. occasion. The
that, ground alone that he is opposed.
mine 14th street, or Newspaper Row.
On this reunion day Mrs. Cora A. Goodwas
music and singing
good aud was
The Augusta N< w Age says truly that “A
Excusing himself to his would-be inter- win of Palermo bad placed above the
by all. The Masterhighly
appreciated
has
come
to
the
front
in
Maine
geneiation
viewers the Senator got his hat and coat frontice, the word welcome, most tastethe D.
D. G. Maselect called upon
with which Senatoi Hale has failed to befrom the cloak room and we set forth.
ter, who
responded in a highly enfully executed in cedar. As one entered
•<im
acquainted.” Then not a few who
and
instructive speech.
He
He began by telling me that just before the porch door another welcome
tertaining
greeted
have become acquainted with Senator
was
followed by Bro. Oscar Hills, who
the Senate had voted to re- the eye, and as the visitor entered the
adjournment
The following committees for the daj
H ale think the time has come when Maine
in well chosen language spoke a good word
move the injunction of
secrecy when they sittiug room he beheld the portrait of were appointed by the president:
■an better herself by sending a new man
for tin Order. Other brethren made brief
met the next day, and so he felt free to Abel Hatch draped in the national
Hag,
On time and location of next meeting
the United States Senate.
remarks; as did Harvard Elwell, F. A.
talk of what had occurred. Although the which he defended in the war of 1812.
Willis 8- H itch, Harriet A. Clough, (’apt,
Rhodes and William Weston, guests of the
executi ve sessions of the Senate are secret,
Above the portrait were the words, also W. 8. Hatch.
S:-n;»ici chandler ami Seuatoi Tillman,
evening. Upon the whole it was a very en.It ?
’liie-eaters’‘ of the Senate, are and Senators and the few employes in the worked in cedar, “Home, Sweet Home,”
On nomination of officers: Walter G
joyable evening to all present. In due time
chamber at such sessions are sworn to All these things, with the decorations of
gloat di'.iins. civs the Washington correrefreshments were served and the company
Dea. F. A. Hatch, George U,
Hatch,
the New York World.
spoiidmt
They secrecy, the newspaper men have never flowers, made the old home sweet indeed. White.
did ample justice to the good things spread
an usually he found at the same table at
At a reasonable hour all
for their benefit.
The attendance at the reunion was
The association then adjourned for tin |
uin*.he 11. and many times during the ses- failed to advise the public of the proceedhandlei walks over to Sen- ings. Senator Gordon, however,
.--ini) cenatoi
was
larger than in any previous year. The usual noon recess. Long tables wen returned to their homes, feeling grateful to
I the members of Excelsior Lodge and wish11 *«r Tiilmau’s seat and they sit together,
never one of the “leaky vessels,” and but
host, Deacon T. S. Hatch, aged 80, was spread on the lawn under the spreading
them a happy and prosperous New
uighing and talking.
for the action of the Senate just mention- the oldest person in attendance.
The maples, and wdiile the dinner ’committee | ing
Year.
So mote it be, and may we all meet
7 iiis ;s a not uncommon phase of Coned would have beeu as dumb as the other names on the register were as fol- were
the
repast the others stroll
arranging
agaiu next year.
Senators Edmunds of
gressiuna. life.
E.
lows:
Rev.
Judson
Mrs.
Nellie
the
Under
circumstances
he
Hatch,
felt
Sphinx.
ed about the premises or gathered ii
Vermont and Thurman of Ohio, wide as
Sell. William Jewell is loading here with
free to talk, and beginning with the open- E. Hatch and Miss Agatha M. Hatch,
As ever then
groups for friendly chat.
sand for Dark Harbor and will sail some
he pries apart politically, were bosom
V.
Martha
A.
me
a
he
full
outline
of
Wheelock,
the
T.;
Hatch, wras a ctrcle about the bean hole, anxious time this week, if the weather proves good.
ing speech
gave
rk nds, and during the sessions frequently
Near the end of our Centre Moutville; Deacon Frederick A. ly
whole proceedings.
watching lest some accident shoulc The sand has to he sifted before being put
adjourned, arm in arm, to a committee walk we were joined by another
Senator, Hatch and Capt. W. S. Hatch, Damaris- prevent the adornment of the tables witl aboard, which is ratherslow work, but (’apt.
e>om.
Senator Thurman, who was adwhose name I do not recall, and the mat- cotta Mills; Allen Goodwin and Cora A. the accustomed dish; but, as in years he
C. E. Drinkwater and Chapman Brothers
dicted to snuff-taking, usually signalized
ter was further discussed.
Goodwin, North Palermo; Cornelius R. fore, the beans came forth so odorous tha ; are good for it and the sand will get there in
his return to the Senate chamber by wavgood time.
Heaving tne senator at tne corner of Hatch, Alice E. Hatch and Reginald J. the nether lips of the lookers on overflow
ug iii» red bandana and blowing a blast
14th street I went to the New York World Hatch, Weeks Mills: George U. White ed. 8oon the welcome sound of “dinner’:
George Mowe received last Saturday the
which always brought smiles from the
office and found the correspondent, Geo. and Sarah A. White, Belfast; Hattie A. ready” greeted us, and w*e again gatherer sad news of the death of his mother, Mrs.
o< cupants of the press gallery.
You hate
Inez Mowe of Lowell, Mass. She had been
The hou
W. Adams, at his desk.
“How much do Clough and Walter E. Clough, Liberty; around the well-laden tables.
•Hi seen the pictures of the cat which had
Vlrs. Sara)) Inan invalid for some time.
N. B. Allenwood and Angeline Hatch Al- at the reunion tables seems too short
b]
you want of the executive session on the
(list swallowed the canary, and such an
galls aud Mrs. Austina Wilson of Belfast
New York appointments?*1 1 asked. “Why lenwood, Ctr. Belmont; Dea. W S. Hatch, half, but since reunion day brings othe
are sisters of the deceased.
expression often rested upon the faces of
they haven't adjourned yet,” was the re- Walter G. Hatch, George U. Hatch, duties beside eating we reluctantly lef
the two Senators as they came from the
ply. But I soon convinced my old friend and Caroline G. Hatch, North Belfast; pleasure for duty.
The American Shipbuilder, New’ Yor
hospitable committee room. Occasional- that 1 was
At the call of the president we agaii
and that I had some Mabel S. Cram, Liberty; Gardner L.
Foster & Howell editors and proprietors,
correct,
ly they re-entered the Senate chamber
to begin the New Year with new, type ai
The committei
matter for his paper.
I first Hatch, Almira E. Hatch and Harriet E. gathered for business.
from opposite doors, but that very trails* I important
J. Bemis, on time and location reported that if con
with other improvements.
down notes of the proceedings as I Hatch, Citypoint; Martha
jotted
deceived
r.o
one.
parent deception
had obtained them from Senator Gordou Lawrence, Mass.: Dr. T. N. Pearson and venient they thought it best to meet a
—and strange to say I found those notes Mrs. T. N. Pearson, Morrill; Mrs. Pyam the Hatch homestead, as in previou:
The summer excursion of the Maine
1). Hatch and Mrs. Wealtha P. Hatch,
years; but if not convenient, then the]
among some old papers the other day, alI’ress Association should be made this
|! though
recommended meeting with Mrs. Harrie
1 cannot imagine now why 1 saved Islesboro.
year over the new Washington county
The Association was called to order by
them.
Then as 1 wrote out my notes 1
A.Clough in Liberty, and in either case U
railway. Such a trip would certainly be j
handed page by page to Adams, whose the president, and after the usual opening meet on the third Wednesday in August
most pleasant and w uld enable us to fulof singing, scripture reading
1899,—all of which was adopted.
thorough
knowledge of the matter enabled j exercises
fill a du!\ we owe to our State of making
and
j
by the chaplain, we listened to
prayer
till
him to
in many interesting details;
'1 he committee to nominate officers reknown its resources and advantages.
»
Martha A.
They do not complain of J
and the result was that the World’s Wash- | the address of welcome by
ported and their report was adopted, as \ JC anything in particular. They |
Washington county has long been eom! Hatch of Centre Moutville, as follows:
the
next
day was far
follows: President, Theopliilus 8. Hatch,
ft eat
pai .'.lively isolated, reached
only by ington special
enough, but keep thin and j
|
Day by day another jear has passed,
ahead of those appearing in the other
steamer at one of its ports the year
we meet in
reunion. Centre Montville; 1st vice pres., Willis 8. I ft pale. They appear fairly well, _<
and
family
again
It was a decided scoop, or as we |
\ ou
uound. and at another during the sum- dailies.
Again i am permitted, as informer years, Hatch, North Belfast; Jd, vice pres., !
but have no strength.
called it in those days a “beat.”
to greet and welcome the dear ones to this
ft cannot
mer mont hs.
Clias., J. Hatch, Lynn, Mass.; sec’y anc
are really ;
One could go to Calais by a
they
say
At
first
these pleasant
But when the Senate met the next day Reunion Home.
E. Judson Hatch, Groveville,
fc sick, and so you call them
ound about railway journey which takes
reunions included only the descendants .of treasurer,
the traveller into1 New Brunswick, but it reconsidered the vote removing the in- Abel, but now they extend tq all the Me.; chaplain, Walter G. Hatch, NortL
;*
ft delicate.
We see to-day a Belfast. Committees: Necrology—Waltei
otherwise the old-fashioned stage coach junction of secrecy, and reversed its ac- Hatches in America.
What can be done for them -J
of the ninth generation, G.
tion—another
case of locking
Cora
the
representative
stable
A. Goodft
must be availed of.
Hatch, North Belfast,
Our answ er is the same that
The railway now
Agatha, the daughter of Judson, the son
i\
North Palermo, Nellie E. Hatch,
ft the best physicians have been {
completed brings Washington county into door after the horse was stolen.
of Theophilus, the son of Abel, the son of win,
the son of Israel, the son of Groveville.
for a quarter of a ccn- \
close touch with the outer world and
One feature of our review of the year Jonathan,
ft g*ving
Entertainment—Walter E. Clough, Lib
Walter, the son of William. As the mind
ft tury.
Give them
j
offers new fields for the tourist and the 1898 is
very gratifying, and that is the is carried back over the centuries, we are
erty, Hattie E. Hatch, Citypoint, Willi!
man of business.
The Association might number of homes built.
of
the
think
and
led
to
with
the
hardships
privaThis,
S. Hatch, North Belfast.
g<> to Eastpor% a place of historic inter- prospect of a number more being erected tions that our ancestors endured, and also
Dinner—Allen Goodwin, North Paler
freedom and liberty that we now
the
ft
of
and
have
head
on
the
est,
quarters
adja- the coming season, is certainly indicative
ft of Cod-Liver Oil with
Hypo- t
enjoy. Slowly, yet how gloriously, this mo, Mrs. G. U. White, North Belfast,
cent island of Campobello, where there
of local prosperity.
The owner of a home family tree has grown. A giant, indeed,
most
re- s
has
It
ft
Mrs. Harriet A. Clough, Liberty.
phosphites.
are two summer hotels.
From here trips
has a stake in the community and will with its branches extending over the
markable
the
nourishing
pow'er.
re
j
Address
of
welcome,
hostess;
could be made to St. Andrews and Calais
whole earth.
Oftimes the silent reaper
naturally be solicitious as to its needs and has
*C It gives color to the blood It ^
and to the island of Grand Manan, noted
gone forth, and wrenched asunder the sponse, Gardner L. Hatch, Citypoint.
its advancement.
The more homes the branches from the mother
ft brings strength to the mus- }
tree, while
Walter G. Hatch, chairman of the com
for its bold scenery.
These are details,
better citizens.
May their number con- both the sorrowing and sympathizing have
It adds power to the j
oue
ft cles.
on
deatl
mittee
reported
which
could
be easily arranged
necrology,
however,
watered them with their tears.
From the
tinue to increase.
ft nerves.
It means robust
a
by the excursion committee. The trip
beginning, the springing buds have been that could be considered member of th<
Even deli- 1
ft health and vigor.
need not include any water travel, but
Last Sunday at noon the Spanisli flag carefully watched and trained, and this association—Mrs. G. L. Hatch of Belfast
increase of the present generation
cate infants rapidly gain in j
year’s
1808,
54.
who died March 10,
aged
those who care for it may try their luck
was hauled down on Moro castle, and Old
gives promise for the continued safety of
flesh if given a small amount
The chief entertainment of the day wai
at deep sea lishing.
Those who went on
Glory now Heats over Havana. Spanish our constitution.
three or four times each day. J
time
melodies
THIS
REUNION
old
in
tin
*jft
of
in
the excursion to Machias in 1800 have not
the singing
rule
this hemisphere is no more, and
50c. and $1.00 ; all druggists.
■]
With the descendants of Abel did begin,
old time way and the reading of letter
forgotten the kindness and hospitality of Cuba, with the aid of American enterprise Now
(J SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York. ]
reaches out to all his kith and kin ;
the people of Washington county, an d and capital, will speedily attain a pros- A
correspondence.
the
from
secretary’s
large and growing household band,
We welcome each with heart and haad.
will be glad to see more of them.
E. Judson Hatch, Secretary.
perity before unknown.1

by

DATS,

lf5

BEGINING JANUARY 5.

aration, and

digression, you
will kindly pardon it.
I, like you and
have
passed the appointyour companion,
ed bound of life and soon “the silvei
cord” will “be loosed, and the golden
Till then, He whc
bowl be broken.”
notes even the sparrow’s fall, will have
you and yours in his kind keeping, and
every rich promise of His word shall be
And at last may we all
fullfilled to you.
meet around His throne, where his clioser
of every name shall be united in thal
grand reunion above, “to go no more oul
forever.”
mucu

A^^^

SPECIAL SALE

f

Many New England peopie have been compelled
to give up eating baked
beans because they could
not digest them.
Baked
beans are a healthful article of food, and are relished
by most people.
The distress which frequently follows the eating of baked beans is
caused by impaired digestion. To get your digestion in a
perfectly
healthy state, you should
purchase from your druggist a 50-eent box of Semit
Tablets, the Bellevue Hospital Remedy, and take
them. A 50-cent box contains
a
month’s treatment. After taking a single month’s treatment,
can
with
you
perfect
safety eat baked beans,
always taking the precaution to take one tablet
after
eating beans or
other food that usually
distresses you. Semit Tab-

homesick.

hard to realize the

seems

(J110VEVILI.E, Me., .Jan. 2, 1899. I feel
duty bound to beg the pardon of the
ton and the effects of this controversy
members of the Hatch Family Association
were
Under President for the
far-reaching.
long delay in preparing the report
Grant Senator Conkling had the disposal of the
proceedings of our ninth annual re
of all the federal patronage in the State union.
Before leaving for
Maine I
of New York.
His colleague, Senator
spent nearly two weeks at Ocean Park,
Fenton, was ignored at the White House, X. J., in attendance upon the triennial
as were the Representatives from New
session of the General Conference of Free
York.
The control of this vast patronBaptists, aud soon after returning to my
age made Conkling all-powerful in his home iu Vermont I hastened across to the
But those

and Maine

better representative

was a

any

New York

some

to-day.
he

process in its
make Hood’s

at

This, however,

At this time it

gotten hat Senator Frye is a poor man as
iehes gouow-a-days, and his gift is a very
:ng<- one in proportion to his means. His
arc

bination, proportion

notes, but when the
in print Gen. Gordon

much due to him

as

by

late.

of the greatest-hearted men in
public life. [Wintlirop Banner.
Very true. And it should not be for-

no

was

than

ANNOUNCE

Hatch! Those who have made a study
of the signification of names tell us that
it means “wicket gate,” aud may it not
signify a “gate ajar,” or with the latch
I shall
striug hanging invitingly out.
ever think of this home from the time it
was founded
by Abel Hatch as one like
that of my grandfather and of my father,
and of a score of other old Hatch homesteads; “Pilgrim’s Tauerns” where the
wayfarer is ever welcome; where the children and grandchildren come to spend the
summer vacation, and are ever expected
with a glad welcome home at Christmas
tide.
These homes were the favorite
stopping places ot the good pastor and
his wife in former days, and where, if
snowed in for a time, they were never

other medicine in the
world. The peculiar com-

I did

cover.

no

importance attached

.{<! and heart

to

write it out for several

to

disease

Sarsaparilla

the

over

new

ou<‘

has

into

stepped

We

proposed

was

and made

credit

«
me of the most notable Christmas gifts
recorded by the press, is Senator Frye’s
gin of one thousand dollars to the Maine
Tis characteristic
11 >spital at Lewiston.

>

letter to the

The MISSES ELLIS

day.

and sickness
have been cured by Hood’s

of

the accuracy with
But the
which he had been reported.

York Herald.

*f

it

attempt

not

tive.

begin the

a

office while the Senator went

days,

us

Is proved by the health
of
the people who have
i
taken
it. More people have
|
been made well,more cases

I

Hotel and sat down in the

Imperial

the

1873.
Nearly a quarter of century later
the question was answered iu the affirma-

announcement

for

matter

some

Atlanta Constitution.

reduction of

a

“Let

In Medicine

the National Capieasier to report than

example: one Saturday
Pennsylvania avenue and he

“Will there he a war with Spain?"’ was
the opening sentence of a letter from the
National Capital under date of Nov. IS,

orous

as

For

memorized.

in the annual county tax.

*6,000

Greatness

enabled

his unvarycalled upon by the

as

others. Senator Gordon has the faculty
of imparting information in a style so
lucid and straightforward that it is easily

over

Waldo county begins the New Year with
a full set oi
Republican officials, with a
balance of nearly *23,000on the right side

ledger,

Some

tal.

new

John U. Sullivan’s fistic victories.

of the

well

True

busy news gatherers of

Jt-

its

journalistic scoop he

a

the writer to make,
ing courtesy when

| Husiness'Manager.

P1LSBIRY,

Cor-

How Gen. Gordon
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The response was by Dea. Frederick A.
Hatch of Damariscotta Mills, as follows:
Dear friend I esteem it a pleasure to
thank you on behalf of this association
for your cordial welcome and kind words
of greeting. X shall ever remember the
meeting of last year as one of the sunny
spots of life, and though both friend
Capt. Hatch and myself met you for the
first time, there was a magic tie that
I
made us all feel a common kinship.
know 1 express the sentiments of all
are
more
than
we
present in saying that
glad to meet and greet you and one another again beneath this hospitable roof,
and it is fitting that we should reverently
render thauks to Him through whose
kind care we are spared to gather here to-

Journalistic “Scoop.”
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stand ahead in the candle
pin games, having won 8 games in 12. The
others stand in order, Eureka, Imperial,
Crescent.
This evening the opening lecture of the
People’s Course will be given at the Opera
House by Mr Roharts Harper. Subject, the
Cuban War, illustrated.
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will take
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Bark

Brig
Bark
1850

Brig

Carl Ann.'.
Martha Anna.
Oakes Augier.
Rescue..
J. B. Luut.
W. O. A ldeu.
P. R. Hazeltine.
lvate Anderson.

190

1

300
225
215
100
275
400
250
130
150
490
180
500

1851

Mrs.

■

at

the

(

Young peoph 's meeting at 6.15 p. m topic;
“Value of Sects.” A cordial invitation is
extended
all.
All Those having no
to
ehureh home elsewhere are invited to join
us in these services.
Secret

falling,
blowing. The

The rehearsal >f the Parlor Musical Solely last Tuesday ••veiling was very successful. There were a number of additions
to the
membership, aud much interest
a

song
viva-

ua. Raff) by Miss Snell, and a
song, Crossing the Bar, by Miss Susan Dins more* All
responded to encores, Miss Snell giving
Mendelssohn’s Spring Soug. Rehearsal of
t

ehurcb.es,

A COMBINATION YOU’LL APPRECIATE.
MARK DOWN SALE we shall make
■Tti'^-'Lbe-riF,rst January
before
stock.
No one will be

neglected. It will be a
i
chance to MAKE MONEY BY SPENDING. YOU WILL GET THEBES I
OF EVERY TRADE.
We have measured all our short
lengths and remnants, and tagged them at prices that insure

BUNDLES OF BIG BARGAINS
We have also secured DIRECT FROM THE
MANUFACTURERS AGENTS
-of goods, including:-

’

Samuel Adams went t- Castine Monday
and install- i the officers ->f Massassoit Lodge,
I. 0 <> F.
Grand Master Workman E. F. Danforth
rskowhegau wui instai! the officers of
Enterprise Lodge, A 0 V. W., Thursday
evening Jan. 12th
of

-aching or Sunday
hurcli. Sunday night festival music followed. The committee on
v
and Monday worn* program for the next meeting, Jan.
17th, is
sky and the thetmom- Rev. J. M. Leighton, Misses June Hills and
Louise Knowlton.

King Solomon (Y-unrii, R. & S. M., elected
the following officers Tuesday evening:
T. I M S. A. Parker: D. M., J. If. Howes;
P. C.W
W C. Libhy: Tr., Robert Burgess ;

1850

II. I). Brookman.
500
J. W. Brookman.500
Harriet Hazeltine.
50u
Ship Seaman'* Bride...... 700
18.57 Bark Grace Hammond....
500
Ship*Emily Gardiuer. 700
18.58 Bark Harry Hammond
.500
18.59 Ship Congress. son
c'. B. Hazeltine. 7o0
1 soo
Inspector.1,200
*'
E. Barnard.1,237
1801
Living Age
1,270
Gunboat Penobscot.. 500
1802 Bark Shamrock.....
550
John Rhyuas. 592
Barkentine Le Yik..
481
1808 Bark Sierra Nevada.
591

O.
501., Chan. E. Johnson; C. of G., F
Smith; C. of C., H. J. Chaples; Steward,
H L. Partridge ; Sent., H. W. Marriner
Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter elected
the following officers Monday evening, Jan.
2d: H. P., W. C. Libby; K.. M. G. Black:
5., Chas. E. Stevens; Tr., N. F. Houston:
Sec., Geo. I
Keating; C. of H., U. A.
Hoyt: P. S-, If J. Chaples. The installation will be private, Monday evening Jan.
JO.

-i

..

Ship Live Oak..1,589
Bark Palo Alto. 400
"
Sanclio Panza. 400
Ship Sardis.1.249
1805
Ivanhoe.10(H)
1800 Sch. Hattie.
170
Brig Dun Quixote. 454
James Miller. 240
1807 Sch. Ida S. Burgess.
185
121
George and Albert.
S. H. Woodbury. 154
1804

-;pt of

Journal

Templars
At the regular meeting
of Belfast lodge
No. do, January 2. an
especially attractive Christmas aud New
Years entertainment was given,
consisting
of the following:
Piano solo
Mabel Simmons
T. H. Fernaid
Reading
May Pendleton
Myrtie Pendleton
\ oca! duet
Mabel Simmons aud Lillian
Goon

ac-

very convenient

a

Harmon,

'■ring, Sliort &

i.shers, Portland

: a pretfrom Albert C. Bur;ier, Belfast; very pretty
t'-r

rs

Spencer & Wii-

Tom

mbs

Son,

vV

furniture

takers, Belfast: and cai-

James Patree &
Spinney.
Christmas story
calendars, Stevens

from

rn-

: ist :

After

Mary

—

Smalley,

E.

y. made a buckboard
1'. ist Belfast Saturday

-r
>

of handsome
not

only

They

Wedding

presents,

on

k

"an.

Tuesday,
y

post

Jan.

Austin W.

3d,

office
A.

I.

Keating, who

i "tmaster since the death
h; gore, and Frank L. Field
<
!
ottrell, as assistant post-

by Messrs. Brown
the
Administration of
n
Before assuming the
held

r

postmaster Mr.

ng

Hells.

Dyer, when their only daughter, Miss Ada
May, was united in marriage with Mr.
Charles Edwin Patterson of this city. The
parlors were beautifully decorated for the
occasion, the bridal couple standing under
an arch of lace, evergreen and flowers.
The
bride was charmingly attired in white mohair with satin and lace garnitures, and carried a bouquet of white pinks, the number
of which signifying her age, and was attended by Mrs. Emmie Beatrice Dyer, who was
daintily attired in white muslin with corsage bouquet. The groom wore the usual

storm.

The

served.

Patterson-Dykr.
A very pretty, but
quiet, home wedding took place in Winterport, Dec. 25th, at high noon, at the home of
the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel

>

reasing

were

account

also for the spirit
Refreshments
giving.
very pleasant evening
spite the uncomfortable
and the prospective ride
nut

in;

which refreshments

Brackett.

The interest in the meetings is increasing,
new members are being added aud old ones
re-admitted.

to

! 'i t

surprise party.

Mrs. E. L

Keating

assistant
years
ry
acceptably to the public,
i:
pt, attentive and obliging
<>f his duties.
y
The new
tiiree

'>*r

tl

1809
1870
1871

Leila.‘. 148
Brig H. C. Sibley. 558
Ship Chandos.1,500

Sch. M

W. Drew.

105

G. Drew. 188
Prescott Hazeltine. 385
1872
Annie L. McKeen. 244
Brig Josie Hazeltine. 528
Sch. Almon Bird. 397
Florida
280
1875
Lillian.
99
Ralph Howes. 148
Welaka. 482
A. W. Ellis.
170
Laura E, Messer. 420
Charlie Bucki. 248 ;
1>74 Brig 1. W. Parker.
880 I
Sch. G. L. Fessenden. 414 j
Walter F. Parker. 3.H)
550
Brig Ned White.
Sch. Edward Johnson. 4(H)
William Frederick... 453
•*

J.

Ship

Sch.

R. B.
T. H.
S. M.

Fuller.1,500
28.5
Livingston....

Bird. 400
Gertrude S. Smith. 800
Lois V. Chaples. 250
1875 Ship A. S. Davis.1.899

*•

1888

Penobscot.
Charlotte T. Sibley..’
St. Johns.
Palatka.
Scotia.
Eliza J. Pendleton..

V.

etc., too

Vmalhaven with general
Webster

took

bay

numerous

Mrs. Patterson will

to

to

mention.

spend

the

Mr.

and

holidays

at

home of the bride’s parents, but will
in Belfast, and are at
home after Jan. 20th at 11 Court street. Mr.

the

week for tlie* F. G. White
■•masted schooner Mary
-mouth, N. If., Capt. A. L.
eked on Wheaton’s reef

permanently reside
Patterson

is

in

the

employ

of

;Harry
Clark and is one of Btdfast’s most respected
’•-. early Wednesday mornlay break the vessel w*a^ and energetic young men, possessing rare
Stony Creek and the cap- ability and business qualifications. His
elc
lauding. The vessel bride is one of Winter port's m ostjcultured
1 be Crosby was at one time young ladies, and will be greatly missed|not
*’apt. Fred White and has [ only by a large circle of friends but also by
*
nine railway
here_Sell. a multitude of the younger generation, havu was towed up the
Georges ing been a most successful teacher iu the
She was wrecked in the I public schools. The young couple'have the
II

at

Vineyard Haven, and

at

uled with grain for Belfast
■trgo was discharged aboard
and she was taken to New
•mporary repairs. She now
:>arf of her owners, Dunn &
she will be put in first-class
•'
ones A. Brown was formerly
ogess & O’Brien fleet.
••

1

Johnson’s is the
the city this week. All the
•“ is
are there taking advantage
•rgdins he is offering.
It will
v«ryone to call and examine
Misses Ellis, Main street, will
•htfsements.
n

:

special sale, to continue 15
hats just half price, and
!,H hj
ribbons, yarns, ladies’ and
'uiderwear, etc., etc_Poor &
'hi., r’ !t‘Vflntives that apply to different
auditions of the grip, and the
!l! best
r,.
of drugs, which they sell at
f;

a

1

s

prices.

|

best wishes of

a

host of

W.

friends.

A <iuiet home
Holt-Mayo.
wedding
took place at the residence of A. H. Mayo
Wednesday evening, Dee. 28th, at 8 p. m in

village,

wlieu his daughter, Miss
Louise.Jwas united in marriage to Dr. H. A.
Holt. Rev. John S. Biair, pastor of the village church, performed the ceremony in the
presence of a very few friends. The bride
and groom were tastefully attired for the
occasion. The bride is a lady of refinement
aud is held in high respect by a large circle
of friends, aud the groom is a young man of
high standing in his profession. They both
are a great help in our church work and
it is hoped they will make their home in
The community wish them pros
Monroe.
perity and happiness all their future life.
Monroe

Staplks-Neal. A very pleasant affair
occurred at the home of Rev. F. S. Dolliff
in Jackson Village Sunday evening, Jan. 1,
’99, when Mr. Warren L. Staples of Monroe
and Miss Dora M. Neal of Bangor were
united iu marriage. Both the young people
known and their
are well and favorably
prospects are fair for a happy new year.
The many friends extend congratulations
and wish them success and happiness,
^

Belfast

Lodge,

New

England

340
358
400
407
880
713
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card of six dances followed aud the anni
sary

Fancy Colors,
only

1,500 yds. Apron Oinghams (Checks) worth

pd.

per

For this sale
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LET YOUR JUDGMENT DECIDE.
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BLEACHED

IIUCK TOWELS, for this .Sale,

the Prices and Qualities suit
you.
have only a tew to cheese tram.
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-25 DOZE3N-only Qc. IJF
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The Goods Make an Impression, the.
Sustains it,

FT1

ame

STYLES.

ONE CASE

For this sale,

Bleached Cotton 36 in. wide.

only 4C

For this sale,

RED DAMASK, 58
this sale, only

wide,

worth 25c per

the

yd.

For

wide, worth 3!>c per yd.

For

y
Zc>L

wide, worth 39e

-yc
—.’C

3—•> yds. Loug,
For this safe,

Prices

< c

usually
only

65 cts.

sell at. 7'' to HSc per window.
Ottc per trindow

Toilet Articles Cut ill Two.

on

*

in.

R.IBB03\TS.

ELEGANCE & ECONOMY.
Saturday, Jan. 7th., Two Cases
B and New Styles BRANDENBURG CLOTH,
<T
51
in. wide, printed on Wammsutta Cotton,
pretty colorings at 12 l-2c. per yard. Come

FILL RED 1)KM1NSF.

»

1

_v

10c.

wide,

o

•7

2c per Spool

COTTON, (200 yds.)

this sate*

Sc
Uc

a

only

t>

.‘i—fc

4

For this sale

Hoc each

PIECES COTTON FLANNEL,
For this sale, only

Regular

Price

!> ,v

In,.

,5c. per yd

THIS CAPS THE CLIMAX.

Ic per Card

EYES,

ver-

A short time ago we purchased at TO ;ts. on
dollar a large lot of Oak Tables, size 20x20.
the
per Paper
sell from 90c to.sl.2U For this sale,
Usually
yd. 1ia
only 49 cents.

I «2c per Card
2c

wide,

»fa Pillows-,

ONE CASK I,A.UK's SEAMLESS FLEECED HOSE. ..!
Values at l'i A 17c.
For this sate, only
l Or

COAT’S SPOOL COTTON,
*3-5c per Spool
10 SPOOLS TO A CUSTOMER.

worth 20c

l-t

Silkdown Sofa Pillows

BLACK MOIRE PERCALINE LINING, 30 in.
worth 12 l-2c per yd. Lor this sale, only

EYES,

s

i Hr

ONLY A FEW LEFT-Size 18 in.

COMMON HOOKS AND

have

we

Yellow. Dreen. lieli'-ti.
/ ’>r this sate, only

in. wide, tor

('RLTo.NS, Regular Price

THK'3

DRESSMAKER’S FINDINGS.

CROWLEY’S SPOOL

be had,

the actual value.
SILKOLEXKS in Pinks,
&c.* regular ju ice 12

them.
^■LT5S3E1‘.

t

marked them FOR THIS SALE at ab nit

We shall open

!3S3I^K?5L'JK«£9k,

7c

LEIGHTON'S ROYAL CREAM for the Face, ILinils. Skin
anil Complexion. This is an 1 n,'i[n.»Ueil
\rticlc,
Worth Twice tiie Price Asked,
p «r bottle

Positively the Best Values

see

about

PETROLEUM VASELINE JELLY. T«v<. R >ttles foi
in.

BLEACHED TABLE DAMASK 58
For this sale, only
per yd.

in and

at

Dollar.

LOT 2—:J 1 1 yds. Long, usually sell at si.2:. & sl.-V)
per
window.
For th.s sale, only
USc per window

TABLE DAMASKS
in.

Importer

on

LOT

only

RED DAMASKS 52
this sale, only

the

L OT, I -i! 1-2 yds Long, usually s-el! at ^L^T
per Window. For this .sate, only
p:r trindow

2—CASES-2
NEW

from

*>-4C

**

IKIHI HWiUMIII

3-LOTS LACE CURTAINS-3
Direct

2,500 yds. Omar Twilled Cashmere, Pretty Coloring
usually sell at 7 S: Sc per yd. For this sale, only

BEST PRINTS.

We

per

JUST A WORD TO THE STRAN6ER IN TOWN.
WISH to talk to the stranger,
WrEthis
is to assist yuu in finding us, it

that you will desire to
is the matter of location.

we assume

You Will

Store formerly

Find

Us

occupied by

Next door

on HIGH STREET,
A P. MANSFIELD.

to

visit]

us

during this sale,

People’s National

Bank.

The

And Another Word-There are, and will be things here during this sale that are worth
coming to see, even if it took more trouble to get here than it does. We extend to you a Cordial
Invitation to call and examine these BARGAINS, even if you do not intend to purchase.

At

doubt.

GOODS.

Price r>0 * it

C

»

PINS,

It is

don

no

XOVEI/riEs, K-rRular

<

TI’KKISII HATH TOWLLS, Kxtra Large Size.
Would be a bargain at 17e. For this sale, onlv

ENGLISH SILESIA, 3(3m.
For this sale, only

Dalton Sarsaparilla Co. held its anmeeting Dec. 28th, and elected the following directors: Elmer Small, Clarence O.
Poor, Francis H, Welch, John O. Johnson,
James W. Wallace, Franklin A. Greer, Geo.
E. Johnson, Isaac H. Jackson, James Pattee, Geo. W. Boulter, James H. Perkins.
The directors were made a committee to sell
the business, and if successful a meeting of
stockholders will he called to ratify the sale.

for the better,

A

worth‘more:

-SO D025HSN-

HUMP HOOKS AND

closed at midnight.

The

rangement—all changes

Daniels

are

O-4C

ONE-HALF THE PRICE AND TWICE AS GOOD,

on

nual

Seaboard of New York is to return to its
original name of The Nautical Gazette and
is to make some changes in form and ar-

music,

Diatonic Club.
Reading, How we tried to lick the teacher,
Mr. A. K. Bra ley.
Amors Pfeile,
Maschke
Galop
Diatonic Club.
Emmet’s Vindication,
Reading,
Ralph W. Gould.
Song, Ah! I have sighed to rest me, Verdi
Mr Emery White.

takt* account of stock, and started up
orders sufficient to
warrant running the full crew on full time.

January two orders have been received for
rolls.

of

Prices—They

\-iK.

only,

spent by

etc:

Monday morning with

Frank R. Wiggin; Treasurer, Mason I.
Stevens. The manager received this week
Paris agent in
a cheek for $241 from the
payment for the last order, and a new order
for 84 rolls; also correspondence in relation
to an exhibit at the coming Paris Exposition.
Up to this date nearly 1,000 rolls have been
sold to foreign countries. Since the 1st of

was

Note the

These Break the Dull Season,

Protection, observed its ninth anniversary
by a concert, dance aud refreshments at
Odd Fellows’ Hall, Thursday evening, Dec.
2‘Hh. About a hundred guests were present

to

a meeting of the directors of the ConMfg. Co., Dec. 29th, Charles R. Coombs
was elected manager, his salary including
the providing of an office and employment
A. T. Conof a double entry book-keeper.
don resigned from the board of directors and
Isaac H. Jackson was chosen to fill the vacancy. Mr. Jackson was subsequently elected President. The other officers are: Clerk,

Order of

Deadmau’s bar,
Miss Cieora R. Haney
The Mission of a Rose,
Soug,
Miss Edith Pettingill.
After three dances, with music by the
Dicatonic Club, oyster stews were served.
The stew was made by Henry W. Marriner,
which is equivalent to saying that it was
made just right. After the refreshments
G.
came the prize march led by Sherman
Swift and Miss Hannah Berry, who were

1870
P. R. Hazeltine.1,003
1877 Stmr May Queen.
53
1880 Sch. Nellie S. Pickering.. 205
1881
Fannie A, Gorham. 308

1882

The annual meeting of Timothy Chase
Lodge, F. and A. M., will be held this,
Thursday evening.

Reading, The Light

appropriate suiting, and was attended by
Daniel Dyer, Jr brother of the bride. The
Concerning Local Industries.
wedding march was finely executed by Miss
Sadie Campbell and the ceremony solemnizRaukin & Co.’s saw mill in East Belfast is
(ssistaut are familiar with ed and
impressively performed by Rev. D. having an unusual run of work this winter,
r respective offices, and for
H. Piper, pastor of the Methodist church. ami is
working an increased crew on full
Mr. Keating’s assistance, The ring service was used.
It was Christ- time.
change iu the other em- mas day, and the wedding feast was both
Owen G. White has succeeded Henry L.
daintily and sumptuously spread. After an Kilgore, deceased, as treasurer of the Skoda
!>
The F. G. White Co. hour of social intercourse and music the Company, and is disposing of the goods on
i.
t
Rogers with hay for guests departed, leaving many useful pres- hand.
c< k.... Sell. P.
M. Bonney ents, consisting of checks, silver, cut glass,
Mathews Bros’, were shut down Dee. 31st
'fia

t;.

..

1891

as

Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F., elected the folofficers at their regular meeting:
N.
G., Melvin C. Murch; V. G. Charles M. Perkins; Sec., JolmS. Davidson; F. S., Freeman M. Wood; Treas.,
Ralph if. Howes;
Trustees, R. F. Duuton, L. T. Shales, J.
Watson Knowlton; Agent, Eugene L. Cook.

lowing

cases

IS

>

'•

The

mam

A F A VERY LOW PRICE, of which we shall crowd our
counters at PROFIT! ESS PRICES
Never m tne Dry Goods History of Belfast, has such a combination of
prices and qualities been
otfered to the public—1 HEY CONVINCE THE EXPERT AND DELIGHT

OXECASK BEST MBRRIMAC P1UVTS. shmtlengths,
worth ti and 7o per yd.
For this sale only
3

societies.

TREnENDOUS

a

taking

be-

niversalist church
next Sunday will be as fol lows:
preaching
Rev. Ashley A.
services by the pastor,
Smith at 10 45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m. ;
The services

i

FIRST JANUARY NARK DOWN SALE

1

was shown.
The program included
by Miss Petting 11. a mandolin solo

snow was

at the

n

I

are

the announcement
Belfast. 280 ing held according to
Nithroy. 175 given last, week, with good attendance.
Sell. Michigan. 180 Thursday and Friday evenings the union
Brig Gen. Taylor. 100 meetings will be held at the Baptist church.
Judge Mitchell. 150 The
subjects are as follows: Thursday, The
Orizava. 175
Sch. Rebecca Fogg. 180 Larger Issue, A World Renewed, Rom 8:1‘.>Lamartine. 180 22;
Friday, Resources, Help from the Spirit,
Brig Henry Dunster. 100
Lady of the Lake. 100 Rom. 8:2<5.

<*

Tues-

course

week of prayer

The services of the

**

mtrabaud

of tin*1

v

Tuesday evening.

of the year, next

*•

t

11:25 80.

will be as usual. The Y. P. S. C. E. cordially invite all young people in the church and
congregation to attend their first sociable

Sch. Judge Tenney.
•*
C'- tigh on Bay \'iew
Siam.
Bark
!
Ann Johnson.
street M nd v. Jan. ‘.'ill.
All members are
1852 Sch. Fred Dyer.
|
requested i" he j '••sent, as we want to make
Bark John Gardner.
tus new year one
Moses Kimball. 500
uig to be reiiieinhered.
1
Amos M. Roberts. 250
work is for
Brig
home
for
proposed
aged
1.855
Emma L. Cottrell.... 19U
ladies of this city.
800
Shi p Chapin.
R.
C. Juhnsou.1,250
1 1|(- ( ham : g
is
igm meeting
postpon'•
Coronet.1,300
d to Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 11th, with 1851
Ocean Traveler. 700
Mrs
F. B. K
-\
Lou. Congress street.
A
Mary M<’Near.1 000
tu’.l attend m
i- desired, as Imsiiic-s of inn
Brig Selma. 800
850
Free
State.
he discussed.
portauce wn
The subject
185.5 Ship Mary Hammond... l.O'H)
under consider it. n
p. “Woman's work
Lady Rlessiugton. 1,000
in Temperance."
Bark Diana.
500
v-;!:

Chief Engineer W. K.
Engineer 1. T. Clough
Adn.i:**si«m tickets,

Ciiv.e, King's Daughters,

t

Toncjuin.

1849

’•

I hursday evening,
will he servetl at

i—

were

Sch. Venezuela.
Mary Farrow
Malabar.
Gov. Anderson.

Sunday at

Services at the Methodist Episcopal
church Sunday Jau 8th, will include preaching by the pastor at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday
school at 12 m.; meeting of Junior League at
8 80; Epworth
League at 6 15; leader, Miss
Nellie Grout; topic, “A precious invitation”
Matt 11 25 80. The remaining notices will
be given from the pulpit.
The week evening prayer meetings in the
Baptist church will be as announced in another paragraph.
Next Sunday services

Year. Rig. Name.
Tons.
Brig Democrat.. 210

1840
1841
1842
1844
1845

and

officers-elect of the

the

are

tation,” Matt.

Lancaster. Later members of the
H. H. Carter, J. C. Frye, E. E.
Frye, Thomas Carter, H. A. Carter, J. Y.
Cottrell aud Everett S. Carter. The surviving members of the firm are Messrs. H. H.
and Everett S. Carter. This firm has built
109 vessels of an aggregate tonnage of 51,009, aud the following list includes some of
the finest vessels ever launched from Maine
yards:
firm

o’clock

st, Cleora Haney.
The services at the North church next
Sunday will be as follows: Sermon by the
pastor. Rev. Geo. S. Mills, at 10 45 a. m.,
followed by communion; Sunday school immediately after; Christian Endeavor meeting at (i 15 p. in., subject, “A precious invi-

and V. R.

The Orients

granted as follows:
Curtis. Brook'*, Sib to
i,,i increase Thaddeus li.
Frankfort, >4 to S12;
|

week that

at 7

ni.

Following

the best of material. When competition
as to who should build vessels
the
cheapest the firm did notenter it, preferring
to rest on their well-earned laurels.
Carter
& Co. is one of the oldest ship building concerns in Maine.
In 1840 Columbia P. Carter
was master workman on the
brig Democrat
built above the upper bridge, Belfast, for J.
Y. McCliutock; and iu 1841 be formed the
firm of Carter & Co., having as partners
Erastus B. Stevensou, Samuel L. Sweetser

The tirst dance of the “last series," will
be given in Memorial ball this, Thursday,
evening.

■■•on

i

last

80 p.

Methodist Sunday school for 1899: Superintendent., Tiles ton Wadlin; assistant, Frank
P. Blodgett; secretary. Essie Sanborn;
treasurer, James Peering; librarian, Milly
Sanborn; chorister, Lillian Spinney; organ-

arose

day evening, Jan. 17th.

tst

?

hog

Tuesday,

Sunday evening
2

ami

The next cotillion party will be held Tues-

irier-Gazette.

I

a

m.

Mrs. Abbie Lawrence of Boston has taken
of the work at the People’s Mission,
58 High
street, for the present. Meetings
every
Thursday, Saturday and

JOHNSON’S

.*

preach

at 12

charge

built for the Pendleton Bros, iu 1891, and
their return to the same yard after this
lapse
of time show's that the work of Carter & Co.
has stood the test. Indeed, the firm has always been noted for thorough workmanship

—

enforce the city ordi-iow balling and throw1v

j

reared

Spf.bdtCi re Treatment for Evert Blood and Shin
Humor, with I.ossokHub
Warm baths with CuriCURa Soap. gentle anointings with (.'uticuba.
pure®, of
emollient akin cures, and mild doses of Cuticuba Kbsolvbnt, greatest of blood purifier* and humor cures.
Sold throughout the world Potter DRro andCiiem.
Cobi*.. Props., Boston. Howto Cure Blood Humors,free.

notices

posted

has

roorn

was

was t

school

possible. The frame will be cut this
winter iu Virginia. The last vessel launched from this yard was the three masted
schooner Eliza J. Pendleton of 713 tons net,

afflicted with a terrible breaking out.
by the very best physicians, who
pronounced it blood poison, but it got worse.
1 was suffering untold agony, and finally had
to give up work. Cuticcra Remedies were
suggested, which 1 immediately procured.
From the first, I experienced a soothing relief,
notwithstanding my intense pain. I improved
right along till at last I iras entirely cured, and
not a sign on my t-<>dy anywhere
indicating that
anything had ever been the matter with me.
M. B. BASTIEN. l'»c W. Hunterst.,Atlanta,Ga.
I

At the First Parish Church,^Unitarian,
Sunday, the pastor, Rev. James M.
at 10 45 a. m.; Sunday
Leighton, will
next

er, if

CURED BY CUTICURA

I

Court tin

The Churches.

Carter & Co. of this city closed a contract
last week with the Pendleton Bros, of Islesboro to build a schooner of between GOO and
700 tons. She is to be an A1 vessel, with oak
frame aud hard pine ceiliug and
planking,
and will be launched next October, or soon-

{BREAKING OUT

tin

Probate Court wil

of
tv

for

begin

will

Build a Vessel.

j

impossible

for money or
position to
procure

All those holding Checks for the Oil
send them in before the T4th.
«@“A11 Bundles Delivered

Painting

within the

to be

given

City Limits;

away at

our

store,

are

requested

to

FREE OF CHARGE.

a

Coffee superior
that which
bears this seal.

to

Chase & Sanborn’s
Seal Brand Coffee
is sold in

one

two-pound

IT’S NO TROUBLE FOR US TO SHOW GOODS,
THAT’S WHAT WE ARE HERE FOR.

and

cans,

and is guaranteed to be the

best coffee grown

FRED A. JOHNSON,

——

BELFAST.

BELFAST

IN

criminal cases during the
mostly iu liquor cases, amounted to
! $2,205. Two members were admitted to

1898.

I collected in

of

Orrrington, and Amanda M. Hudgett.
March 19
In Stockton Springs, William Q. Spinney and Dorinda A. Richardson, of Stockton Springs.
June 2.
Geo. F. Higgins and Neva
A. Small.
June 0.
Geo. II. Warren and Carrie F.
Header.
June 9.
Clifford J. Pattee and Jessie
M. Sargent.
June 9.
In Vinalhaven, Frank Hall
and Josie F. Calderwood, of Vinalhaven.
In Searsport, Roy E. Young
June 10.
and Antiilea Kuowlton.
Juue20.
Capt. R. O. Talker of Castine,
and Judith Knowlton.
lu New York City, John
June 20.
Pierce and Abbie B. MacKnight.
June 22.
Ludovic P. Swett of Norway,
and Lena Weslie.
June 22.
In Searsport, Wm. A. Bennett, and Marcella A. Kaler.
June 25.
Capt. John W. Ryder and
Mary E. McLellan.
June 29.
lu Portland, Lewis P. Hazeltine and Jennie C. Lattin of Portland.
July 2. lu Boston, John 11. O’Conner
of Boston and Harriet E. Mitchell
July 17. In Northport, Rensselaer B.
! Jameson of Northport, and Mary V.

year,

Continued from Page Two.
There was a marked increase iu the the bar.
A number of cases more or less sensanumber of bicycles iu town, and also in
the general interest in wheeling, but no ! tional came before the Police Court and
concerted action of wheelmen and no several persons are now awaiting trial.
meetings of the club. Two or three pa- Three Belfast women and one man are
rades were held early in the summer, but I now in jail to answer to the charge of
were not well tilled.
The wheelmen and | stealing money from a drunken man.
Bernes O. Norton was appointed U. S.
women preferred going iu pairs or small
parties rather than to take parts iu meets, Deputy Marshal March 1st and has
parades or races. The wheel was largely proved an excellent officer. He has
used by young people in going to and done some detective work which required
from their work, and by others in the way more than ordinary skill ami daring.
The national insolvency law abolished
of business.
the county insolvency courts Aug. 1st, so
IT Sit AN1> GAME.
far as relates to the new7 cases of volunThe interest in hunting anti fishing in- tary insolvency, and Nov. 1st on involunThe cases pending at
creased, and dealers in sporting goods tary petitions.
found larger sales than iu previous years. those dates were closed or are in process
Hugh D. McLellan was
The Waldo Fish Protective Association of adjusting.
did much towards improving the iishing appointed Referee under the U. S. law7 for
Waldo District and The Republican Jourat {Swan Lake and some valuable fish were
added.
The good effect of reducing the nal was designated as the paper to pubnumber of smelts was seen in the increased lish bankruptcy notices.
The cases against several Belfast parties
catches of trout and ,salimm.
Local fishon account
of the Cardiff, Tenu., land
ermen are also adding ,uew lish from the
LI. JS. and State hatcheries to the water deal, were settled during the year.

pond at Little River, Quantabacook, Pitcher’s Pond, etc.
works

T1IE

WEATHER.

Aside from the severe storms of Feb. 1
and Nov. 27, referred to under the subheading “Shipwreck and Loss of Life,”
the year 1898 gave an unusual record.
January was colder than the average for
39 years.
February gave the largest precipitation. or measurement of rain and
melted snow recorded here in the past 30
years. There were but three fair days during the month. The most brilliant display
of aurora borealis seen here for many years
was on the nights of March 14 and 15.
March w as, with two exceptions, the warmest in 39 years, and there were veiy few
stormy days, with light snow fall and preACCIDENTS.
cipitation. The great accumulation of
snow on tiie ground early in the month
Four men died from the results of ac- went olY
gradually. May was warm and
cident and one in which it is uncertain as
dry. Of the 7 days on which lain fell, 5
to whether the case was accident or suiwere the last 5 days of the month.
June
cide, Win. T. Creasey of Morrill was run was the coldest in 40 years with one exover by a team
m Main street Jan. 4th
one-half
ot
1897.
the
rainception,
Nearly
and died Feb. ‘d!h.
Walter R. Cray was fall ot the month of
July came in one hour
drowned in the harbor June 9th.
Walter on the 20th
day. August was cousideraH. West died Aug. '.1st from injuries rebly warmer than the average. There was
ceived in a collision of carriages.
Post- but oue
heavy thunder shower during the
master Henry L. Kilgore died Dec. 4th
year, Sept. 7th, but no damage was done
from the effects of a fall.
John Smith in Belfast.
September wras unusually
was found dead in the harbor June 16th.
warm.
October was a warm and wet
This may have been either a case of accimonth, nearly 2° warmer than the average
dent or suicide.
of October for 39 years.
Rain fell on 10
THE SPANISH WAIT.
days, with a total fall of 8.85 inches. A
Belfast not having a military organiza- severe storm occured on the 20tli. A pecution did not send so many men to the liar feature of this storm was noted. The
Spanish war as some of the other cities. wind, while blowing a gale, would stop
A few of our young men entered the ser- I suddenly, and in a few minutes re-comvice.
Lieut. Seth M. Millikeu,
who meuce from the same point of the comgraduated from West Point in June 1897, pass The sell. Fannie A Edith dragged
resigned shortly after to enter business ashore here, but was not damaged. The
life in New York, but when the war broke first snow of the season fell on Nov. 10th.
The severe gale of Nov. 20th and 27th,
out lie offered his .-ei vices and was accepted.
lie is now at Cavite, Philippine Is- which was so disastrous along the coast
The sell. A. B.
lands, and is commissioned .is Commissary caused two disasters here.
of Subsistence, with rank of Captain. Peiry dragged her anchor in the Bay and
Receiver Albert W. Thompson of the went ashore on Elwell’s Point. Northport.
Bickuell A HopLand office at Clayton, N. M., had charge She has been stripped.
of recruiting men for Roosevelt’s Rough kins’ sloop Inca broke from her moorings
near
Little
River
and
became
a total loss.
Riders in his section.
Ensign William A', I
Pratt was in the navy and saw some hard I The lirst zero record was Dec. 12th, very
service
in
Cuba in
the Mayflower. early in the morning, but Mr. Murch’s
Among those who entered the ser- record, taken at 7 o* clock, showed 5 above.
vice from Belfast were William Oakes There were a light snow and high wind.
A table compiled from Mr. Murch’s recAldus
and Ernest
Richards in
the
navy ; Fred L. Fletcher in the 2d Massa- ords showing the principal features of the
chusetts artillery ; Edward Clements in the weather for the year will be found in our
news pages.
Sixth M issachusetts: Fred Trull and Geo.
TJ.l.ERlIOXE.
E. Benson in the 1st Maine Infantry.
Thomas II. Marshall Post, G
A. R.,
There was a marked increase in the
and
E. Clark (.-amp, Sons of Veterans, telephone connections during the year.
offered their services to the government, A cable was laid from Northport to Isles
.me
meiiibei of the latter organization, boro.
The Belfast exchange ineludrs
Ivra Heal of >earsmout, entered tile ser- three public pay stations besides the cenvice and fell a victim t<* disease.
tral in 1 hi fast, three in Lslesboro: one at
Belfast ladies furnished 200 sanitary Saturday Cove, Northport: one at. Searsbands for the soldiers at the front.
port; and one .it .S-< ckton spri gs. Sixty
The victories at Manila and Santiago seven
places in the city have instruwere celebrated by processions,
flag rais- ments, and the hotel at North putt Campetc.
ings,
ground is connected during the summer.
Tinkers struck into the harbor in larger
numbers than for several years and a few
bottom lish were caught.
Partridge ami woodcock hunters had a
good season, aud many birds weie shot.
Paecoons are becoming more plentiful and
1 unting them is found to be next in interest
and excitement tv) fox hunting.
Lares are also hunted in the near-by
woods.
The perpetual close time on
deei for Waldo County has had the effect
of making them very numerous and tame,
but our deer hunters who went into the
Northern woods bad very poor luck.

[

i\ i.oXDlKE.

MISl 'KLI.A X

deila-i men went to Klondike,
but all except Austin Clough have returnid.
11* went with a party from Lynn,
Mass., by vessel around Cape Horn. The
paity broke up in San Francisco and sold
their vessel, but Mr. Clough and a few
others warn; to Alaska.
They made some
trips to the interior, but are now on
die way home. II. L. and E. 8. McDonald,
Chas. O Council and Thomas II a ugh of
Belfast, Gordon McTaggart of Pittsfield,
W
I. Burrill of Corinna and Dr. E. W.
•Sever:

Gould, recently

of

Thomastou,started

for

the Klondike.
Dr. Gould was taken sick
ar Seattle ami m:
recovery returned from
there.
Thus. Haugh saw
enough of
Alaska after a brief experience, but the
others kept on to Dawson City.
They
were soon satisfied that it was not
protitable to remain and returned home, poorer
id pocket but richer in
experience from
their journey.
THE

VETERANS

AND THEIR

HELPERS.

T be various organizations of veterans of
the Rebellion, and allied societies, prospered during the year, and an era of good
feeling prevails among them. The socieThomas 11. Marshall Post, G. A.
ties arc
K.
Sheridan F. Miller Command, U. Ad
: Thomas H. Marshall Relief
Corps; A.
E. Clark Camp, 8. of V. and A. E. Clark
Ladies’
Aid
Camp,
.Society. They held
and
public meetings
entertainments
the
ar
and
entertained
the Nineduring
yt
teenth Maine at its annual reunion, and
the Waldo Veteians’ Association. The
•Sons of Veterans were specially active and
have added largely to their membership.
YACHTS

AND

BOATS.

The

yachting season of 1898 presented
There were
very interesting features.
races, and less cruising than usual.
Some notable additions were made to the
local fleet.
Mr. A. H. A. Grocscliner of
Watertown, Mass., a summer resident of
Xorthport, brought here the line steam
yacht Idalefte, 51.9 feet long, for use in
the bay in place of the Guinevere. Geo.
O. Hatch built at bis home on Xorthport
avenue a staunch sloop of about 5 tons
which he named the Nautilus.
The sloop
yacht owned by Dr Atwood of Boston
was practically rebuilt
by O. R. Webster
and her name changed from Swallow to
June.
M. F. Stearns built a pretty little
knockabout and named it North Star.
The old-timers had the customary overhauling, and there were the usual number
of transfers of tin* smaller craft,
lu July
the sloop Marjorie was sold to the Roberts Brothers of Reading, Mass., summer
residents of Xorthport.
Her late owner
had cruised in her for seven seasons, and
was sorry to give up so comfoitable a boat.
There were mauy visiting yachts, the most
important being the three-masted auxiliaiystea n yacht Intrepid, Lloyd Rlieuix of
New York owner, and the steam yacht
Oneida, Com. Benedict. Among other
steam yachts were the Ocean
Gem, Rex
and Day Dream.
Late in the season the
house of the Passagassawaukeag Yacht
Club iu Carter’s yard was enlarged and
W. A. Kimball set up a knockabout, 23
feet over all, which was practically completed by the end of the year. Other additions to this class are promised for the
coming season, and a fleet of live or six is
assured.
H. J. Locke will offer a silver
cup to be sailed for by the knockabouts.
no
no

THE

COUKTS.

The criminal case which attracted the
most attention was the trial at the January term of S. J. Court of Edmund Elliot
for|murder, in shooting Harriet E. Leavitt
Nov. 11, 1897. Elliot was convicted of assult with a dangerous weapon with intent
to kill and was sentenced to four years in
State Prison.
Mrs. Leavitt died March
24th.
The terms of the Supreme Judicial
Court were short and but few cases were
tried by jury.
At the January term 8
divorces were decreed; April term, 13;
September term, 4. The fines and costs

KOI

S.

Ex-President (troverCleveland, Mr. and
Mrs. Joint G. Carlisle aud Ex-Postmaster
General Wilson, is guests of Commodore
Benedict, came here in the Commodore’s
steam yacht Oneida Aug. lltli, while on a
cruise along the coast.
By the death of Postmaster Henry I,.
Kilgore Dec. 4th, Austin W. Keating
<
became acting Post master.
He app
F. E. Cottrell as assistant Pnstn. i-: a.
The President has since appointed Ar.-.a:
I. Brown as Postmaster, who, with Frank
L. Field as assistant, will take charge

Mrs. Hoffman Describes How She
Wrote to Mrs. Pinkham for
Now Well.
Advice, and
Bear Mrs. Pinkiiam:—Before using
your

^

Wf

Nov.
Dec.

Delia W Thompson. 59
Jane W. Thurston.7*)
Susan E. Ginn.52
Julia A Wood.59
Walter H. West.45
George W. Cottrell.07
Sarah E. Dutton.70
Rexie A. Emmons.3

19.
23.

29.

Sept.

Oct.

31.
31.
5.
6.
12.
12.
10.
25
5.
10.
15.

17.

Twombly.

In Searsport,
15.
Horace B.
Smalley, and Minnie F. Hogan.
Jan. 15.
Wesley Cook and Josephine
Robbins.
Jan 26.
Edward S. Fletcher of Boston,
and Lillian Goyens.
Jan. 26.
Wilmont C. Waltz of Portland, and Eva O’ Brien.
March 7.
James Brown of New York
City, and Eva Alice Coombs.
March 9.
In Brewer, Rawson Lufkin

17.

Jan.

Nov.

23.
25.
30.
31.
1.
4.

11.
12.

18.
24.
25.
25.
25.

Mary Wood.84

Edith McDonald. 7
George Bird.80
Henry Harwood.70
Mary E. Lear.24
Hattie Lear.10
John H. Blake.72
Charles F. Marshall.34
Emma J. Dickey.17
Julia A. Edwards.81
Catherine Shaw.72
Florence Lear.0
Ralph M. Tripp.18
David Webber.72
Walter Lear. 11
Jerome Stephenson.71
Harry H. Estes. 9
Francis Jones.75
Ezekiel Small.81
Robert F. Dunton, Jr. 1
Percy R Follett.26

asking*

your
You
tell-

13.
14.
18.
20.

27.
30.
The

following

residents

former

or

resi-

53
Burkett

....

Shea.
Milford, Mass., Mrs. A. J. Lib-

30.

Gloucester. Mass.
George E. Bean.27
Fred 1. Gordon.
.24
James Everett Patterson_30
John Jackson.29
Capt. Franklin G. ltyan.31
George W. Richards.48

1.

Staples.
Dorchester, Mass., Jane
Alfred

17.

j

u

*

by.09

Feb.

45
C.

Angler.87

Mar.

29.

Newton Highlands, Mass., Vesta Veazie Hurlhert.48
Xortkport, Capt. Mos<*s M.

April

29.
12.

Rockland. John Mahoney.75
Hyde Park, Mass., Persis T

22.

Hodgdon.79

!

| May
June
'*

July

Leighton.'.to |
Brooklyn, N. V., Mark P. Pen-

20.

dleton .38
Chelsea, Mass., Samuel Har-

30.
4.

John

W.

Castoria is a substitute for Castor Oil, Paregorii.
and Soothing Syrups. It is Harmless and Plea
contains neither Opium, morphine nor oilier
siibstaiiee. Its age is its guarantee. II destroyand allays Feverishness. i: c-ves Piarrhiea am
<
Colie. il relieves Teething T:ou!:!i s, cun
It assimilates the Food, is ci
and Flatulency.
Stomach anil Bowel
giving healthy and nadir
The Children’s Panacea The mother’s Friend,

20.
23.
2.
10.

Russ.05

Sept.

17.
17.

Eddington,Adaliue A.Avery.59
Tracy, Iowa, John T. McCril-

Oct.

2.

Yarmouth,

13.
22.

ON

P.VtiK

SEVEN.]

2-lb.

pkgs. only

A Great Cluing Offer!
Tie Eeiiicai Journal

Susan VV'. Pendleton.87
Bridgeport, Ct.,
Lucy A.

Woods.58
N. H., Althea
Manchester,
A.

1.1)

un

lis.81

Nov.

—AN l>—

Healey.39

Lost at sea, Capt. Hollis H
Blanchard.00
27. Lost at sea, Frank A. I'attersod.43
27. Lost at sea, Charles E. HdSkell.54
27. West Medford, Mass., Thos. T.
Osborn.72
3. Chelsea, Mass., Dr. Aaron S
Davis.75
12.
Stockton Springs, David S.
Larrabee.70
13. North Searsport, Mary Flow27.

Dec.

.88
Mass., Blanch M.
Gilmore. .18
ers

17.
♦Less than

Brockton,

one

year.

DIARY

OF EVENTS.

JANUARY.

j

1. Seaside and Equity Granges installed
officers.
The former was visited by
Granite Grange of North Searsport.
2.
County Commissioners organized,
M. S. Stiles chosen chairman.
3.
Phoenix Lodge, F.
A. M., elected
officers-A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of
Veterans, public installation.
4.
Penobscot Encampment, 1. O. 0. F.,
installed officers—King Solomon Council,
It. A- S. M., elected officers-S. .J. Court
opened, Judge Wiswell presiding-Universalist church annual meeting.
5.
Merchants’ Marine Railway Co.
annual meeting—Ladies Aid Society installed officers.
0.
Timothy Chase Lodge, F. and A.
M. annual meeting-Thus. II. Marshall
Post, G. A. It.. installed officers.
7.
Waldo Lodge, 1. O. O. F., installed
officers-First social of the Whist Club
series.
9.
Union meeting of Methodist, Baptist and Congregationalists at the Baptist
church in the evening.
10.
Winter term of schools beganBelfast Lodge, N. E. O. P., installed
officers-Sheridan F. Miller Command,
U. V. U, installed officers-George Pratt
Epworth League annual meeting-Cornithian Royal Arth Chapter annual meeting.-Tarratine Tribe, I O R M, installed officers
11.
Peoples and Belfast National Bauks
annual meeting-Lecture by Lyman
B. Sperry on “Gumption aud Grit” in
Peoples lecture course.
12.
Palestine Commandery, K. T.,
installed officers.
13.
Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U. W.,
installed officers.
Miss Nellie Thompson, evangelist,
16.
at the Methodist church.
19.
Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F., sleighride to Searsport--Geo. B. Williams
impersonation of “Much Ado About

Nothing.”

i

■
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CASTOR!A

GENUINE

The Kind You Have
In

ALVIf

Always Boi

Use For Over 30 Years*

THE CENTAUR COMPANY.

TT MURRAY STREET.

NEW YORK CITY

j,

Oats
Quaker
W
At all grocers

McCorison.21
Lost at sea, Capt. Frank Web-

ber.49
Belmont, Viola J Knight. ...53
Morrill, Rhoda M. Adams.75
llouiton, Geo. W. Purrington. .03
Stoniugton, Me., Emma J.

over

rti

(«

Easy Food
\"Easy to Buy,
'\ Easy to Cook,
Easy to Ea£’
Easy to Digest,

Kingsbury.50
Stoughton, Mass., Henry H.

—

L-

Uui

s»"Tphe

Greeley.88
Bradford, 111., Roxie A. Frye..02
Sheshequiu, Pa., Rev. Myra

31.

Sept.

[CON 1 INI

Island,
Dickey.54
Pueblo, Colo., Hiram O. A Idea 04
llingham. Mass., Capt. William
N. V

Staten

Doage,

for

contest

aden.81
Chelsea, Mass., Julia Smith... .78
Bangor, Luretta E. Thomas... .52
Rockland, Clarence Stover. 1
Lynn, Mass., Mildred L. Dyer .28
Rockland, Hiram Darby.57

5.
11.

Aug.

*

12.

8.
9.
25.
20
20.
27.

District

with Belfast Lodge-Needle threadby Seaside Grange.
7 Final meeting of City Council; May
or Fletcher gave a supper at the Windsor
Hotel-Memorial service to the men lost
t>u the Maine at St Francis church.
9 Bachelor Maid’s tea by Universalist
Society at Memorial Hall.
11 Fifth annual ball of Seaside Hose
Co-Song recital by Miss Charlotte W
Colburn.
12 Central Club opening reception at
their new rooms-Wood sawing contest
by Seaside Grange.
14
City election.
15 Tairatine Tribe, l O R M, initiated
10 candidates.
It).
The Methodists, Baptists and Uuiversalists held sociables.
18 Schools closed for two weeks’ vacation-Rev J F Rhodes of Fairtield spoke
at Universalist church on “A Matter of
Doctrine.”
20
Memorial service to Francis K Willard at Methodist church.
21
City Government and School Committee organized.
22 Kindergarten Association organized.
2M Enteraintment at Odd Fellows’ 11 all
by Belfast Lodge, N E O R.
24
Levee and ball by Seaside Sewing
Circle.
20
Second anniversary of A rmor Bearer
Circle, King’s Daughters.
27
Rev Geo S Mills, Congregational,
and Rev J F Tilton, Baptist, exchanged
Fiftieth anniveisury of Spiritpulp.is
ualism observed, at W (' T U rooms.
MO W CT U observed 24th anniversary.

ing

dents died elsewhere:
8.
Jan.
Bangor, Daniel M. Wescott_02
9.
Augusta, Geo. A. Blodgett.50
11. Palm Beach, Fla., Lewis W.

Pendleton, M. I)
Rockland,
George

waiao

use

met

ltliiel Pease..73
Infant son of \V. J, Dorman-*
Joseph T. Pendleton.74
Mary L. Pend eton.91
E. Howard Conant.49
Betsy S Kuowiton.09
Warren S. Staples.18
Bertha C. Hartshorn. 2
Angelia B. Decrow. 2
Mary A. Patterson.70
Hazel B. Gordon. 2
Sarah Carr.05

DEATHS.

Aug.

0.

M.,

Alphouso Hearing.48
Henry L. Kilgore.58

33.

There were 00 deaths in Belfast, and 44
of Belfast residents or former residents
elsewhere; 11 were lost at sea. Of the
I deaths here J were 00 years or over; 11
early in January.
between so and 00; 23 between 70 and SO;
The bonded debt of the Belfast and 10 betw een 00 and
70; 7 between 50 and 00;
Moosehead Lake Railroad Go. was reclin
7 between 40 and 50; 0 between 30 and
ed £3,500, making a total reduction of
40; 2 between 20 and 30; 5 between 10
£18,500 and leaving the debt £131,500. and 20; 9 between 1 and 10; and 4 uuder
The company declared its usual dividends one
year.
By months they were as
of <■> per cent, on the preferred and £2.80 follows:
January 7; February 4; March
on the non-preferred stock.
12; April 5; May 9; June 7; July 5; Auwas
Bancroft H. Gouant
appointed gust 8; September 0: October S; NovemDeputy Collector of Customs vice Cnarles ber 11; December 14.
II. Mitchell and entered upon his duties
Yrs.
Name.
May 1st.
1897.
The Club of Thirty sold its furniture in I Dec. 30. Annie C. Nickerson.22
January to the Central Club and the lat- 1898.
ter moved into the former Club of
Augustus A. Hurd..53
Thirty Jan. 15.
19.
Mary Wadsworth.....81
rooms.
21.
Herbert L. Stevens, Jr. 1
The Belfast Spiritual and Liberal As23.
Henry H. Cobbett.48
sociation observed the 50th anniversary
23. Jeunette Townsend.91
of modern Spiritualism March 27th.
27.
Chas.
A. Bean.62
|
A 25-foot whale became entangled in a
30. James Albert Wilson.64
6
weir in Lincolnville in May aud was kill- I Feb.
Sarah J. Bowler.41
16.
Ada F. Smith.41
ed.
It drifted about the harbor some
**
17.
Charles Clark.55
time and landed on the shore in East Bel20.
I
Lurenia Rt bbins. *
fast.
Jt was finally towed out aud thus
Mar.
2.
Benjamin G. Herrick.72
disposed of.
3.
Atwood J. Hanson..75
The Elm City Club disbanded in May
4.
Charles Baker..07
and re-organized and incorporated under
4.
Hiram W. Trundy.09
tlie name of “Waldo Club.”
5.
Sylvanus T. Edgcomb.71
9.
Abbie E. Hatch.03
Fred N. Savery won a case before the
12.
National Trotting Association, in behalf
Mary M. Vliller.82
12.
Geo. F. Jackson. *
of his horse Gilbert S. on which he claim20.
Lewis
A. Kuowlton.73
ed first money in the Monroe races of 1897.
24
Rose A. Barton.34
The Belfast Savings Bank declared its
24.
Harriet F. Leavitt.35
01st consecutive semi-annual dividend in
30. Richard S. Gay.03
December.
The rate was 3 per cent.
80
April 9. John Gannon.
13. Jane C. Brown.85
A University Extension Centre wTas
24.
Hester Maria Macomber.62
founded in June, for the study of history
27. Samuel J. Bruce. 62
literature, etc.
27
Chas W. Russell.64
W. C. Tuttle, photographer operated
1.
Eleanor Cain.79
May
eight branch studios during the summer
2.
Albion K. Pierce.76
season.
7.
Bounds C. Dinsmore.75
There was a slight run of chicken pox
7.
Pliny M. Jones.62
13.
and measles in the spring and an epidemic
Elmer E. Russell.30
17.
Elsie J. Shuman-,.70
of scarlet fever in the fall and early win25.
Israel
Jones.86
followed
ter,
by the grip later. The
27. Sarah Pitcher.90
scarlet fever was in light form in most
30. J ane W e bber.63
cases.
June
9.
Aiieu Orcutt.79
The social events of the year included
9
Walter li. Gray.75
the Washington Hose Co. ball Jan. 20;the
9.
Mildred Jackson. *
12.
Olive A. Gross.47
Knights of Pythias ball, Feb. 21st; the
*’
16
John Smith.70
old folks dance,
March 4th; bachelor
18.
Lavima K. Baker.84
maid’s tea March 9th; the harvest festival
18.
Bedeiia Maria Pendleton.00
by the North church,Oct. 28th,and the us- July 1 Irena W. Higgins. 51
ual whist paities, the cotillion parties,
7.
Sarah E. Durham.01

The number of marriages in which Belfasters were parties was 50, of which 37
were solemnized here and 22 elsewhere.
In 32 both brideaud bridegroom belonged
here; in 20 a Belfast bride took' a husband
front elsewhere and in 7 Belfast men
sought wives outside. By months the
number was as follows: January 0, February 0, March 3, April 0, May 0, June
11, July 4, August 4, September 13, October 5, November 8, December 5.
Jan. 1. Wm. W. Moulton of Unity,
Band ertlta A. Piper.
Jan. 8.
In Somerville, Mass., Herbert
Norris of Somerville, and Mary
E.

Always Bought, and which has
BO years, lias borne the signature
and has been made under in.
sonal supervision since its ini ,h,
Allow no one to deceive you in u,.,
All Counterfeits, Imitations and .■dibstitiites are i>,,t i
lieriments that tritie with and : k.i-angor the in _n
e
infants and Children—Bxpcric
against Jixpcr.r.,

in

FEBRUARY.

Almira Robbins..‘15
Frank B. Mathews.35

20.
29.
2.
4.
5.
0.
10.
11.
12.

24.

Mary Smalley...80
Charlotte Kelly Rankin.00
Rebecca O. Thomas.00
William A. Bobbins.08
Anson T. Trussed.74

The Kind You Have

Heavy and disastrous snow storm,
Timothy Chase Lodge, F. and A.

I.

o.

..

14.
19.
25.
0
0.

with dizziness,
headache, and
con hi not sleep.
I wrote you a
letter descrihing my case and

fomfort ^owdor

Mover.

MARRIAGES.

bow-

suuereu

|

j

etc.

a

installed officers.
7.
Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter inadvice.
stalled officers.
10.
Masonic District Convention.
replied
II.
A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of Vetery_^ ing* me just
Dr.
what to do. 1 ans, observed Lincoln’s birthdayA. C. Elliugwood fell and broke his leg.
followed your direc- I
14.
Rev. A. S. Humbert lectured on,
tions, and cannot praise your medicine “A
Tramp Through London,” in Peoples
enough for -what it lias done for me. | Lecture Course-Surprise party at J.
Many thanks to you for your advice. H. Quimby’s.
15.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 11. Ilowes
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has cured me, and I will recom- observed the tenth anniversary of their
mar rage.
mend it to my friends.— Mrs. Florence
10.
Belfast Lodge, N. E. O. P. supper
It. Hoffman. 512 Poland St.. Canton, O.
and entertainment at Odd Fellows' Hall.
The condition described by Mrs. Hoff10.
Nail driving contest by Seaside !
man will
appe al to many women, yet Grange.
lots of sick women struggle on with
21.
Knights of Pythias ball.
their daily tasks disregarding the
22.
Washington’s birthday; observed
urgent warnings until overtaken by in the schools-Closing eoacert of
actual collapse.
People’s Lecture Course.
24.
Memorial service to Miss Willard
The present Mrs. Pinkham's experiby the W. C. T. U.
ence in treating female ills is unparal25.
Knight Templars visited Watei
leled, for years she worked side by side
ville.
with Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, and for
27.
Rev. Geo. S. Mills began a serifs
sometimes past has had sole charge
of sermons on “The Chorus of Christian
of the correspondence department ol
Virtues,” at the North church.
her great business, treating by letter
MARCH.
as manjr as a hundred thousand ailing
1.
Waldo Pomona Grange met with
women during a single year.
Seaside Grange-King Solomon Council,
For chafin? or any skin trouble, Dr. Gerbert,
R. and S. M., publicly installed officers.
of Boston, uses ami recommends
-Official visitation of Grand < Mticers
to Penobscot Encampment, 1. o. O. F.
2.
Knights of Pythias officers visited
Water ville.
in his professional practice. For use in the nursery, sick-room, or toilet, it is unsurpassed. It is
4.
Old folks’ dance at Belfast Opera
tar superior to the old line taicum powders.
House.

W

Aug. 24.. In Boston, Corp. B. B. Grant
of the 5th Mass. Infantry and Hattie A.
Trussed.
Aug. 27. Luther Calderwood and Ruth
Know l ton.
Aug. 31. in Waldo, Joseph 11. Estes
and Jane Harvey.
Sept. J. In Thornaston, Dr. II. H.
1*1 umer of Union and Alice L. South*
I worth.
Sept. 1. In Boston, Dwight C. Greenlaw of Northport and Isadora Piper.
Sept. 5. In Searsport, Justin G. Burdin and Maude M. Cooper.
Sept. 7. Tyler M. Bird and Nellie J.
Walker of Rockland.
Sept. 10. Will G. Sawtelle aud Grace
M. Stevens.
Sept. 14. Geo. A. Bailey and Sarah IT.
Fletcher.
Sept. 14. In Boston, Dr. A. C. EUiugwood and Sara C. Haney.
Sept. 22. Geo. Mixer of Camden and
Auna M. Coombs.
Sept. 25. John B. Smart of Presque
Isle and Alice B. Redman.
Sept. 20. Sewell D. Pierce and Augusta M. Caswell.
Robert Barclay of Orient
Sept. 28.
Heights, Mass., aud Ruth Pendleton.
Sept. 28. Walter Cooper and Arline P.
Simmons.
Sept. 29. Claude L. West aud Grace E.
Hustus of Freedom.
Oct. 12.
William J. Havner and Nannie Dolloff.
Oct. 19.
Paul 11. Graisbary and Mabel
N. Wise.
Oct. 22.
Thomas Willis of Bo .ton and
Carrie M. Stover.
Oct. 20. Geo. A. Matthews and Eftie M.
Clifford.
Oct. 29.
Eben L. Fletcher aud Ettie
W

part of

aiso

CIS,

ton.

Nov. 2.
In Searsport, Porter E. Nash
and Carrie Davis.
Nov. 1(3.
Chas. E. Hodgdon and Lulu
R V. Beverley.
Nov. 22.
Syreno P. Gilmore and Flora
M. Packard.
Nov. 28.
William A. Wiley and Ethel
G. White.
Nov. 24.
Edwin Jackson and Sarah J.
Jackson
Nov. 20. Walter W. Brown and Georgia
E. White.
Nov.
Albert E. JeHerds and Sarah
E. Healey.
Nov. 30.
Warren W. Know 1 ton and
Grace M. Hammons.
Dec. 7.
Ernest Piper and Alice Marliner.
Dec. 10.
Leland Young and Lucy
Went wontii.
Dee 21.
Frank T. Carter of Montville
and Evelyn G. llavner.
Dec. 24.
Leonard L. Centner and
Faustina F Eilingwood.
Dee. 24. In Winterport,Charles Patter* ’ii and Ada
Dyer of Winterport.

in lower

^

July 23. Arthur K. Kobbins ana Abbie
J. Mixer.
July 27. lu Searsport, ElantliaW. Kobbins of Searsport and Adella Cottrell.
Aug. 17. In Lewiston, Dr. Eugene L.
Stevens and Alice M. Holland of Lewis-

A

1 was

Vegetable Compound

great sufferer.
I have been sick for
months, was troubled with severe pain
in both sides of abdomen, sore feeling

! Seger.

jm.

21.
Special meeting of Tarratine Tribe,
I. O. R. M.; candidates initiated from 4
towns-Belfast Odd Fellows visited Monroe to attend dedication and
installation.
23.
Heavy snow storm, with roads
badly drifted.
24.
Dr.
James Hedley lectured on
“What is Man Worths” in
People’s Lecture Course.
25.
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O.
F., installed officers.
26.
“Birthday party” at II. P. Thompson’s.
28.
Washington Hose Co’s annual
ball.
31.
Phoenix Lodge, F. and A. M.,
installed officers.

aliyinc; witness.

a Probate Court held at lie!fast, within and
for the County of W aldo, on the second Tuesday of December, A. D. 181)8.

At

At a Probate Court held
tlit- County of Wabh
n.
December, A. D. THUS.
certain instrument.
will and testatm-i
-i
late of I'nity, insaid
mo
having been presented 1>
Ordered. That notice l><
torested by causing a
published three weeks solican .fournal, printed ai
appear at a Probate <
within and for said C< ui
day of January next, at
noon, and show cause it
same should not be pio\.
CEO. K
A true copy. Attest:
CliA* 1’ II

ETCH ELL. widow of JOHN M.
of Troy, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for an allowance out ot the personal estate of said deceased.
M.

<

17MMA
CJETCHELL, late

\

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ol this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the sec
oiid Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have
why the prayer of said petitioner should*not be
granted.
A

At

a

true

copy.

CEO. E. JOHNSON, .Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazei.tink, Register.

Probate Court heldat Belfast, within

f.

and

the County of Waldo, <»n the second Tuesday
December, A. D. ISPS.

oi

H. CAIN, Soli ot JACOB 1. CAIN, i.i n
id
Montville. in said County d Waldo. dc
ceased, having pre-mted a petition praying that
Cela R Nelson of Liberty, in said < unity, may he
appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased.

1?NoCH

Ordered, That the said petitioner ^ive notice t<.
all persons interested by causing a copy ol this
order to tie published three weeks su.'i t-ssi\el\
in the Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, within and for said < oimty. on
the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of
the clock before noon and show cause, if any they
have, why tin* prayer f said petitioner >houUi
not be granted.
< JED. K JOHN MIN. Jml.de.
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. }'. Ha/klti.nk, Register
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ordered. That the sain petitioner dive notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to lie published three weeks sucressi\c!y in
the Republican Journal, printed at Bellast.ibat
they may appear at a Probate Court, to lu In*!.i a:
Belfast, w it li in and for said < oimty,. n the
■•nd
Tuesday ol January next, it ten of the clock i»tore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the praod of said petitioner should iiot'be at ant. d.
(did. L. JOHNSON Jud-c
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazki.tini Register.
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resie, nation of said trust
Ordered, that notice
weeks siu-cessively, in
printed in Beitast. in san.
interested may anhe held at Beitast, on tile
au~*
nan next, and show
the sain account should anation accepted.
(iEi) h
A true copy. Attest
('ll as 1*. H
sons

ss. -Ill Court of Probate. held at BeiVY last, mi tlie second Tuesday ot December,
1898. iiKORiiE 11. FISHER. Executor ot the
last will "I WILLIAM I' LOW late of Winterport, in said County, deceased, having presented
iiis first and final account ot administration of
said estate for allow ance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to oe
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot January next, and show cause, if any they have, \vti\
the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. J()HNS( IN J udge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Ciias P. Ma/ki.tin;:. Register.
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THE BEST FARM AND FAfllLY PAPER IN
UNITED

THg

STATES, BOTH ONE YEAR

FOR ONLY 52.00.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of V> aldo, on the second Tuesdav of
December. A. D. 1898.
certain instrument, purporting to he tin- last
will and testament of FRANK B. MATHt Waldo,
EWS, late of Belfast, in said County
deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to he
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast'that the\ may
appear at a Probate Court, to be neld at Belfast,
within and for said Countv, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause if any they have why the
same should not be proved,approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Citas. IN Hazelti.se, Register.

A true

\ \ A Id M ) SS.
n Con rt
>
fast, on :he sec.i;
1 St.>8. CHARLES 1
.OF.last will of dt Id A A ->1 1
port, iu said County, deet
his first and final accou:
said estate for allowance.

Ordered, That nonce tin
weeks successively, n tie
in Belfast, in sai-i
interested may attend at a
held at Belfast, on the sec
next, and show cause it a
said account should not

printed

...

A true

4m45

to

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

BELFAST, MAINE.

PROBATE NOTICES
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
December, A. D. 181)8.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of FRANCES S. ELWELL,
late of Northpnrt, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for'probate.

A

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inby causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Repub
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
terested

A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. P.

Hazeltine, Register.
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■

ABl.KT'l L 1 DMOM
in the jCount\ of Waldo dec.
as the law directs.
Ail
ci
against the estate (d saio <i.
present the same for sett It m.
thereto are requested to mai
atelv.
\\ interport, Dec. 13, 189s

allowance.

interested may attend at a Probate Court, fo be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of January next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazrltine, Register.

1)M IMSTRATOR’S M > ,<
hereby gives notice tu.«'
appointed Administrator ol
4

1

HIRAM II

SS. In Court of Probate, held
BelWALDO
fast,
the second Tuesday of December,
at

on

1898, MARTHA J. OTIS. NATHAN F. HOUSTON i
and JOHN E. CHAPMAN, Executors of the last !
will of ALBERT B. OTIS, late of Belfast, in said :
County, deceased, having presented their first and !

CROCK L I T
in the County of Waldo.
bonds as the law directs. A I
mands against the estate ol
desired to present the same
all indebted thereto are reijn*
ment innnediatelv.
TR1
Camden, Dec. 13, 1898.

for

Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to
be held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Jannary next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
CEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

s

>

Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons

estate

DMIMSI'KA row

A hereto .• es not
appointed Administrator

weeks

final account of administration of said
allowance.

CEO I
copy. Attest
('HAS. 1’ H.\.

I
In Court
Y\J ALIM) SS.
VV
last, on the second
1898. LLIXABLI'H Mil
on the estate ot SKTH L MU
fast, in said County, deee.i.->
her second and final a«v<",i
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice 11:>■
weeks successively, m tin b
primed in Belfast. in sun
interested may attend at .< 1
held at Bellas! on the s<
ary ne t. ami show rails
the said account should !.<■.;
i.KO. I
A true dnji\
Attest
( HAS. I*. II A

V

Address all orders

copy.

\

Believing that every one of our readers should
at least one good agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we (tan send that practical and instructive journal,
Farm and Home, in connection with our own
publication, The Republican Jouknal, both a
full year tor only $2.00.
Lack of space forbids a description of the contents of Farm and Home, which are unequalled
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday oi
for variety and excellence. Prominent among its
December, A. D. 1898.
many departments may be mentioned the Farm
certain instrument, purporting to he the last
and Garden, Market Reports, Fruit Culture, Plans
will and testament ol V. R. I'I'RNER, late of
and Inventions, The Apiary, Talks with a Lawyer,
Palermo, in said County of Waldo, deceased, havAround the Globe, Live block and Dairy, The Poul*
ing been presented for probate.
try Yard, Question Box, The Veterinary, Plants
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, House* interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Re
hold Features, etc.
publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that thev
Farm and Home is published /semi-monthly
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, the whole Belfast within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of January next, at ten ot the
making a volume ot over 50D pages, teeming clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they
with all the latest and most reliable information
have, why the same should not be proved, up
that experience and science can supplx No better proved a ml allowed.
GEO. E JOHNSON. .Judge.
proof of its popularity can be offered than its
A
rue copy.
Attest:
enormous circulation, which extends into every
( has. P. Hazkltine, Register.
State and territory in the Union, each number
being read by no less than a million readers.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
Do not delay or fail to take advantage of this YYTALDO
YY
fast, on the second Tuesday of December.
1898.
( HAS!-:. ALBERT J. HAM
FRANKLIN
which
we
liberal
make
for
oiler,
a
remarkably
and CHESTER NEAEEY, Executors of the last
limited time only, by special arrangement with
will and testamei t of JOHN (’. NEAEEY. late of
the publishers. Remember, we send both papers Winterport. in said County, deceased, having presented their first and final account of administraa full year, at the very low price above given.
tion of said estate for
have

CEO.
Attest
CilAM. 1\ ll.u

:

NOTH I

here*, y jcives notice that
ADMINISTRATOR’S
of tin

appointed administrator
NELSON

!

KIMBALL, lat«

in the County of Waldo, deceive
the law directs. All persons
against the estate of said dm-eapresent the same for settlement
thereto are requested to make
atelv.
LINCOLN
Islesboro, Dec. 13, 1898.
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Was the Nestor of the Senate.
Hon. Justin Smith Morrill, who died
Dec. 28th, had served continuously in the
senate for more than 31 years, and he was
88 years old on the 14th of April last.
Powthe
With the single exception of Hon. Galusha
Grow of the housh of representatives, he
1*’~
was the only man in
tier that has a cake oi
congress whose congressional career began prior to the beof
the civil war, and he had the
in each
ginning
Toilet
honor over Mr. Grow in that his congressional service had been continuous, coveris
ing, in the senate and house combined, almost 44 years.
Mr. Morrill was a native of Vermont.
He was first elected to the house from t at
State as a member of the 34th congress,
taking his seat at the first assembling of
of syrup of figs
that body after the 4th of March, 1855.
lie was re-elected to the 35th, 315th, 37th,
is due not
too
to
‘originality and
only
38th and 3i)th congresses, aud was in 1807
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°nly, a knowledge of that fact will
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It was at the beginning of the war that
indidates.
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giment in Belfast.
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ball.
|
at
Thomaston; Belfast
2‘J
at
Belfast
“Cranford”
Opera was in Bangor last week and while there
1 iwinaston High School,
"And you say you ate horse steak in Paris?
House, hv amateurs for the beuelit of was interviewed by a representative of the H«>w was it served?”
“Ala cart.,’ of course.”
Commercial.
Belfast Free Kindergarten.
[Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Tribe, 1 O R M, semiMr. Austin spoke of tlm reports that
DEC EM HEJ;
Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal
the company was getting ready to build a
Powder.—Rev.
ai caucus to elect deleM
H. Main, pastor of the Baptist Emanuel
Seaside and Equity Granges elec- \propeller steamer for its line, and referokI District conventions.
tions.
red to the loss of the Portland as it bears Church, Buffalo, gives strong testimony for
<
and is a firm believer in Dr.
mnty Sunday School con
Agnew’s Ca5
Union Veterans’ Union and Sons of <.on the continued use of side wheel boats
I had of the Tide.
I tarrhal Powder. He had tried many kinds
Veterans elections.
iin these waters.
of remedies without avail. “After
Dr.
|
I
JULY.
0 Grand Army elections--Parlor
The Boston A Bangor company has the Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder I was using
benefited
Crescent Bowling Team Musical Society rehearsal at the Univer- 1frame out for a uew steamer and may de- at once,” are his words. It is a wonderful
'■
tcide to build her in time for the season
remedy. It relieves instantly. Sold by KiliHurd’s, by Imperials and salist church.
12 Supper
and Sale at
Methodist <of 1900.
She will not be a propeller boat. gore & Wilson aud A. A. Howes & Co. 87
church.
The company has found that, in the first
at Belfast; Belfast 14, !
He: “Why is a girl like a music book?”
15 l niversalist fair and cat show at place,
j
propeller boats are of no greater She: “Don’t know, dear, give it up.” He:
1 Belfast
House.
<
s
than
the sidewheelers in this ser- “Because she is full of airs.” She: “Sir! ! !’
Opera
safety
apen began his pastorate
Id Flag raising by Poor’s Mills school. vice, providing the paddle boats are
church.
prop- [Tib-Bits.
20 Penobscot Encampment. I. O. O. F., <erly handled; and second, that the
il holiday; not observed in
Have you Eczema? Have you
public
any skin
election-Tenth anniversary of mar- want more ample accommodations on disease or
eruptions? Are you subject to
Ithese lines than ean be given in anything chafing or scalding? Dr.
\
Moosehead Lake R R Co riage of Mr. and W. A. Macomber.
Agnew’s Ointment
21
Endowment Rank,
K.
of
prevents and cures any and all of these, and
P., 1but a boat of the type now in use.
mg-Base ball at Belfast;
cures Itching,
and Blind Piles beOn the City of Bangor, for instance,
Bleeding
Belfast 2o——National election.
sides. One application brings relief in ten
22
A. O. U. W. election.
1there are 184 staterooms.
On a propeller
uosgiving.
23 Fall term of schools closes-Seaside <of similar proportions there could be hard- minutes, and cases cured in three to six
ty by Kindergarten Assonights. 35 cents. Sold by Kilgore & Wil1
Hose Companies supper and ball.
<1 Ferguson’s-First bily more than 84 rooms, while all over the son and A. A. Howes & Co. 88
25.
Christmas
observed
1
there
would
»f t lie season.
boat
be smaller accommoDay, generally
Her Relief.
Smith: “My wife’s too orin the churches.
<
dations in dining-rooms,-saloons and other
at Searsport; Belfast 19,
2(5.
Tairatine Tribe, I. O. R. M., elec- ;apartments in which the people move thodox to suit me.” Jones: “Makes you
and go to church Sunday
get
up
mornings,
eh?” Smith: “No; but
aisiug at Miss Ida B Car- tion- —Belfast Lodge, \. E. O. P., elec- ;about.
from her
tion-Condon Manufacturing Co. annual
Such a propeller could thus not only raids on my pocket book judging
ol avenue.
she evidently behi telle’s circus.
meeting.
give no satisfaction to the public, but lieves in the theory that man is made of
27.
Waldo Pomona Grange met with ■could not be operated at a cost sufficient dust.” fChicago News.
•n of victory at Santiago
Equity Grange-Aurora Rebekah Lodge, to cover the expense of such a service as
Pill-osopliy. There are pills and pills
1
I.
O.
O.
F., election.
is maintained herein the summer season
McCully preached at the
but Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills at 10 cents a
u exchange with the
Again, there is the objection of draught, vial lead in demand. The sale borders
pason
no propeller of the
required size being the phenomenal. Sluggish Liver, ConstipaAdvertise In the Local Paper.
dry A Smith at the L niverable to come up the Penobscot on all tides. tion, or Irregular Bowels are
Rev Sherman Goodwin of
precursors of
Head of the Tide, in ex"A local newspaper beats the world as These steamers must be run as nearly as ! many physical disorders. These little wonders remove the cause. 40 in a vial for 10
dc- pastor.
an advertising medium,”
says an ex- possible on regular schedules and can j
cents.
Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A.
Baud entertained by Rev change.
‘‘A hand-bill attracts attention make no allowances for tides.
Howes & Co. 80
ci a concert.
b\ accident. The newspaper carries your I
Speaking of the loss of the Portland, j
YVe
received
a
As to Heredity.
Isacos—“You do nod beMcCuily of Calais at North message t<» a waiting audience. The Mr. Austin said :
oed on “Hawaii” in the fence and barn door ad is a corpse that special storm bulletin,” “and read in it lieve dot ve inherid our quvalities from our
forefaders?”
a few
can be looked upon by
Cohenstein—“Surely nod! If
neighbors that a norheast gale was coming. This !
d benefit concert at Belfast who have to
It advised my forefaders had to begin mitout vun
The newspaper bulletin came by telephone.
go near it.
cent?” [Puck.
all
to
coastwise
steamers
net #170.
remain
in
ad goes into the home, takes a seat in the
port. |
: atic caucus to elect
Life's a Fret with rich and poor alike—
delegates family circle, talks right to the hearts of Other companies had the same advic
invention-Band excursion many hundreds of people who pay their We always observe these conditions of the rich man in a rush to keep ahead—the
j
weather.
We
know
man in a rush to
and on steamer Tremont.
what
is
for
that
kind
of
comentertainment.
always
poor
money
keep up—and d.vspepj
dl at Searsport, Searsport 14, They like the family paper and read it ing and never send out boats into even the 1 sia a common companion—Dr. Von Stan’s
Pineapple Tablets keep the stomach sweet,
••Hast 8.
with confidence.
Nothing equals a good prospect of danger.
“I think I can say that with the facili- the nerves steady and insure, health—they
latic County Convention.
local paper when it comes to reach the
are vegetable pepsin and Nature’s most
people. Good advertising is the magnet ties for receiving weather reports, with tent aid to keeping well. 35 cents. Sold poAUGUST.
by
that, pulls trade.
You may have just as the ease which our various ports are kept ; Kilgore & Wilsou and A. A. Howes &
Co.
m caucus to elect
delegates good wares as the other fellow, but if he in constant telephone commuciation with !K)
v convention.
tells the public about his ability to do the headquarters, and with the careful
Customer: “Look here! The first time I
’'t V PS C E lawn party at Dea
better for them than any one else, and you navigators who have charge of our boats, used tins
1
cheap umbrella I bought of you
'Iter’s.,
there is hardly a possibility of accident the black
do uot, he will get the trade.”
dye soaked out and dripped all
1
weeding of Mr and Mrs Geo
over me.”
through the arrival of storms.”
Dealer: “Mein friend, that was
"served-Base ball at SearsKt
Mr. Austin also pointed out the greater our new patent self detective umbrella. If
Dewey Says.
ms 22, Sea
11.
reports
steadiness of sidewheelers as one of the any one should steal that, you’d know him
! blican
a*.
county convention at
Manila, Dec. 15, via. Hong Kong, advantages in their favor for this and by his clothes.” [Tit-Bits.
Admiral Dewey considers it similar routes.
Dec. 27.
"list District convention in Bel- absolutely necessary that a first class
I
nere is no need oi reierringto tnecare
Impossible to foresee an accident. Not
"Lattes present.
statesman be sent to Manila to thoroughly with which the Boston & Bangor boats impossible
to
be prepared for it. Dr.
II
e
W Norton of Searsport preachinvestigate the situation here and ascertain are sent to sea in all weathers, of the Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. Monarch over pain.
Methodist church-Baseball the aspirations of the Filipino repub- historic caution observed by the captains
''
c
Belfasts 18, Frankforts 11; licans.
of the line in taking their boats out in *
“Little colds” neglected—thousands of
He further states that the United States fog or high winds.
lip /"Id Fellows’ Hall in the evening
I lives sacrificed
Dr. Wood’s
every year.
I
clubs.
must accept their responsibilities in the
.>>11
The proposed new steamer for the line Norway Pine Syrup cures little colds too,
down
school
to
excursion
the
Sunday
very verge of consumption.
Philippines which have been acquired by will be 13 feet longer than the Bangor,
t J'n,‘r (histine to Bucksport.
but will be of the same design and will
conquest.
'''
hall in Belfast; Belfast Juniors
If they should shirk this duty they look like a sister ship.
The added length
Terrible plagues, those itching, pestering
;•
1.
would put themselves back two hundred will be put into the midship section. Shes diseases of the skin. Put an end to misery.
“>lin recital at Baptist church by years in the world’s
Doan’s
Ointment cures. At any drug store.
will
be
built
of
iron.
history.
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Cats of

A few years ago the statement that wommight to their profit undertake the
raising of cats of pure breed and notable
family, such as the Ang ra and the Persian, would have aroused incredulity. It
is nevertheless true that the occupation
en

growing demand.
ordinary woman loves
Champfleury has said that this
meets a

The

a

is
poetry of

cat.
be-

ot its grace and
motion.
It is natural for women to admire the beautiful, and we do not like to
credit the frequent assertion that women
delight in cats because of their innate deceit! ulness and treachery, which certain
cynics amiably profess to hud in the female
sex and
regard as subtly characteristic.
However that may be, it is certain that a
“cat cult” has become established in this
country and is fast on the increase.
It is now the eminently proper thing to
own one or more beautiful Persians or Anin England this fashion has been
goras.
popular for many years, and the National
Cat Club there has for consecutive seasons
devoted a good deal of study to the breeding of hue cats. It is only within a few
years that the fashion has spread to this
country. To-day we have a National Cat
Club, with headquarters in New York, and
there is a flourishing Cat Club in Chicago,
of which the president is Mrs. Leland
Norton.
Mrs. Norton has for several years been
an enthusiastic raiser of
Angoras, and has
nineteen remarkably beautiful creatures in
her kennels.
Her “Madge” is one of the
most valuable females in the country, and
was
directly imported from Persia.
“Itoyal,” a beautiful white male, is another of her tine cats; and the kittens produced by these two, of which “Bydie
Young” is one, are among the linest cats
in this country.
It requires some labor to take the proper
care of a kennel of Angoras or Persians.
It costs something to establish such a kennel, although one may put into it as much
or as little
money as one chooses at first.
One may begin by purchasing two flue,
well-bred kittens, a male and a female,
which will cost from ten to twenty dollars
apiece, and raise them. A good Angora
cat will probably have kittens three times
a year, with from two to six in a litter, so
that after a year or two a line kennel may
be established without a large outlay of
capital. Kittens will readily sell for ten
dollars and upwards so that women, once
established, may readily make several hundred dollars a year by the sale of their cats.
[Harpei's Bazar.
cause

RHEUMATISM'S RAVAGES.
A Persistent Disease That Is Not
But Very Dangerous.

Only Painful,

Pe-ru-na Cures Rheumatism Qhickly.
is due to poison-

HEUMATISM

secretions in the blood.
Impure blood is a direct re-

ous

sult of catarrh. Pe-ru-na
cures catarrh
wherever

located.

hundreds
matic

From

of

rheu-

sufferers

who write

us

in

praise

of Pe-ru-na, we quote
the following from
Jacob Linn, of
Kings, 111.: “1 suffered extremely from
rheumatism in my arm,
Mr.

pain being

the

winter than
did

me

much

summer.

good. The

no

finally spread
I

arm.

worse

My

to

arms

in

The doctor
disease

my other
became so

numb that I could not lift
my hands. Finally I got
to the stage where I wa3
becoming stiff all over,
and

1

was

unable

to

myself. I was
obliged to sit most
of the night in a

dress

chair, in order to
get sleep, the pain

always being much worse during the night, throbbing in a way that was simply
agonizing. I finally saw an advertisement of Pe-ru-na, and decided to take it.
I took only three bottles. Tt, cured me. 1 am now free from pain, and feel as
as I did fifteen years ago.
Although I was seventy-live years old last
August I am now strong and well.”
Another story of catarrhal poison that had entered the blood in an ag-

limber

form and which produced a species of rheumatism that wouid have
a short time longer to terminate fatally, but which happily wa.- cured
Pe-ru-na is that of Mr. Gould Durkee, of Modersvillc, Midi., wlc» says:

gravated

taken but
Two million

ing

paugs of
dock Blood

Americans

dyspepsia.
Bitters

suffer the torturNo need

etires.

At

to.

any

Bur-

drug

store.

by

I was afflicted for two years with chronic rheumatism. Had tcrrlhl pan s in
my hack and hips; my legs had become numb, I could hardly walk at ai : I w ,s
unable to lie on my back or my right side, so gn at was the pain 1 suiT -red.
As soon as l began to take Pe-ru-na I felt better.
I am lift v-r-even years oid and
: cd
am now perfectly free from pain,
i consider the cure u inch i*
almost a miracle and f want everybody to know about it.
in my ca
"bo
imimih'i the wonderful
There arc indeed many other people in the world
Pe-ru-na accomplishes its results as alnm-t mil u<m!o i<.
manner in which
Pe-ru-na neutralizes and annihilates tic poisonous secretions canned by •land.
; tie :r
Rheumatic suP'mvrs especially should realize the yi *ve i'nportam <
m >w
trouble and remember that the poison in the blood which cars, >
tie r
excrin i i! ing pains and which
finally st idens t he mu-eies and mil
joints, is of such n mi! lire that it. at any time may reach the heart-.
If you are a sufferer from rheumatism caused by catarrh «.f anv :'nd. no
ni a, a
matter in what part of the bodv it my he lo iterl. buy
ee.
•>
a
Remember none of the vital organs are exempt from ca ai rh, w hi. :. i> >
of the mucous membranes which constitute t be interna! lining of the.- ur- f
the l*o
If \ mi wish to obtain special advi< in regard * y< >ur moil c' .ial
u\
1 w ite to the discoverer of I’.- ru a;i, Hr. S. B. II..ft ina." ai 1 ■:s
you sbo
I'-mu-ih
Surgical Hotel in Columbus, Ohio, and lie w 1 advise. you ;
is fast b -oming as popular in New 'big'.and as it lias been i:. tno West and
South for years, where its sale is enormous.
....

Register

of

Deep

Water Vessels,

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, M L Bark, arrived .»t. Hong
Kong Dec 17 from New York.
A (J Ropes, David Rivers, sail**. 1 for San
'■ for
Francisco Nov
Liverpool.
A -I Fuller, ( M Nichols, sailed from Norfolk <let. 22 for 1 [onolulu
Aryan, A. T. Whittn-r, sailed from Nor
folk 1). e. 20 for Houoluoi.
Bangalore, A N Bh.nchard, arrived at
Batavia Dec 1 from Yokohama.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Honolulu June 2«> from Victoria, B. C.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong Sept, 4 for New York;
passed A njer Oct 10.
Emily Reed, 1> C Nichols, sailed from
Singapore Nov 5 for New York.
Gov Bohie, B F Colcord, sailed from Hong
Kong Oct 7 lor New York ; passed Anjer Oct
20.
Henry B Hyde, T P Coieord, sailed from
New York Sept 20 for San Francisco.
Josephus, J. II. Park, at Hong Kong
Oct 15 for New York.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong Nov 4 for New York.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
Hiogo Aug 24 for New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, Carver, sailed from San Fran1
cisco
Nov 0 for London.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Seattle
Oct 7 for San Francisco.
Ii R Thomas, C G Nichols, Manila for Boston, sailed from Montevideo Nov 5.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, cleared from New
York Sept P‘» tor Shanghai.
poken, Oct
:
lat 15 S, Ion 55 VV.
51,
SDCarleton, Amsbury, arrived at iLong
Kong Dec 24 from New York.
St Paul, F W Treat, sailed from Ilong
Kong Nov ti for New Orleans.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Departure Bay Nov is from San Francisco.
State oi Maine. 11 (J Curtis, sailed from
Manila Oct 21 for Boston.
Tiilie E Starluick, Eben Curtis, arrived
at Astoria, <1, N.»v 17 from Philadelphia.
Win il Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Seattle
Oct 27 from San Francisco.
Wui H Conner, J T Erskine, sailed from
Shanghai Nov. 15 for New York via Hong

Ta
Can be made

SICK
healthy, happy and

CHILD-Tj

rosy by giving <t True’s Elixir. Worms
health in
."usands of childn n mm:
eir presence is
True’s Elixir expels worms and cures all
lie eonspiaintg
in children, Feverishness,
('osti veil ess. Indigestion, Sour
etc.
Made of pure, harmless, vegetable ingredients.

wM

TRUE’S ELSXIR CURES

1

cause

ill

suspected.
common

Stomach,

sH

It has been a standard household remedy for-57 years. Hestons health
adults, acts immediately on the blood, cures d.- -i-.-s f the mu
v*
lining of the bowels and stomach, gives uie and vigor. EricAsk your druggist for it. Write for book “Children and their Diseases”—tree."
mi. j. f. true &. co., ArnriiN, h

to

jh

unk._
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NATIONAL FAMILY
NEWSPAPER
For FARMER S

Kong.

W J Kotch, SevVall C Lancaster, cleared
from New York Dec 22 for Rio Janeiro.

and VILLAGERS.

BARKS.
ami your

Alice Reed, Alauson Ford, arrived at Rosario Nov 14 from Buenos Ayres.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, cleared from
Washington, D C, Dec 28 for Baltimore.
Edward May, cleared from Ban Francisco
Sept 30 for Sydney, NSW.

Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Monteviedo
June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, cleared
from Boston Dec 15 for Rosario.
lolaui, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong
Dec 21 for New York.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
Portland Dec 25 from Boston, to load for
River Plate.
Matanzas, arrived at Havana from New
York Nov 20.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, cleared from
Pascagoula Dec 20 for Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, cleared from
Hong Kong Sept 24 for Boston ; passed Aujer

4.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Buenos Ayres Nov 23 for Philadelphia.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
Rio Janeiro Dec 10 for Philadelphia.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Foochow Oct 24 for Borneo.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Gritfau. sailed
from Rosario Oct 22 for Santos.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
from Portland Oct 31 for Bahia Blanca.

ov

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL,"
BOTH

W R

Gilkey.

arrived

ONE

YEAR FOR $2.00

[K'pai'tm,'nt'>f thuhi"h'
THE
1. WEEKLY
II
1 TRIBUNEhasanAgrkaktuni1
1UU N
IlllUUllLl
11. Y
of the Vatiou
merit, aU important
UhlVLJ

news

and World, comprehensive and reliable market reports, able edit rials, interesting
short stories, scientific and mechanical information, illustrated fashion articles, humorous
pictures, and is attractive and entertaining to evert member of every

family.

gives you all the local news, political an social,
keeps you in close touch with your neighbors
and friends, on the farm and in the village, informs you as to local
prices for farm
the
of
condition
and
crops
products,
prospects for the year, and is a. bright, newsy,
welcome and indispensable weekly visitor at your home and fireside.
SEMI ALL SUI3SCRIPI IONS TO

THE REPUBLICAN
_

PUBLISHING CO.. Belfast, Me.

JOURNAL

FRED ATWOOD,

Winterport,

INSURANCE and REAL

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey,

favorite home paper,

at

Me.

ESTATE,

Jacksonville Dec !> from Charleston, B (J.
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at Pascagoula Dec 27 from Galveston.
Over
Million Assets
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Pensacola Dei' 24 for Boston.
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
John C Smith, Rneelaud, sailed from
New York Dec 11 for Nassau.
BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. 43 Security Bonds lor Cashiers. ContractSySTBAM
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Brunsors, AJ ninistrators and Trustees. | Correspondent s diciteJ
Rea! estate bought anJ sold.
wick, Ga, Nov 24 for Stamford.
Mary A Hali, Haskell, arrived at New
London Dec 10 from Jacksonville.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from New
During the Holiday season we will send post-paid
Orleans Dec 7 for New York.
1
to
any address, a beautiRW Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Boston
ful Hold Plated ChateDec 27 from New Orleans.
with Loeket attachlaine,
Sallie I’On, W H West, sailed from Demed, set with Ruby or Brilerara Dec 15 for Jacksonville.
liant of tine quality, on
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Point-areceipt of 25 cts. and two
two cent stamps.
An opPitre Nov 10 from New York.
L
portunity not to be lost.
Willie
Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
THE DIAMOND ENAMEL CO.,
New York Dec 10 from New Haven.
7 Telmple PL Boston, Mass., U. 5. A.

Twenty

Representing

The Burgess Press,
JOB PRINTERS,

Office 37.

V V vvvvv

QUICK

i

CURE FOR

COUGHS AND COLDS,

J

f

iPYNY.PECTORAL
Remedy
$
>

>

3m60

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me.
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The Canadian

lor all

THROAT AND LUNG AFFECTIONS.

|

*

Large Bottles. 25 cts„ %

l

|

DAVIS A LAWRENCE CO., Lim.,
Prop'8 Perry Davis’ Pain-Killer.
j
>
FOR SALE BY
A
>

A. A. Howes & Co.

FOR SALE,
The

A

on

two-story house and barn

corner

of Park and Charles
for sale on fa-

■mpk streets, is offered
fllvorable terms.
and in

a

] CARDS,
|
I ROSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
I LETTER HEADS, I

j

The property is in good repair
good location and neighborhood.
Apply to

EROORAMS,

HENRY DUNBAR.

I EAMRHLETS,

Belfast., Dee. 29,1898.

TO LET.
The store in Johnson Block formerly occupied
by H. H. Johnson & Co. Apply to
C. 0. POOR

S

|

And all kinds of

Legal Printing
neatly anti promptly done

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Ship Josephus, Capt. J. H. Park, passed
Anjer Dec. 24tli.
Monthly contribution at Congl. church
he called for next Sunday morning.

HE absolute purity of the
ROYAL BAKING POW-

will

Any

one

in

desirable house rent
by calling on C. E. Adams.

want

an secure one

of

a

Robert Nichols and Jessie Nickerson
urued to their schools by train Tuesday.

re-

DER makes it

Miss Elizabeth Whitcomb returned from a
visit to friends in Chelsea, Mass., Saturday.

Abbie Cbase has gone to Augusta, where
has a situation with the Gannon Pub.

Capt. A. M. Ross and daughter Blanche
Boston by steamer Penobscot Mon-

tains

day.
Nickels

Kate

to

returned

resume

to

Bridgewater

her studies at the Normal

c-hool,
Mrs. Henrietta Whittier of Orono

guest of
ast

was

On account
no

of the storm last Sunday there
at the churches in the

services

Herbert Kueelaud of the John C. Page Co.,
insurance, Boston, has sent us a number of

Mary Clossou, who

Miss

friends

in

are

perfectly digestible

wholesome, whether hot

calendars for 1*00.

line

----—-A

been visiting
town, returned to her home in
lias

fresh

or

or

am.

Julia B. Sullivan has gone to WalthMass w here she has her former situa-

te

in

ss

n

the

Capt.
in

Whittier, was abandoned at
the recent gales—crew saved.

A. T.
of

one

Great

Reed, formerly commanded by
sea

can realize what they are getting.
Brag and bluster prove nothing. Merchandise facts prove
(and can substantiate cur statement with the facts) that each trice we quote represents an averac
25 PER CENT. TO PURCHASERS.

OVERCOATS.

cold,

COUNTY

and the United

States who recommend

it for its

wholesome and economic

qualities.

CORRESPONDENCE.

CO., NEW

We have received by the hand of George
Mitchell from the Soldiers Home, Togus,
a
very handsome souvenir menu and the
Christmas program given at the. Home.

YORK.

Sunday.... Mrs. Bassett is on the sick lisl.
tion it was found the smoke was occasioned j
There was quite a gathering at the home
by a stoppage in the funnel of the saii loft j of Mr. Soloman Gray last. Thursday evening.
stove, and there was really no other lire ! The evening was passed very pleasantly
The owner -l the building was so much
withfmusic-M. E. Clarke has repaired his
gratified at the promptness of the lire de- blacksmith shop, and is ready for work.
!

meut's response, and the admirable, way iu
which the engines were stationed and hand-

notified the- officers to give notice
companies that Union Hall, warmed and lighted, with refreshments and an
orchestra, would be at lb* lr service Saturday

Me!) Claike found

led that he

to
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their

evening,

free of
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Owing
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to the

:

took advantage of !
the affair as would otherwise, but the one
hundred or more present hail a very enjoystorm not

severe

able

so

many

evening.

Obituary. Died in Searsport, Dee. BSth,
t'upt. James N Carver, aged 7!) years. Capt.
Carver was the youngest of eleven children
of tic- iHte Isaac and Hannah
(Nichols) Car-

family largely connected with the
shipping interests of this, one of Maine’s
best known maritime towns.
The family
consisted of the following: Hannah, who
married Richard Smith; John, for
many
years a master shipbuilder; Mary, who married John Bowler; Isaac, a successful sea
captain and leading citizen; Wealthy, who
marr ed Capt. Phineas
Pendleton; Otis, who
died young; Benjamin, who
early in life
went to sea, finally settled in New York and
was largely interested in vessel
property;
Woodburn, a sea captain in early" life; Jane,
the only living member of the family, is the
widow of the late Daniel Deshon; Albert, a
j
successful ship master, died in middle life.
the
of
this
James,
subject
sketch, early went
to sea and commanded the following vessels; Schooner Clarissa, brig
Benjamin Carver, ship B. Ay-mar, bark John Carver, ship
Charter Oak,brig Isaac, Carver, brig Meteor,
a

eer,

and schooner Colonel

Simmons.

He retired
twenty-live years ago, at the
age of fifty-live years. He married Lydia C.
Wentworth, daughter ol the late John and
Diantha Wentworth, by whom he had two
children—Capt. James N., Jr., and Alice,
both d< ceased. Capt. Carver had been lor
many years an invalid and was a great suflerer
During all those years he received
at the hands of his wife the tenderest. care.
The funeral took place from his late resident Tuesday,Rev. R. G. Harbutt conductfrom

ing
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sea

|

the services.
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attend

Grindle left
the legisla-

ture, which opened yesterday_Geo. H.
Wilbur, of Foxcroft, who has for the past
few years had charge of the mason work on
the I>ark Harbor cottages,
removed
bis
family here last week to reside periuanen tly,
having leased for

recently

term of years a bouse
built for him by Capt. Charles H.
was so

severe

last

Sunday that there were no services in the
churches
Rev. Hugh Ross Hatch, formerly
..

of this towu, and for .a few years assistant
professor of Hebrew Exegesis in the Newton
Theological Seminary, Mass., but for the
past year pastor of the Baptist church iu
Woifville, Nova Scotia, the seat of Acadia
College, has a very scholarly article in the
last number of the Biblical World.a monthly
review, the editor-in-chief of which is1
President William R. Harper, D. D., L. L.

Chicago University. Mr. Hatch
preaches to a congregation that averages
over 500.
He fills his position with great;
satisfaction, and the church has recently
given him an assistant.
D
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$3.50 and $4 line,

Working Trousers,

Fine All Wool Trousers,
4 90

Heavy

now

worth

$1.50,

now

(C",',;*®:ITnow

Wool Knee Pants, for

Boys, reduced to
Fine $1 00 Worsted Knee Pants, a bargain at

worth

Boys' All Wool Suits, («kev juJtJ-uks.)

I

If

lor

nON’T
1

Black Cape

S3 98

good

as

values

!MY CLOTHIER,

Heavy Grey and Brown Underwear at
19c, 50c.
Heavy Fleeced Underwear, very fine goods
9c. Heavy Wool Underwear, worth 75c closing at

as

if

they

came

themselves.

harry w.

Parties ordering goods bv mail or i.
Monev returned if not perfect!v satisiP

clark,
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Smith
In \\ .Ido.
the generally favorable prospects, owners*
hark Evie Reed, from New York for
«.l I
,Mal>.
>.11• Il. an
is been abandoned at sea. File Spanare offering t heir vessels reserved iy.
ist
1
Tii;i.’:i i's. Ii ll;unj-:.
■wise
lumber
the
rates
arc
rescued
and
Gabriel,
brig
buoyant
Capt. Fayes,
strong
hefts, aired 1 f> t-ai'v
The demand for tonnage is improving, and1
crew near the isiand of Bermuda, and laudTll'i.MA'. In ih»rkl
ed them at Corunna, Spain. The Reed's rates harden under the intlm-m
t'oai* Thmi,a-, aired s*_* ye
Tl'i.M AN. Ill \' 1
cargo consisted of 1,050 cases of manufactur- orders to tile Mast are semce. at, the same i
li. Tnlmnii, aired
time few vessels are vdfered.
ed iron. 1,000 barrels of tlouv, 21 000 pounds
Ko.-eiit ratesi,
>
V.lltM'M. In ori
of lard. 100 barrels of rosin, 500 cases eraekare firmly sustained.
mini, aeed -lt; yea*'-.
She was
ers, 15< ,000 gallons of petroleum.
Win,. IIi 11111•
715 tons, and built in Bath in 1575 by AugusW inrr aired 7*.» vea
BORN
tus Fa liner.
In Haeij.diWim,
ea r>. 1 mu ,•
Boston, Jan J. The lake steamers Josealed 4
Wim
In lam
phine and George Farlow, which have been
('*. ktIn Verona, Dec. 2;'», ’.o Mr. ami Mrs.
aired tth years.
c hartered by the Manhattan Steamboat Co,
<
N Cu rt is, a son.
to run between New York and Maine ports,
!
In I.ittle Deer Isle, Nov.
Katun
?<> Mi and
one of them
replacing the lost Fentagoet, Mrs. Arthur H baton, a daughter. 27,
He) fast I ‘n
are still in port at Yarmouth, N
S. The
I LKTCiiKK. Iii Camden 5, to Mr. and Mrs
I'OKKKITKII wkkm
Josephine remains on the rock in the harbor, ! Francis K. Fletcher, a son Carrol Vernon.
Si Ai-i.t-s.
1 u Swan's Island. December
where she struck several days ago.
Halifax
r.■> Mr.
; I'iK'I'k Murk'
M s Charles Staples, a danjAhtei
parties have inspected the steamer and will and
Apples. I hu,
Scott.
In Deer Isle, Nov. 20, to Mr. and Mis.
tender bids for boating her and placing her j
D/ 5
dried, |1 Ih.
William 1>. Scott, a daughter.
1
c
Beans, pea,
on the marine slip.
The Farlow is waiting I
M ii.son.
In \ inaliiaveu, December 27. t
Mr.
medium, I 50a \ t
for a chief engineer to be sent from New
and Mrs. liryon Wilson, a son.
yel'woyes, 1 75 <i• >o
York, as her chief engineer left her at Shelif c /
Butter, | If'.,
bourne.
Beef, fc» th.
MARRIKD.
The British steamer
London, Dec 31.
4' » 4
| Barles | hu.
Duchess of York, Capt Storm, which sailed
1
Cheese, | th,
V
from New Orleans on
it.,
December 8 and
I Chicken,
5m.
Calf
Skins,
Baker-Mills.
In
Roads
Dec.
12
f«»r
has
Dec.
William
24,
Marseilles,
Rockport.
Hamilton
j
14it I
arrived at Gibraltar, having on board the H. Baker, Jr., and Josephine Mills, both of Cam- Duck, p ih.
den
Eggs, D ilo/.
crew
of tbe
American schooner Fanny
Condon Livingston. In Rockland, I)ee 28, at : Fowl, t* It
Arthur which was abandoned on Dec 24 in the home of the
bride, 53 Grace street, George ( (ieese, ^ th.
lat 57, Ion Go, after springing a leak on Dec
Muno Condon and Martha Marguerite, daughter
Retail Rrio
When abandoned the water was within of Mr. and Mrs Charles \\ Livingston, both off
10.
..
Beef, uorneil. t> II
Rockland.
The Fannine inches of the Arthur’s deck.
Butter
salt. 14 It- hap
|
Ci nningiiam Mili kk. In Brooks. Deo. 31, by
ny Arthur left Turks island on Nov 18 for I
I Corn, f lei,
Rev.
1).
ot
swan
Cunningham
Brackett,
Henry
1
Philadelphia. The Fanny Arthur was a villeand Miss Marion L.‘Miller ot Brooks.
( rack'd Corn.
hu,
four-masted schooner of 584 tons net regis- j
Corn Meal, f hi
1' HKh mAn-RaNi► a1.1..
In Stockton
Springs
11
ter. She was built in Camden, Me, m 1801,
Cheese,
Dec. 21), by Rev. II. \V. .Norton ol Searsport,
otton Seed,
cvvt
was 171 feet long, 30 5 feet beam, 15 feet
James Freeman ot W'interport and Mrs. Geneva1
1 M.
Codtish, dry. jf» It
Randall of Prospect.
deep, and was owned by Peter B Reed.
Cranberries,
fc>
qt.
Flagg-c il.moki
In Hampden, Dec. 29, AlBath, Dec 20. The great.5-masted schooner
Clover Seed,
Nathaniel Palmer was launched at 1 30 j bert M. Flagg and Miss Bertha M. Gilmore, both
4 rc■ ;
Four, fe> id.!,
of Hampden.
H D. Seed, hi:. 1 7
o’clock, this afternoon. The schooner was I Hogan
Brackett.
In Brooks, Dee. 24, lnbuilt by Daniel P. Paimer and lias already Rev. D. Brackett, Mi. Bert H.
Ih.
Lard,
of
Jackso.,
been rigged and is ready for sea. The vessel and Miss Grace M. Brackett of Hogan
Brooks.
was christened with pinks by Miss Anna
Holi-Mavu. In Monroe, Dec. 28, by Rev J.
Monkok. At ti"
Palmer, niece of the builder. The Nathaniel S. Blair, Hiram A, Holt. M. D., and Louise A. Waldo and PeuolnPalmer is the first 5-masted schooner built Mayo, both of Monroe.
1RviN-Swktt.
In
Brooks. Dec. 24. by Rev. I). belli at Monroe J >•
in Bath and is one of the largest afloat. Tlie
Mr. Chailes H. Irvin oi Brooks and|
official measurements are: Length, 205 1; Brackett,
officers were elect* ;!
Miss Ida L. Swett of Knox.
44
4; depth, 22.2; gross tonnage,
breadth,
Rumnev-Wood. In Belfast, Dec. 31, by John1
M
C ( 1
2440; net tonnage, 2243 58. The vessel is the W. Kimball, Esq., Arthur W. Rumney anil Miss President,
Maud (t. Wood, both of Belfast.
sixtn built, by Mr. Palmer bearing the name
President,G. W. Kit
T u tt k- Row ell. In Belfast, .Ian 3, by Rev.
of his family.
The latest addition to the
E. U. Neally, Mon
fleet will spread over 10,000 yards of canvas. D. (L Winslow, Frank A. Tuttle of Belfast and
1
Miss Clementine H. Rowell of Castine,
Palmer, Monr >»*
Her commander is Capt J. C. Harding of
bly, Monroe ; 1 r
Mass.
The
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Soli. Harriet Rogers, Lvnam, Ml.

Desert.

•.

SAILED.

1

Dec. 30.
Desert.

4,99

Great Trade in Underwear,

!9c.
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cre^itat these prices, WE CANNOT GIVE IT.

given just

Sell. Maria Webster, Turner, Mt.

the funeral and read j
Grange
charge
AMERICAN PORTS.
his hen pen. The owner can have it by
their beautiful ritualistic ceremonies on the |
New York, Dec. 27.
Ar, sell R F Hart,
he
It. was only about three wt-eks
telling what
wys in his hen pen for.... j! occasion.
Providence; 28, ar, sell Win H Sunnier, PenG• W. Clarke spent Christmas week at
dleton, Brunswick, for Perth Amboy; sld,
ago That many of his friends and members
sell Gen Adelbert Ames, Havana; 29, ar,
of the order assembled to celebrate with
home.
sch Maud Briggs, Virginia; sld, ship Wm J
him
the GGth anniversary of his wedded
Retch, Rio Janeiro; cld, sch Senator SulliPalermo. The Ladie’s Sewing Circle met life. He was 87
and
7
months
old.
He
van, Vera Cruz; bark Matanzas, Havana;
years
with Mrs. James Knowles Jan. 3d....Mrs. leaves a
ar, sell Lucia Porter, Brunswick; brig
30,
who
is
8b years of age, and
wife,
Jennie Hulbert, Jacksonville; 31, ar, sell
Olive Collin recently lost her horse and last four children. For a more
extended notice
Lizzie B
Willey, Rivers, Brunswick; chi,
week she bought one of Webb Benner...
of this aged couple, we refer to our local of
sell Willie L Newton, Sagua la Grande and
Soule
bas
borne
returned
from
MasGeorge
Havana; 31, ar, sch Joel H Shepherd, Carfour weeks ago
The Journal made us
sachusetts to spend the winter with bis par- write
ter, for Elizabethport; old, bark Mauuie
Black where it should he Blake... .Mr.
Swan, Barbardoes; Jan 1, ar, schs Mollie
ents, Mr. and Mrs, James Soule... Wallace Alvin Kuowlton is at home from MassachuRhodes, Belfast; Harriet S Brooks, Bangor,
Giles was taken quite sick last week with a
via Bridgeport; J Ponder, Jr., do, via Vinesetts, where he has been laboring the past
cold-Will Soule has improved so that he
yard Haven; 2, sld, sch Viola lieppard, St
year or more-Miss Etta Madden, who has
Pierre, Mart.
is out agaiu-The grip is raging again....
been living with Mr. aud Mrs. J. K. Mears
Boston, Dec. 28. Ar, sch Herbert E,
Cora A. Goodwin spent two days last week
the past nine months, went home last week
Shute, Guttenburg; 30, sld, sch Hattie S.
with her parents in Centre Montville....
Collins, Deer Isle; ar, schs Young Brothers,
on a visit-Joseph 0. Whitcomb,
Esq., of Philadelphia; Laura M. Lunt, Cummings,
Hattie Clough of Liberty is visiting her
Orono was in town last Friday.Mrs
Brunswick.
cousin, Cora A. Goodwin.. Leslie Sylves- Wesley Achorn has been
Philadelphia, Dec. 27. Ar, sch Scotia,
spending a few
ter bas bought the store of James Clement
New York.
days in Belfast-Traften Hatch returns to Davis,
Ar, schs Helen G
in Centre Montville-Sanford Greeley is
Baltimore, Dec. 27.
his studies in New York this week.
Moseley. Holt, Fall River; JoseOlaverri and
preparing to build a house in the spring....
Winterport.
wife of G.
C.
Yale, Boston; 29, ar, bark C. P. Dixon,
Laura,
Hannah Cain had some of her hay hauled
G; 30, ar, hark Frances, Rio
Hopkins, passed away Dec. 29th after an Washington, DFrank
A Palmer, Harding,
home from her other place last week....
Janeiro; sch
illness of about three weeks, leaving a husHelen G Moseley, Holt,
sch
Boston;
cld,
John Ayer moved some of his hay to Liberty
band and three little boys to mourn their Galveston.
last week.
Cld, sell Augustus
Portland, Dec. 30.
loss. She was a woman of many excellent
Palmer, Haskell. Norfolk.
and
will
be
mourned
qualities
by
many
Thorndike. Fred P., son of Noah and
New London, Dec 28.
Ar, sch Anna Penfriends. Great symdathy is expressed for
dleton, Noank for Brunswick, Dec 31, sld,
Mary Littlefield, died Dei;. 31st, aged about
New
sch
A
Mr.
Hall,
York; ar, sch Wm
Mary
and
his
motherless
little
ones
Hopkins
!•' years.
He was a member of Hillside
Slater, Perth Amboy for Fall River.
Mrs.
Grange and had many friends. Mr. and in this their great bereavement.
New Bedford, Dec 20. Ar, schs Rabboni,
Mrs. Littlefield have the sympathy of the Hopkins was a member of the W. C. T. U.
Lord, New York ; Isaac Orbetou, Triinm,
Perth Amboy, went ashore near Round Hill,
and the ladies of the union furnished beauentire community in this, their first
great
but was floated by tugs Sea King and Joseph
tiful
flowers
and
attended
the
in
fuueral
a
sorrow.
The funeral services were held at
Stickney ; does not leak.
Hillside Grange hall Jan. 3d, llev. D. Brack- body, acting as escort for the mourners.
Newport News, Dec 29. Ar, sch Lyman M
Beautiful
flowers were also sent by other
Law, Blake, Providence; 31, sld, sch Lucy E
ett of Brooks officiating_Mr. and Mrs.
Friend, Patterson, Salem.
Joseph Stevens, Fred Higgins, Bessie and friends. The services were held at the
Perth Amboy, Dec 28.
Ar, sch Wm H
Dumont Higgins, Mrs. Lydia Higgins, Mrs. Methodist church Saturday afternoon under
Sumner, Brunswick ; 29, sld, sch Wm Slater,
Hattie Higgins, Lela and Grace Higgins, the charge of F. W. Haley, Rev. D. H. Piper Fall River*
Jacksonville, Dec 31. Sld, sch Georgia
Nancy Prentiss and Mrs. Joseph Prentiss officiating. Among the relatives who came Gilkey, Demerara.
from
of
out
town
were
Mr.
and
1j.
Mrs.
C.
are all sick with la grippe-Mr. J.ll Gross
Brunswick, Ga, Dec 30. Ar, sch John C
j Calderwood of Lincolnville, Miss Esther Smith,
Nassau, N P.
is on the sick list and Dr. Kilgore of Brooks
Port Royal, Dec 31. Cld, sch Star of the
of
Calderwood
Camden, Mr. Albert Hopkins
is treating him-Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Ames
Sea, Baltimore.
of Brockton, Mr. Emory Calderwood of
and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Higgins visited
j Fernandiua, Dec 31. Sld. sch Isaiah lv
Prospect and Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Parker of Stetson, Trask, San Fernandino, Trinidad.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Files last Friday_Mr.
Bath, Jan 1. Sld, sell Nathaniel Palmer,
Bangor-Mrs. G. S. Silsby a former well
H. M. Higgins called on Mr. Amos Hatch in
(new) Baltimore and Portlandi
Jackson last Saturday.... Bert. Stevens went known resident of this place died Dec. oOih
FOREIGN PORTS.
at her borne in Bangor of pneumonia,leaving a
to Searsport last Saturday, returning Sunhusband and daughter to mourn their loss.
Pasamlu, Dec 15. Sbl sc h S (i Haskell,
day-Mr. Bert Stevens and Miss Nancy
Her brother,
Mr. Isaiah Rich, the only
Richardson, Philadelphia.
Prentiss spent Christmas day in Pittsfield.
Buenos Ayres, Dec 22.
Ar, sells Wm B
living member of a large family, went to
Palm r and Mary E Palmer, Norfolk.
Swanville Mr. Ernest Nickerson began i Bangor to attend the
funeral, and the reN S, Dec 27. Ar, and sld, sch
Halifax,
school in Dist. No. 7 Monday morning, and mains were brought here
Monday for burial. W B Stetson, McGuire, Bucksport for
A. T. Nickerson began i*i Dist. No. li
Placentia Bay, Norfolk;
Most of the grip patients are convalescent
Rio Janeiro, Dec 15.
Ar, bark Priscilla,
Mrs. Mary Edgecomb, rep ;r ted
ill last
Capt. A. J. Crocker is still very ill, and Mrs.
Baltimore; 18, sld, bark Doris, Baltimore.
week, is improving. ..Hon. A. E. Nickerson, Geo. Crockett is on the sick list. Mrs. V ga
Passed
19.
sch John I Suow
Dec
Inagua,
who is a member of the Legislature, left for
from Monte Gbnsti, hound north.
ret Kelly is slowly improving. Her sister inSantos, Dec 28. Ar, sch Fred Siner, SarAugusta Tuesday morning_Mr. Percy L.
law, Mrs. Sarah French, came from Gardgent, Rosario
Nickerson returned to the University of
iner to take care of her for awhile_ElManzanilla, Dec 18. Ar, sch Austin D
Maine Tuesday-Mr. Walter Nickerson,
bridge E. Fernald, Esq., come home from Knight, Freucli, New York.
who has been in the employ of Mr. E. W.
Anjer, Nov 28. Passed ship Emily Reed
Boston to spend the
holidays with his
for New York; Dec 2.
Passed
Sargent of Searsport for several mouths mother.Mrs. Walter Haley lias been Singapore
ship St Paul, Hong Kong for New Orleans;
past, is at home-Mrs. Edgar Robertson visiting her daughters in Portland and 3, passed ship Josephus, Hong Kong for New
do for do.
has returned from the hospital and is much
Augusta-Ellery Bowden, Esq., and wife York; bark Adolph Obrig,
Rosario, Dec 29 Sld, bark Annie Lewis,
improved. Miss Susie Robertson of Belfast are in Belfast during the session of court_
Geo
V
sell
Boston
do.
;
Jordan,
A watch meeting was held at the Methodist Park,
is boarding with them and attending school.
Bermuda, I)ec 30. Ar, sell Humaroek,
vestry Saturday night, and the week of
Dec
21
for
....Miss Ellen Cunningham is quite sick
Sierra Leone,
Veazie, trom N Y,
prayer will be observed there... .Mr. I. H.
with loss of foretopmast, jib boo in and jibs.
with pleurisy-Mrs. Wealthy Crosby died
Davis of Houlton made his mother, Mrs.
quite suddenlyl last Saturday morning. E. S. Thompson, a brief visit last week....
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Mr. James Freeman and Mrs. Geneva M.
Miss Alice G. Kane, who was with her and
Randall were united in marriage Dec. 29th
Boston, Jan 2. Soh A W Ellis (of Belia lame, walked, to her home, about two
at the home of the bride’s sister, Mrs.
fast), South Ain boy for Rockland, was bemiles distant. One of the neighbors when Daniel Thompson of Stockton, in the pre- low the Castle this morning with her main
made temporary repairs
asked to carry her refused, saying he was sence of the immediate relatives and a few boom broken. She
invited guests. Rev. H. W. Norton of and sld for her destination.
afraid he could not get his horse through the
Dec
30.
Sell James PonHaven,
officiated.
It
was
a
Vineyard
Searsport
very pleasant
snow-Mr. and Mrs. Black of Brooksville occasion. Immediately after the ceremony der, Jr, which vessel was stranded here durai
d
Nov
of
27,
subsequently
have been visiting Mrs. Black’s parents, a wedding breakfast was served, and the ing the gale
newly married pair left for a trip to Boston floated, has reloaded cargo and is now waitMr. and Mrs. Charles Walker.
and vicinity.
ing favorable chance to proceed.
a

fully

.....

Morrill.

..

a

Pendleton-The storm

The funeral of Oliver Blake
(not Black) took place at his late residence
last Friday i\ m., Kev. Geo. 8. Mills of Belfast officiating.
Mr. Blake was long an
honored members of Honesty Grange aud
one of its charter members
By request the

.$3.90 and

Heavy Golf Style, Mens' and Boys' just half price,
Heavy Muleskin Lined Gloves, great values,
Men s Braces, worth double,

...

supply. Upon investiga-

Good Wool

and durable coats,

now,

our

Suits,

Men's and Boys' Trousers,

Bargains in Cans and Gloves.

,

|

water

Knee Pants

Goat, worth $4.00 now
Brown Covert Cloth, worth $7.00, now
DOWN FROM $5.00 auil $7.00.
j
Brown All Wool Covert Cloth, worth $10.00, now
Men's Heavy Double Breasted Black Cheviot Suits,
S5.85 Men’s Waterproof Duck Coats, heavy wool lineti,
regular $8.00 quality, reduced to
50 Men's Fine Suits, f'S?S8.90 11.50 Lambskin Lined Duck Coats,
Mens and

....

uqde

39

•

warm

Sujts

Great Cut in Prices of Suits.

j

j

3*98

$ 14 00, at.$9.75

generally

bride’s sister, Mrs. Daniel Thompson, Friday after
very successful terms_The
in Stockton Springs. Their many friends in
Carter school, Miss Madge Thompson teachProspect wish them a happy New Year.... er, are planning to give an entertainment at
there in the Phinney lot
Che S. B. I. S will meet with Mr. and Mrs. I their school house next
Tuesday evening...
at
the
The union meetings will be held
ira Ward January 12th.Josiali Colson i The Advent
quarterly meetings held by
M. E. vestry on Thuraday, Friday ami Sat- and
family have returned from their visit to Kev. Messrs Weeks and Brown have been
urday evenings. Sunday evening services : Dr. Colson and family in Bangor.. Mr. and I
quite well attended.. Miss Miriam Bartlett
at the M. E. church, sermon by Rev. II W.
Mrs. Charles H. Littletield spent New Years
wln» lias been spending her Christinas vacathe
lirst
of
of
the
Norton. The meetings
j with Dr. O. S. Erskine and family in Frank te
vith her parents. Mr. aud Mrs. James
we*-k were fully attended.
fort.The sociable at the Grange Ha.. Jan. ! 0
Baxtlett, left Saturday to resume her
1
was
well
attended.
school work in Hopedale,
Mass... .Mr.
Th* alarm <-f tirt^ Friday Dec. '•0, at b> j
Frank Poland, who is attending the Bangor
cl'ii-k a. m., was occasioned by a dense
Clark’s Corner, Prospect. Miss Rose
Business College is at home for a short vacaAs there
smoke .s.-amg from the sail loft.
is
Clarke
done work at
the Searsport
Messrs Wall's and Mark Bartlett
w a>
hay stored in the lower part of the House and is at home with her father, tion
have returned for the spring term at the
bin ding, it was supposed the fire had been
Mr.
G. O. Clarke.
There
was
a
siiu uiiiermg there some time, and the lie- i
i Christinas tree at Mrs. Everett Little- 1 Diversity >f Maine, Orom».Freeman
pari.ment exp", ted a long, strong light. The field’s, and many beautiful presents. Tivcn- Johnston has been quite ill in Boston He ami
J
engines \\
promptly on hand and were j tv-five were in attendance.... Mrs Han- bis wife are expected 1mm in a short time.
Ep. j ill Gay, who has been rather poorly
iu
ad
us
on
placed
vantagepositions
the;| nab Clarke spent Christmas at home_
wharf | po-ite.
The tide being in, there
Seideu Clarke saw a fine buck cross his field during the winter, is slightly improved.
*-

•

Extra Fine All Wool Biack Frieze Ulsters,

j

was at:

■

regular price #6.50,

Liberty. The Magazine Club, with a few
invited guests, held a watch meeting at Mrs. a very pleasant evening.Miss Emily
Althea Perkins on the night of Dec. .‘list, Ginn visited her sister, Mrs. James Littlewith the following program: Discussions of j tiled, in Prospect Marsh last week_Miss
Penobscot Engine Co. No. 1, elected the magazines, read during week; Life of John i Lena Shute has gone to Bangor to work for
|
following officers Tuesday evening: Fore- Kendrick Bangs, with selections from 1! Capt. George Cummings_Capt. A. S.
man, Frank Rose; 1st Asst., Frank WhitHouse-boat in the Styx,” “The Paradise Wilson and wife called on friends in Prosj'oiiib; 2nd Asst., Lin Sargent; Clerk, Frank Club,” and a poem, and quotations from pect Marsh one day last week_Mrs. A. A.
Smart.
Hamlet, Resfreshments were served and Ginn entertained the Ladies Circle of ProsMarsh last Thursday afternoon and
the time passed pleasantly until twelve pect
an
Notwithstanding the noon train was
o'clock. The next meeting will be with A. I evening. Forty were present, and all went
hour late Tuesday, Page, who was driving
home feeling well repaid for coming_
J. Skidmore.
the stage that day, made uy nearly half the
Eustis Ginn of Ellsworth is visiting friends
time, reaching here with the noon mail
Prospkci Village. Mr. Sanford Lane and relatives in this vicinity.
twelve.
after
shortly
will go to Castiue this week to attend
Centre Montville. Mrs. Clara Palmer
school.... Mrs. Geneva llandell of Prospect has
Elijah Herrick, agenc for Bryant & Cobb,
gone to Massachusetts to spend the winlanded from the steamer at the wharf here a ami Mr. James Freeman of Winterport were ter with her daughter Mrs Hannon.
united
in
Dec.
2btli
the
at
residence
marriage
and beautiful granite monument of
Schools in town will
close next
of the

BARGAINS^ B()ys,

S3.98 25 Knee Pants Suits,

ULSTERS.

Prospect Ferry. Mrs. E. K. Batehelder
entertained the Ladies Circle last Friday
evening. Thirty were present and all enjoyed

A.

large
unique design which was transported to
Stockton Springs and placed in the cemetery

|

*

Boys'
Kersey Overcoats, worth$10, now 6,90
Fine Grades,
Extra Fine Men's Kersey Overcoats, made in an elegant
manner, our $12 and $1S line, color Black and Brown,
S9.75 and 11,90

Men’s Heavy Gray Ulsters,

town.

+

All Wool Beaver and

recent

below in different parts of the

*

say

and

stale.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

cold snap caused a great uraft
the coal piles. 'lh thermometer Monday
morning was reported as varying from 20 to
The

—--------

CUSTOn,[andwe find if is policy to do so, to close out our entire stock of heavy Wei,;
it the waning of the season.
Our customers want to be shown brand new styles each. \v ,r
it can be done, is to close out the broken lots of Suits and Overcoats at such low prices that even rh-

BLACK BEAVER OVERCOATS, small sizes only,
BLUE CHINCHILLA OVERCOATS,

Britain, Canada

A

great sacrifice

■

H. Bruce and Mrs. Nettie
i a w her of Palermo Centre are visiting Mrs.
Bruce's parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Stevens.
Kutli

Mrs.

at a

We

Royal Ba’-'ng Powder has been ana=
lyzed by ie Chief health Officers of

watch factory.

Bark Kvie

A

pnly way
judge of values

Philadelphia Monday.
M

A

IT HAS BECOME OUR
1

use

which

morning.

TAKlBr.

no

always insures pure, light
and sweet bread, biscuit and cake

its

week.

were

con-

the

sister, Mrs. J. G. Pendleton,

her

It

lime, alum, phosphate
or
ammonia, leaves no acid or
alkaline residuum in the food, and

left for

Monday

known.

leavening agent

Co.

CLOTHING BUYERS

HUNDREDS OF

ADVANTAGE OF THIS MARVELOUS OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE
MONEY. DON’T PUT IT OFF. COME AT ONCE.

the most useful and wholesome

she

GOES LIVELY ON.

STILL

pre-eminently

of

|
|

■

>,

11

■-

*■

I
v:

1

|

.<

■

|

Chatham,

Chartkrs. Bark Fred P Litchlield, Savannah to Pernambuco and Parihiba, rosin, p t.
Sch Lucia Porter, New York to Cayenne,
general cargo, §2,100. Sch ./Etna, New York
; to Havana, geueral cargo, §1,550 and free
| wharfage. Brig Telos, New York to Ponce
and hack North of Hatteras, molasses,
§3.25 and port charges for the round. Sch
I Anna Pendleton, Brunswick to New York,
lumber §5. Sch Florence Leiand, New York
to Brunswick, salt, §1.25. Sch Charlotte f
Sibley, Round Pond to Charleston, fish
scrap. §1.25 net. Sch Puritan, Hoboken to
Edgartown, coal 00 cents.
Er rights. The Freight Circular of Brown
& Co, New York, reports for the week ending Dec :>1: Foreign owners of long voyage tonnage are making no effort to secure
business from this port at the. rates current
for case oil ami general cargo
Shippers of
the former yet hold aloof from the market,
at the same time it is generally understood
that some improvement over last rates to
far Eastern ports could be obtained were
vessels tendered firm for either prompt or
[ forward loading. The Australian lines are
: desirous of
securing tonnage, particularly
for Melbourne, Adelaide and Brisbane, but
there are few or no vessels at present available, and reluctance is shown in meeting
higher rates for later loading. Charterers’
ideas are about 17
17 ti to Sydney and
Melbourne, but it is generally conceded that,
some advance
these
figures could be
tippn
obtained with a vessel in hand.
Barrel

|

!.

!

j

petroleum freights are at a stand. Orders
seemingly are scarce, at the same time the

market is about bare of suitable tonnage.
Lumber tonnage for the Iiiver Plate continues
in demand, but owners are not pr,ompt to
From the
accept the rate bid by shippers.
Gulf to Montevideo f. o. $12 50 would be
and
from
the
to
Buenos
Provinces
paid,
Ayres and Rosario $9 @ $10, but some advance
these figures is required.
upon
Orders are in market from Brazil and other
South American countries, but shippers

experience difficulty in executing same*
firmly insisting upon higher rates to
Tonnage for the West Iudies
continues in good demand, and there is a
moderately active inquiry for the home
voyage. Rates are better, but in view of
owners

all ports.

DIED.

Blake. In Morrill, Dec
27, Oliver Blake,
aged 87 \ears, 0 months and 22 days
Calk, in Belfast,Dec. 30, Sarah (’arr,aged o.“>
years.
Coll.
In Portland, Dec. 28, Sarah Soinerby,
widow .it John (’ole, and daughter of the late
Bailey Peirce ol Frankfort.
Cakvkk. In North Haven, Decemher 21, Mrs.
Nathan ('arver.
Dill. In South Boston. December 24, Maria
D., widow of Asa M. Dill, formerly of Kockland,
aged S7 years, 3 months and 7 (lavs.
Hakkison. In Belfast, .Jan
4. Kli/.aheth F.
Harrison, aged 23 years and 5 months
Hall. In Kockland. Decemher 27, Elijah H.
Hall, aged 70 years, 0 da>s.
In Bockport, December23. Angeiim-,
Hkwktt
wi«low of A. I\. Hewett. aged 00 \ears, 4 mouths,
8 nays.
Ha/.kltink. In Belfast, .Jan. 2,
Benjamin
Prescott Hazeltine, aged 08 years ami 14 ilavs.
Hoihido.n. In Piio-nix, Arizona. Dee. IS, (. apt.
David Hodgdon. formerly of Belfast, aged .' I
years,*10 months and 20 da\s
Piiilkkodk. In Brooklyn, N. \
Dee. 30, Pm-I
Philbrook, formerly of Boston.
Morrill,
in Searsmont, Dee. 20, George
Morrill, aged 82 years, 0 months and 2 days.
Mowk.
In Lowell, Mass., Dee. 31, Inez A.
Mo we, formerly of Nortliport, aged (51 years.
Nickerson. In North Vassal boro. Me., Dee 27,
1808, Seth, the only surviving brother of Gen. F
S. Nickerson of Boston, aged 89 years.
Obkr. In Bucksport, Dec 21, Mrs. Thankful
Ober, aged 70 years, 5 months, 10 pays.
Partridge. In Orland, Dec. 21, Ellison L.
Partridge, aged 00 years, 8 months, 3 days.
Perkins. In Penobscot, Dec. 21, Miss Minnie
Perkins, aged 28 years, 8 months.
Buss. In Camden. December 21, Edwin M.
Buss, aged 82 years, 9 months.
Smith. In Brooksviiie, Dec. 20, James H.
Smith, aged 24 years, 4 months, lo days.
Stover. In Penobscot, Dec. 23, Mrs. Irene1
Stover, aged 82 years, 4 months, 5 days.
Stover.
In Brooksviiie, Dec. 22, John P.
Stover, aged 71 years. 3 months and 12 days.
Spear, In San Francisco, Decemher 12, the*
wife of Capt. A. F’. Spear, aged 00 years, 1
month, l day.
Stetson. In Melrose, Dec. 31, Eliza A., wife of
M. V'. Stetson, and daughter of the late Liberty B.
and Charity Wet her bee of Belfast, Me. Services
at 405 Lebanon street, Tuesday, at 10 a. m.
Stephenson. In Belfast, Jan. 2, Charles C.
Stephenson, aged 50 years, 2 months and 27 days.
Smith. In Waldo, Dec. 20, Mabel L., wife of
Leslie B. Smith, aged 23 years, 7 mouths and 13
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